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I. Introduction 
Grafting a s  a me thod  i n  forest tree breeding IT a s  in t roduced b y  SI n i m  
L ~ R S E N  i n  Deninarl i  i n  1936 (see SYR XH L ~ R S C U  1945). I11 S n  eden  
experiments were  started i n  1'340 ( S ~ c r i ~ s s o s  1932) a n d  dur ing  the  
last decade,  grafting h a s  been used  increasingly i n  S\vedish forestry. 
Every  yea r  abou t  o n e  h u n d r e d  thousand Scots p ine  a n d  Xorn-ay sp ruce  
grafts a r e  m a d e .  T h e  m a i n  object is to propagate selected trees, so  called 
p lus  trees, for planting i n  seed o rcha rds  \\-here h igh quali ty seed is  to 
b e  produced,  cf. e.g. ANDERSSOA & J ~ Y S S O U  (1952) a n d  A A D E R S ~ O S  
(1960, 1962). Ai great  m a n y  factor5 of i inpor tance  for t h e  result  of 
grafting still r e m a i n  unlino\vn. T h e  present  investigation w a s  instituted 
becaufe  it w a s  p resumed  tha t  s o m e  factors of in lpor tance  hvere to b c  
found  i n  t h e  process of un ion  of t h e  scion a n d  t h e  stock. T h e  n u m b e r  of 
successful graft un ions  i n  Scots p ine  is generally super ior  to  that  of 
Norn-a)- spruce .  I t  IT a5 felt desirable,  therefore, tha t  the  histological 
pa t tern  of un ion  i n  hot11 of the  rpecies shou ld  b e  e ~ a m i n e d ,  so  a s  to 
enable  conclusions to b e  d r a v  11 a5 to the  hest me thod  of grafting. 
11. Literature review 
The literature on the growth processes in graft junctions is extensive. Among 
the woody species the fruit trees have attracted most interest. Many investiga- 
tions have also been carried out in regard to herbaceous plants, primarily the 
Solanaceae. I t  is only in the last decade that  a few in~estigations have been 
devoted specialls- t o  grafts of conifers. 
I t  has been my intention to give a clear sun-ey of earlier findings on the 
process of union in grafts of other species, as a bacligrouiid to the following 
description of the process of union in grafts of pine and spruce. 
The history of grafting from prime\ a1 times has been reviewed by \'OCFITISG 
(1892). BRADFORD Pi SITTON (1929) presented a full summary of the literature 
published up to tha t  time, and KREKKE (1933) referred to a great many papers 
in his comprehensive discussion of various stages of union. 
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The possibilities of successfully transferring a par t  of one plant individual to  
another, of getting i t  to  unite and continue its growth, have long been known. 
The earliest information was found in a paper by PSEUDO-HIPPOCRATES about 
124  B.C. He, and later on TIIEOPHRASTUS, pointed out t ha t  the scion retains its 
specific character. Although living on the supply of nutrients from the stock 
t o  l~egin  with, the scion, he said, gradually develops roots which penetrate 
through the stock, and thus provide for its nourishment. THEOPHRASTUS stated 
tha t  union is ixost easily established when the conlponents are as equal as 
possible. Up to the end of the 17th century his successors described a great 
number of the most fantastic graft combinations (VOCHTIKG). DE LA QUIS- 
TINYE (1600) finally refuted thesz absurd statements by  defining the kind of 
stock feasible for various kinds of fruit trees. 
DUIIAMEL D U  MONCEAU (1758) was the first to  at tempt a liistological in- 
vestigation of graft unions. Three weeks after grafting, he noticed formations of 
the kind we now know under the name of callus: "substance tenclre herbacke 
e t  comme grenue". H e  also found tha t  union developed only between newly 
formed tissues of this kind. 
During the  first par t  of the 19th century reports on graft unions were pub- 
lished by i.a. TURPIN (1831), DE CANDOLLE (1832) and TREVIRANUS (1838). In 
time the functioning of the  cambium came to  be gradually understood and thus 
also the n a t ~ l r e  of the union. TRE\~IRANUS, however, subnlitted there was union 
of the graft con~ponents ouly in the  rind. 
HANSTEIX (1865) was of the opinion tha t  all new growth was to  be traced 
back to  the activity of the cambium. G ~ P P E R T ' S  investigations on grafting 
mere published in 1874, but  as early as in 1811 in a paper 011 the healing of 
wounded spruce stems, he had given some views on the graft union. The first 
year he found in some grafts of Sorbus  a macroscopial green stripe between the  
graft coinponents, which in the second year was embedded in a continuous ring 
of wood. The tissues established in the first year aud then enzbedded between 
wood surfaces he called "intermediares Zellgewehe". In the publication of 
1874 the process of union was described as follows: "Auf der vertilialen Flache 
des RIutterstammes, wenn sie von der cles Pfropflings eng umgeschlossen wird, 
entwiclielt sic11 jenes wie ich nun Band deutlich von den RIarlistrahlen ausge- 
hendes Parenchyn~gewebe,  welches  nit d e m  des Pfropf l ings  i n  Verb indung  tritt 
und so unter Begiinstigung moglichst volllioinmen Abschlusses von der At- 
mosphlire der Yereinigung nebst der bald z u  erwahnenden Cambialschicht 
bewirkt". 
GOPPERT stated further t ha t  the healing tissues soon become difficult to  
detect after neatly performed bud grafting, and after grafting with vertical 
cuts. They never vanish however. After oblique cuts such as in splice grafts, 
or when the  grafting has been done less carefully according to  the methods 
previously mentioned, the  tissues soon wither. In old grafted sterns the tissues 
can always be observed as a dark stripe in the wood. 
In the following year SORAUER (1875) published an article t ha t  contradicted 
GOPPERT in certain details. His views are described more elaborately in his 
"Handbuch der Pflanzenkrankheiten" (2.-3. edition, 1884-1924). I le  stated 
tha t  in various types of grafts there is a slight difference in the healing process 
of herbs and herbaceous parts of ligniferous plants on the one hand, and of 
branches with a fully developed wood cylinder on the other. "In1 ersteren 
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Falle nehmen haufig an der Bildiizg der 'IWtschicht' mehr Gewebe teil als irn 
letzteren Falle, bei welchem es sich vorzugsweise urn eine \-on der Iiambium- 
zone (biswcilen auch noch van der Markkrone) ausgehende Gewebenlasse 
handelt, welche sich in den ZJJ-ischenraum zwischen Edelreis und Wildling 
hineinzwangen oder, hildlich genommen, die Fugen zwischen den beiden 
aneinaderliegenden Teilen ausgiessen muss" (4. edition p. 829). "Kittschicht" 
is SORAUER'S expression for GOPPERT'S "intermediiires Gewebe". In contrast 
to  GOPPERT, SORAUER was unable to  find any difference in the longevity of the 
intermediary tissue caused by the method of grafting. The dead tissues or 
cavities t ha t  are sometimes found in old grafts were due to the  stock and scion 
having been fitted so closely together t ha t  the mound had been healed rapidly 
by  the first wound callus alone, and without the formation of any wood paren- 
chymatous tissues in the space between the  components. HERSE (1908) stated 
tha t  the callus tissues developed in splice grafts and veneer grafts enter the space 
between the wood surfaces from the  cambiunz, and show a tendency to  sepa- 
rate the components. Uniting 011 the external sides, the cambia then engulf the 
intermediary tissues, which soon die. 
SORAUEP, stressed tha t  his exainiuations of bud grafts and rind grafts, in 
contrast to  those of his predecessors, showed tha t  all the elements capable of 
g r o ~ ~ t h  participate in the formation of wound callus and "Eiittschicht". 
With regard t o  the establishinent of union after bud grafting and rind graft- 
ing, SORAUER distinguished between wound callus and "IGttschicht". The first 
grovth  a t  the wound surfaces he presumed to  be wound callus uniting both 
conlponents. Callus ineristem in combirlation ~ ~ i t h  the  carnbiurn of the bark 
flap was to  form the "Iiittschicht" proper b y  extruding the wound callus. In 
the cases investigated by SORAUER the stock cambium and a number of in- 
completely differentiated wood elements had adhered to  the bark flaps. The 
cells destined t o  become wood elements would contribute to  the formation of 
lignified parenchyma ("Kittschicht") in the interior folds. This conception 
of the process was not  shared by RIEXDEL (1936), who contenclecl t ha t  the newly 
formed callus is converted to  permanent tissue. YOCIITIXG (1892) stated tha t  
wound parenchyma in a bud graft is formed Prom both the stock and the scion. 
The new cambium in the pareachyma, however, was assumed to  originate solely 
from the scion. The union of grafts v a s  said to  occur in the same way. The sole 
difference being tha t  only the tissues of the  cambial zone would participate in 
the new growth if the  graft components had a fully developed wood cylinder. 
I i ~ s u s  (1912) arrived on the whole a t  the same conclusiorls as S O R ~ U E R  and 
1-OCIITING. Concerning callus formation in woody species he said: "Bei der 
Holzpflanzen dagegm ist das Cambium wachstumsfahig, das Holz nicht." E-Ie 
assumed the  initiative to  the  union of the conlponents to  originate in the scion. 
YOCHTING also introduced the matter of corresponding pits between cells of 
different origins in grafts. He confirmed the occurrence of such pits in the graft 
of a stein on root in Be ta  vulgar.is. STRASBURGER (1901) had also made the  same 
obse r~a t ion  in several species. He also succeeded in showing plasmatic connec- 
tions (plasmodesmata) between cells of rind origin when grafting Abies  nobil is  
on Abie s  pectinafa.  The correctness of this observation was subsequently 
questioned by ~ I E Y E R  (1902), and RIEYER & S C I ~ I I D T  (1910), among others. 
An investigation of the  status in perichlinal chimaeras which confirmed the 
x~iews of STRASBURGER, was carried out  by  H u n r ~  (1921). FUNK (1929), too, 
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confirmed the occurrence of plasniodesnlata between cells of different origins in 
grafts of Petunia and Datura. 
KUSTER (1903-1925), as well as SCIIRIITTHEN~VER (1907) and STEPPEX (1908), 
confirtned SORAUER'S observation tha t  all living plant parts are able to  contri- 
bute t o  the  formation of callus under stimulation from a wound, provided, 
according to  KI'STER, their membranes are not  lignified. SCHRIITTHENXER found 
the  cambium and the secondary phloem to  be the chief callus-producing ele- 
ments. In comnlon with STCFFEN, he observed a rapid callus formation from 
the  pith of Ribes grafts. 
Referring to  a similar observation rnade earlier by  HERSE, O H R I ~ N  (1908) 
found tha t  the callus formation originated primarily in cells of the cambium. 
In  the  same year, however, HERSE (1908) published a more comprehensive 
treatise which partly contradicted this earlier statement. HERSE also studied 
wound healing and the  union of the rind. H e  described the  cork catnbium 
parallel t o  the wound surfaces in the rind as being formed by the participation 
of all the living elements present, and he concluded that ,  in principle, there is 
no difference between wound cork and callus. 
Prima.rily OIIMAXN and HERSE both suggested tha t  the penetration of the 
contact layers (necrotic tissue) on the surfaces of the graft components occurs 
by crowding and compression. HERSE, however, abstained from discussing the 
matter of resorption. R ~ A U L C  (1896) considered the union of two callus edges 
covered with a cork layer t o  be a process of disintegration and resorption. The 
occurrence of some sort of resorption is a possibility suggested by most later 
scientists. 
01-IMANN was not able to  observe initiation of the cambial union. He noticed 
a differentiation of tracheid-like elements in the  callus tissues, but  a zone 
corresponding to  tha t  in which cambium was formed later did not  participate 
in these differentiations. Cells t ha t  were no different to  ordinary callus cells 
were first formed in this zone, but  they gradually developed into moody ele- 
ments. HERSE conceived the cambial growth t o  occur in a similar way-by a 
ineristematic zone in the united callus first producing parenchymatous tissue 
only. HERSE also found tha t  the cambial activity round a wound started earlier 
than  in other places in the stem, and remained more active until the wound 
was healed. He stated tha t  the  cambium deflects outwards as a result of the 
great activity a t  the edge of the wound, and tha t  callus cambium is formed in 
connection with this cambium. If junction with the other cambium is achieved 
rapidly, no further deflections will occur, but  otherwise the callus catnbiuni 
will t u rn  inwards, since i t  tends t o  follow the  upper side of the callus when this 
penetrates between the wood surfaces. 
BRADFORD & SITTOX (1929) suggested tha t  the union of successful grafts 
may be equalled to  wound healing under favourable conditions. The cambial 
activity is the main process, but  callus formation has also been observed in the 
cortex, pith, and xylem rays, and from not fully differentiated xylem elements. 
The final healing, i.e. the  formation of a continuous cambium, is completed 
through a zone of parenchymatous tissue which is sometimes a product from 
the  niorphological inner side of the cambium, and sometimes, a t  slow healing, 
from cortical parenchyma. 
PR~EBSTING (1926, 1928), as well as BRADFORD & SITTON, investigated grafts 
t ha t  for some reason were defective. P R ~ E B S T I N G  showed tha t  grafts of pears 
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on quince often appeared t o  succeed, but  t ha t  the  cambial union gradually 
decomposed. In many graft conlbinations where stock and scion united poorly, 
he noticed an abnormally large portion of parenchymatous tissue in the union 
zone. He could often see twisted vessels in the region of junction, mostly when 
one of the components was more vigorous. This, he stressed, did not  mean t h a t  
the union was less vital. In the  main BRADFORD & SITTON made similar ob- 
servations. The cambisl union of graft components t ha t  were known t o  show 
incompatibility mostly broke towards the end of the growing season. Next year 
they often reunited, but  with each season increasingly seldom. Pieces of paren- 
chyma, often suberized, were left between the  expanding stock and scion. 
HERRERO (1931) suggested t h a t  the breaks in incompatible graft unions mere 
initiated in adjoining cambial cells of stock and scion.  moss^ & Sc4n~nruzz1 
(1956) stated after close investigations: ". . . t ha t  necrosis begins in the phloem 
a t  some distance from the cambium, tha t  i t  spreads inwards towards the cani- 
l~ iu in  along rays and is able t o  reach the cambium and initiate new breaks in the 
woody tissue a t  times when the  rate of cambial activity is slowed down as a 
result of seasonal or other causes". 
Further investigations on incompatibility have been made by i.a. RICCLIS- 
rocK (1948), SAX (1954 a), THIEL (1954), STIGTER (1956),  moss^ (1958), 
PITCHER (1960), and BUCHLOH (1962). RICCLINTOCK budded peaches on stocks 
of plum in the  late summer. The scion united normally with the stock 
and the bud burst in the  following spring, but  in mid-June the leaves 
turned chlorotic on the newly formed shoot, which subsequently withered 
entirely. Simultaneously the  stock, which had been cut  back entirely in the 
spring, displayed dying root tips. A microscopical in7 estigation showed tha t  
the union of xylem tissues was mostly complete, whereas the phloem tissues 
had never united. Thus the bud received sufficient water to  euable i t  t o  burst 
in the  spring, whereas the  root growth could not  be sustained on account of 
an  insufficient supply of nutrient. In grafting different cucumber species 
onto each other STIGTER observed tha t  certain combinations were able to  
unite if leaves were left on the stock. Otherwise the junction of the phloem 
became deficient. PITCHER has found some combinations of Acer-species to  
grow well until the stock was entirely cut  back. STIGTER and PITCHER both 
presumed tha t  the leaves of the  stock produced some substance necessary for 
a proper union. Incompatibility may be overcome b y  using compatible inter- 
stocks (see e.g. KRUSSMANN 1954, and ~ I O S S E )  but  SAX has shown tha t  this 
does not  always prove to  be true. 
Around 1930 several investigations into the anatomy of the  graft union, 
mainly in herbaceous plants, were reported. KOSTOFF (1928, 1929/30) stated 
tha t  most of the callus was formed from the  stock, which was thought to  be 
due to  an  insufficient supply of water to  the scion during the initial stage of 
union. After union had been completed, however, the vigour of the sciou was 
superior to  tha t  of the stock. Cambial uuion first occurred in the  lower par t  of 
the  callus tissue. 
Upon observing tha t  intense callus development took place only when brown, 
dead cell remnants occurred on the wound surfaces, FUNK (1929) concluded tha t  
decomposition products activate the division of underlying cells. H e  thus 
supported HABCRLASDT'S (1923) theory on wound hormones. In common with 
FIGDOR (ISBI), FUNK considered the occurrence of flattened cells in the new 
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tissues of the contact zone to  be a result of bilateral pressure, and, like OHXANN, 
he distinguished two stages in the devdopnlent of the union, a primary and a 
secondary stage, the first one relating to the initial union of the mound sur- 
faces, and the second to  tlie union of vascular tissues. 
Sralos (1930) was able to  obtain union between S o l a n u m  melongerm and 
Ireslrze Lirzdenl in spite of their distant relationship. The union was not  con- 
tinuous, but  an insulating cellulose layer permitting a certain exchange of 
water was formed between the componcnts. This layer was brolien in places 
where increment was particularly rapid, i.e. in the cambium and phloem re- 
gions. No absorption of the  contact layer occurrecl, such as is noticeable with 
closely related graft components. At  the points of breach i t  was observed how 
the vascular connections between the components developed. SITION said con- 
cerning this process (p. 130) tha t  union is only established with bundles which 
are able to produce new vascular elements, and tha t  vascular strands may even 
extend towards meristein in which new vascular elements have not  yet been 
differentiated. The author further writes concerning the process tha t  the estab- 
lishment of vascular union may start  without any preceding junction of 
parenchyma tissues. This statcmcnt was meant to  disprove the earlier assump- 
tion tha t  a union between living tissue is a prerequisite for the communication 
of stimulus from cell t o  cell through plasma connections. In an earlier publica- 
tion (1908, 13. 302) SITION has assumed the upward conduction of water t o  be 
the factor releasing the  vascular differentiation. I-Ie now coilcludes tha t  the 
direction of differentiation is regulated by some sort of a gron-th hormone 
which is ernittcd from active meristems onl j .  
The comprehensive work published by K R E X I ~  (1933) was first presented in 
Russia in 1928. After a careful re-editing by the author, i t  was sub~equent ly  
published in German. KRENKE discussed critically the  work of previous re- 
searchers and presented detailed investigations of grafts in the family Solanaceae 
and in monocotgledons, especially Trudescantra.  KRENKC rejected the  term 
callus used in association with graft unions ( c f .  chapter V:C). 
K R E ~ K E  observed an enlargeinent of old cells to  be the first wound reaction. 
He assumed this to  be due to  a n  easing of the pressure from adjacent tissues. 
Divisions and increment are then noticeable in several layers of cells beneath 
the wound surface. Referring (p. 335) to  similar observations made by e.g. 
JAGCR (1928), he sllowed tha t  cells far advanced in differentiation into mood 
elements may undergo divisions. This reference, however, appears to  have been 
erroneous. Instead, JAGER found after certain investigations t h a t  the  cells 
considered by many prexious researchers to  be "clelignified" were actually 
cells developed from the  cambium, but  not  yet lignified. KIICNKE further stated 
tha t  the callus formation is more intensive in the neighbourhood of vascular 
bundles than  in purely parenchymatous tissue. Closeness to  vascular tissue 
in one con~ponent may also initiate division in purely parenchymatous tissue 
in tlie other component. KREUKE mas of the opinion tha t  all living tissues are 
able to  participate in the  fornlation of callus, but  t ha t  the tissues may react 
very differently, their age being of great significance. Contrary to FUSIC, he 
did not interpret the flattening of cells in the regeneration tissue as a result of 
bilateral pressure. The form was instead supposed t o  be caused by a certain 
position of the  cell nuclei a t  the time of the divisions. The breach in the contact 
layer has usually been initiated hy tissue originating from a vascular bundle. 
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KRCXKC was of the opiuion tha t  the breach may occur purely niechanically, or 
by resorption of the contact layer, these processes being parallel. 
The union of xylem elements was considered by KRENKE to  occur in t n o  
different ways: 1) X carnbiurn is formed in the intermediate tissue in connectiorl 
with the cambial tissues in stock and scion. This new cambium devclops xyleni 
and phloem elements in the regular way. 2) Oblique cells develop b y  cross- 
connections (anastomoses) a network between the vascular bundles in both 
co~npouents. Both types of unions may occur simultaneously in the same ob- 
ject. Also growth processes in the  phloem were dcscribed in detail. The author 
dwelt a t  length on the influence of various stimuli on the cell division activity 
and on differentiation. H e  also penetrated the problem of polarity in the  tissues, 
a subject which has also been dealt with by  i.a. ~I . \uLE (1S96), ROTHE (1924), 
I<.IAN ALBEST (1934), J o s ~  (1942), BLOCH (1952), J k c o ~ s  (1952), S k x  (1953 b), 
and S a x  & DICKSON (1956). 
The investigations of Kicotianu grafts b j  CRAFTS (1934) indicated tha t  callus 
could be formcd from parenchymatous cells in all parts of the stem: pith,phloern 
x>lem, cortex, and catnhiutn. The regenerati1 e stimulant appcarecl to  origmate 
from the ends of the  young, growing vascular elements, and new tissue of a 
similar kind was differentiated only in contact with these elements. Both the 
phloem and the  xylem cells were short a t  the beginning of the process, as were 
also thc surrounding isodiametrical cells. No slime bodies typical of secondary 
phloem mere noticeable in the short, newly formed sieve tubes. Simultaneously 
with the differentiation of uniting phloem and xylem elements, div~sions of 
intermediary callus tissue produced a cambium, the direction of which mas 
determined by t h a t  of the surrounding phloeni and xylem. The union zone of 
many grafts was characterized by root initials surrounded by parenchymatous 
cells containing large amounts of starch. 
SASS (1932) studied the process of uuioii in "piece-root tongue grafts" in 
apple. Instructive photographs exemplified his observations. The grafting was 
carried out  in winter with dorniant material. Dormancy was soon broken, and 
after two days in a temperature of + I S 0  C, the first signs of activity were ob- 
served in the  bark tissue (the author used the term bark for all tissue outside a 
more or less distmct wood cylinder). Sass stated tha t  all callus is produced by 
tissues external to the woocl cylinder, and tha t  the cambium plays a minor 
r61e in this context. A11 living parts of the bark, except the periderm, are able 
to  proliferate. I t  is only exceptionally tha t  the space between the  scion and 
the stock is completel~ filled -\\~ith parenchymatous tissue during the first year. 
No proliferation from xylem rays were detected, nor from any other xyleni 
elements or from the pith. All the "filler callus" between the components 
originated from the  bark. S r s s  wrote rcgarding the union of cambia (p. 369): 
"Along the cut  edges of the old cambium, the adjacent callus cells undergo 
several divisions radially, producing several layers of narrow, tangentially 
elongated cambium-like cells. This a c t i ~ i t y  extends tangentially to  callus 
cells farther away from the respective cambia of the stock and scion. The 
callus between the inernbers is finally bridged by a distinct, cambium-like layer 
of deeply staining cells with large nuclei . . . In view of the structure and sub- 
sequent activity of these cells, they constitute a true cambial region". At  best 
the cambial union was complete after three meeks, hut  the time required for 
complete union varied wiclely. 
SHARPLES & GCSNERY (1933) studied cleft grafts of Hibiscus  and IIeuea and 
made observations similar t o  those made by SASS earlier, with the  difference, 
however, t ha t  callus wa; obsened  to  develop from rays in both the phloem 
and the xylem. Callus also developed from the  pith, but  only to  a minor extent. 
The main portion of the callus tissue originated from the phloem par t  of rays. 
The stock and the scion produced equal amounts of callus. Ko sign of cambial 
activity was observed until the callus tissue was complete. 
The investigation of Mothoparmx grafts by  JULIAXO (1941) largely confirmed 
the  results obtained by SHLRPLES & GUSSERY, with the  single exception, 
however, t ha t  a considerable callus formation occurred from the very big pith of 
S o t h o p a n a x ,  particularly in the areas contiguous to  the xylem. In old indi- 
viduals, however, no proliferation occurred in the pith. 
SWINGLC (1940, 1952) presented two sunlrnarizing articles on regeneration 
and vegetative propagation in various species, in which attention was also paid 
to  grafting. BLOCK (1941, 1952) presented summaries of literature pertaining 
to  wound healing which also included grafting. In his first article B L ~ C H  
stressed several times tha t  the cell divisions are always parallel to  the wound 
surface: "Cell division is always parallel to  the surface of the wound or internal 
centres of necrosis in the early phase of wound tissue activity. I t  was shown tha t  
the polarizing influence from the wound is exerted upon the cell as a whole, and 
tha t  the plane of division I~ecomes visible by  the configuration of the cytoplasm 
before i t  becomes evident in the  mitotic figure." This matter is also discussed 
in the  second article, where i t  is stated tha t  other directions of division may 
occur, particularly in the late stages of wound tissue formation, and in special 
situations. The possibility of cledifferentiation of cells already differentiated, 
which has also been mentioned by e.g. KRCNKC, is discussed in detail and then 
summarized as follows: "Conternporary research has shown tha t  dedifferen- 
tiation mag be induced in most mature, living cells by  wounding. Even spe- 
cialized cells, such as thick-walled lignified elements, may in this process be- 
come delignified and thin-walled." The problem has been discussed further in 
the second article. Referring to  a compreherisive investigation hy BUVAT, 
BLOCH stated tha t  every cell of an angio5peri-n plant should, if not  degenerated, 
possess the power of dedifferentiating more or less completely under special 
conditions. Iiwestigations carried out by R L ~ C H  have shown cells of an idio- 
Mastic character t ha t  do not dedifferentiate completely in wound tissues. Cells 
of this kind containing fats and tannin occur in R i c i n u s  communi s .  When the  
plant is woundecl, these cells may divide and transmit their contents t o  the 
daughter cells. BLOCK further referred to investigations which showed tha t  the 
bridges of vascular elements t ha t  are formed in wound tissue run in a polar 
direction from the  upper to  the lower side of the wound. The tendency of 
parenchymatous tissues to  develop a more or less tracheid-like character has 
frequently appeared in the material under investigation by the author. 
The investigations carried out  by  C4~1us  (1949) concerning the influence of 
the bud on dedifferentiation and differentiation was also mentioned by BLOCH. 
C ~ a m s  grafted buds of Cichorium intybrrs on isolated pieces of rootscontaining 
only old parenchymatous tissues, which were dedifferentiated and redifferen- 
tiated to  vascular elements under the influence of the bud. This stinlulating 
effect could be obtained also in cases when the bud was separated from the  old 
tissues by  a semipermeable menlbrane of cellophane. A complete union con- 
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sequently seemed unnecessary for a transfer of stimulance between the inern- 
bers. 
ROBERTS (1949) presented in a comprehensive report a large number of 
works mainly concerning physiological occurrences in conjunction with grafting. 
Many problems in this field still remained unexplored. ROGERS & B E A K B ~ N E  
(1957) referred to  a large number of studies which mainly concerned the mutual 
influence between stock and scion in fruit trees. An investigation by BRIX 
(1952) has clearly shown t h a t  hereditary qualities are never influenced by 
grafting. Other investigations on heteroplastic graft combinations and the 
influence exercised b y  the two graft components have been published by i.a. 
MERGEN (1954 c), HOLST & S ~ N T O N  (1959), PITCHER (1960), SCHONBACH 
(1960), EVANS e f  al. (1961), and XHLGREN (1962). 
The investigations by  ARTSCIIW\T\GER (1951) of unions between Parthenlrun 
argenfatum and Helianfhus nnnuus were carried out on the basis of the work 
by KRENKC mentioned above, and i t  was largely of a confirmative nature. 
ARTSCHWAGER first observed transfusion windows contiguous to  vascular 
bundles, and through these initial parenchyma unions xylem elements were 
differentiated in the direction of the nearest vascular bundle. New phloem 
elements occurred close to  the xylem elements, but  the differentiation was 
slower. To begin with only narrow, elongated parenchyma cells were formed. 
The healing process after bud grafting of roses was described by BUCK (1953). 
He found callus formation from rays on both the xylem and the phloem sides 
and from incompletely differentiated phloem and xylem elements. The cambi- 
um, however, did not  participate in this process. The major portion of the 
cambial cells as well as the new elements last formed were destroyed in both 
the stock and the bud eye in the grafting. BUCK was unable t o  detect any intact 
carnbium either on the bark flaps or on the wood surfaces immediately after 
the operation. The major portion of the callus tissue developed from the stock. 
The union of callus tissues from both sides was observed after five dags and 
cambial union after 10-14 dags. Concerning the  differentiation of the cam- 
bium through the callus tissue, he refers to  S4ss's paper on the subject. 
A study of the potentialities of various tissues to  proliferate was made by 
B ~ R K E R  (1954). I t  concerned basswood. H e  stated tha t  parenchyma in the 
wood is able t o  develop callus only if there is a large amount of parenchymat- 
ous cells in the vicinity, e.g. in so called pith-flecks in the  xylem caused by 
some previous damage to  the  cambium. The boundaries between the  annual 
rings often contained more parenchymatous tissue than the rest of the wood. 
Consequently callus v a s  often produced from them. Proliferation from the 
xylem rays occurred only if they were connected with active elements else- 
where. Normal wound healing of debarked material would take place by  re- 
peated divisions of recent cambial der i~at ives .  The major portion of the callus 
tissue appeared to  originate from the rays, but  this was assumed to  depend on 
their advantageous position in regard to  nutrient supply and conduction. 
BARKER mas of the opinion tha t  wound healing, a t  least in basswood, is a 
function of the cambial zone. The statement made by several scientists t ha t  
the rays should be the most active parts in wound healing he considered to  
be erroneous according t o  his own findings t h a t  they are unable t o  develop 
callus except under special conditions. L ~ R u E  (1936) investigated the  capacity 
of proliferation from various parts of the  stem in a great many species. 
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There were wide differences, but  the  cambial zone was active in all the 
species containing a cambium. 
To my  knowledge SEVEROVA (195S, 2nd edition, 1st  edition in 1951) was 
the  iirst to  make any anatomical investigations into grafts of coniferous 
species. Her investigation was based on the Russian edition of KRENKE'S 
work. SEVEROVA suggested the following active elements: cambium, ray cells, 
and pith parenchyma. The formation of callus from both con~ponents was 
rapid, and the space between the components was filled completely. Referring 
to  KRENKE, she stated tha t  the cell division intensity was highest where 
vascular tissues from both sides meet, a t  which points the contact layers are 
also first penetrated. This is shown in a rather sketchy illustration by an arrow 
indicating the point of contact between phloem elements of the graft compo- 
nents. the grafting had been well performed, i t  tooli about three weeks 
for the cambia to  unite. 
MERGEN (1954 a)  investigated unions in grafts of P i n u s  elliottii.  The grafts 
were veneer side grafts with very young material, both the stock and the 
scion being about ten months old. When the first graft was investigated one 
meek after the operation, the callus development was already pronounced, and 
transfusion windows had been formed between the components. "Parenchg- 
rnatous cells from the medullary rays, phloem rays and the  cortex were parti- 
cularly active in bridging the contact layer and in forming direct connections 
between stock and scion tissues" (p. 240). Some activity was also observed in 
the cambium. The space between the cornponents was mostly filled with callus 
originating from "~nedullary rays", and after three weeks the major part  of the 
space had been filled. Simultaneously the cambia were also united in the lower 
par t  of the graft where the flap from the stock covered the wedge-shaped par t  
of the scion. Callus mas produced by both components, most of i t  by  the stock. 
Exposed pith, too, participated vigorously in the callus formation. Five weeks 
later the union was almost complete. After six weeks the contact layer had been 
entirely eliminated, continuous cambial union was established, and phloem, 
cortex and peridern1 from both sides formed continuous layers. 
Comprehensive investigations of unions in various types of grafts in poplar 
have been carried out  by  BRAU?; (1958, 1959, and 1960 a). The age of the graft 
material varied between one and four years. The first par t  of the investigation 
concerned side slit grafts. The slit was made tangentially in the stock, and so 
deep tha t  some wood adhered to  the barli flap. 
Only the stock participates in the first callus formation, and the early-wood. 
cambium, and young parts of the rind are particularly active. The parenchyma 
cells in the  old parts of the  rind start  to  divide somewhat later. The interme- 
diary tissue is coilsistently growing faster on the wood side than on the barli 
flap side. After 14 days the intermediary tissue starts t o  divide according to  a 
definite pattern. On account of the vigorous proliferation on the  wood side, 
the scion is pressed outwards to the bark flap. BRACN stressed the importance 
of the flap for a successful union. A locally faster growth in the flap approxi- 
mately a t  the level of the  scion cambium achieves a brealiage of the  contact 
layer. Stretching, bursting, and resorption are involved in this process. TVher~ 
the development has reached this stage, the first sign of activity is noticeable 
in the scion. The cambia are united by growth advancing from both sides to- 
wards the midsection. "Der vonl Kambium ausgehende Reiz ubertragt sich auf 
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angrenzende Parenchymzellen und veranlasst sie den Character von Kam- 
biumzellen anzunehmen (hoinoiogenetische Induktion). Die vor dem K a n -  
biumenden liegenden Parenchymzellen erfahren eine Ruckdifferentierung, sie 
unterteilen sich zunkchst . . . mehrmals, die Teilungsprodulite sind wieder 
plasmareicher und besitzen erneut die fur meristematische Zellen typischen 
grosseren Zellkerne." (Cf. Sass, the quotation on p. 11 above, not  referred 
to  by BRAUX). Phellogens on both sides united in a similar way, but  usually 
the vascular cambia had already united. Complete unions have been formed in 
45 to 65 days. The middle stage in the establishment of the union appeared to  
be the most critical, i.e. when the buds of the scion began to  burst before 
vascular connections were established. 
The second par t  of the BRAUN investigation concerned veneer side grafts 
and splice grafts. In these grafts interrnediary tissue is formed solely from the 
inner layers of the rind, the cambium, and the early wood of the  stock. The 
space between the  stock and the scion is soon filled entirely by  this tissue. As in 
the case of the side slit grafts, the scion in a veneer side graft is passive until the 
contact layer has been broken-except for some activity in the outer parts of 
its pith, where a meristernatic zone is often formed. This zone occasionally 
affects the  advancing cambium of the stock. Union between parenchyma 
tissues was observed after 25 to  30 days, whereas complete cambial union was 
not  achieved in the veneer side grafts until after 45 to  90 days. 
The last par t  of the  investigation (1960 a) concerned four other types of 
grafts, but  nothing essentially new was reported. BRAUN divided the process of 
union into three stages: 
a) the establishment of primary contact 
b) the  increasing pressure between the graft components 
c) the formation of normal tissue connections (union formation) 
In one paper (1960 b) BRAUN has summarized his findings from these inves- 
tigations. BRAUN has also presented papers on the water conditions in the 
scion and the  stock (1961, 1962 a), and on the most advantageous time for 
grafting (1962 b). 
LAUNAY (1961) presented an anatomical investigation of graft unions in 
Pin~ls pinaster.. The tissues active in union formation were cambium, rays, pith, 
and resin ducts. 
In a previous paper I have sun~marized the  experiences obtained during 
the  examination I am now about t o  present which are of importance in the  
practical work of grafting (DORMLIXG 1962). 
Finally, a number of investigations concerning grafting methods and the 
practical side of grafting will be mentioned. GARNER'S monograph on grafting 
(1959) contained descriptions of a large number of grafting methods. Grafting 
methods for conifers are dealt with in the worlis published by 3 1 1 ~ o v  (1940), 
SYRACH LARSEX & R ~ ~ G I U S  (1944), KIELLANDER (1946), STEFANSS~N (1952), 
ANDERSS~S & JANSSON (1952), SCHROCK, OOTZ & HOFFMANS (1954), MERGEN 
& R o s s o ~  (1954), MERGEN (1954 c, 1955), ZAK (1955), H O F F M ~ N  (1957), 
R Y ~ B C H I N S K A Y A  (1957), FOWLER (1959), ORR-ETTING & PRIDEAUX (1959), 
LESKISEX (1960), PROKAZIN (1960), GATHY (1961), GUIXAUDEAU (1961), 
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NIKLES (1961), and WEBB (1961). Grafting with semisucculent material in the  
summer has been proved successful by  i.a. MERGEN (1954 b) and LESKINEN 
(1960). FISCHER & KOBERT (1960) have conducted promising investigations 
into a method of obtaining grafts of spruce on clonal stocks by  grafting on 
pieces of root. The importance of stock activity for autumn grafting of spruce 
has been investigated by NIEKSTAEDT (1959). NAESS-SCHMIDT & SBEGAARD 
(1960) studied the influence of the height of the grafting point on the  deve- 
lopment of the  scion. 
111. Material and methods 
The material used in the investigations has been treated according to 
the methods most commonly used in the grafting of conifers in green- 
houses. The grafts have also been treated uniformly. The main part 
of the material investigated has been grafted specially for the purpose 
of this investigation, but other material, particularly old pine grafts 
(2-3 years) and  spruce grafts which have displayed certain growth 
deficiencies, have also been used. 
The main series was grafted in 1958 and 1959 in the spring. Although 
Scots pine and Norway spruce were grafted both years, the spruce 
series of the first year failed and was therefore excluded. Only one 
method of grafting was used in  the first year, uiz.: Veneer side grafting 
with an  upward cut in the stock flap, as shown in Figs. 1-2 and 6-7. 
In the second year the pine grafts were performed according to the same 
method as in  the preceding year, whereas the spruce was grafted 
with a downward cut in the flap, as  shown in Figs. 3-5. In addition 
to the veneer graftings carried out in the second year, a series of side 
d i t  graftings were done on pine according to the method shown in 
Figs. 9-11, as  well as on a few specimens of spruce. In 1960 a few 
series of side slit graftings with a tangential incision in  the stocli were 
carried out (mainly for other purposes) on both pine and spruce (Figs. 
12-14). h limited number of these grafts have been investigated as a 
supplement to the previous series. A further description of how the grafts 
were executed in the different cases is given in the test under the illustra- 
tions. 
In  1958 a series of Scots pine was grafted on March 25th and con- 
sisted of 50 grafts. The stock material originated from l'immerby 
(south-eastern Sweden). A11 the scion-wood was collected from the 
3ame tree, Roskar 2 (approximately 70 years old) at Rogesund north- 
east of Stockholm. 
In 1959, on March 31st, 75 veneer side grafts of Scots pine were 
carried out. The stocli material originated from northern S~veden, and 
the scions were collected from two 70-year-old trees at Bogesund, KO- 
sliar 3 and 4, which were grafted on 2 5  and 30 stocks respectively. On 
April lst ,  20 side slit graftings were carried out with the same kind of 
scions, but with thicker stocks, also from northern Sweden. 
Norway spruce was grafted on two occasions in  1959. The first 
graftings were carried out on Narc11 Sth, and comprised 50 plants. The 
stocks originated from Fislieby (south-eastern Sweden) and the scion- 

Figs. 1-8. V e e n e r  s i d e  graf t ing .  1 .  The cut scion. 2. The stocli is cut to  fit the scion. 
3. Shaping the flap with a downwarcl cut. 4. Appearance of flap after cutting 
according to  3. 5. Scion and stock matched. 6. Shaping the flap with an up- 
ward cut. 7. Appearance of flap after cutting according to  6. 8. Norway spruce 
graft, six wceks old. 
Laggympning. I. Tillskuren ymplivist. 2. Sniitet i underlagel anpassas till ympkvisten. 
3. Tillskarning a v  fliken med neditrilitat snitt. 4. Flikens utseende efter tillskarning 
enl. 3 .  .5. Ymplivist och underlag passas samman., 6. Tillskarning av  fliken med uppAt- 
riktal suitt. 7. Flikens utseende efter LillskBrnlng enl. 6. 8. Granyrnp, sex veckor 
gammal. 
Figs. 9-14. S i d e  s l i t  gra f t ing .  9. The cut scion. 10. Radial incision into the stock. 11. Scion 
being inserted under the barli flap. 12-13. Tangential incision into the  stock. 
14. Scion being inserted under the bark flap after a tangential incision into 
the stock. Cf. appearance of incisions in 11 and 14. 
- - 
Sidsticksympning. 9. Tillskuren ympltvisi. 10. Kadiart insnitt i underlaget. 11. Ymp- 
kristen passas in under barkfliken. 12-13. Tangentiellt insnitt i underlaget. 14. 
Ymnkristen nassas in  under barkfliken efter tangentiellt insnitt i underlaget. Jfr  
insriittens utseende i 11 och 14! 
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wood was collected from a 70-year-old spruce at Bogesund. The unions 
being rather unsatisfactory, a nem series of 25 grafts \\-as made on April 
7th. Whereas the stock material was from the same provenance, the 
scion-wood was collected from a fast-growing 30-year-old spruce at 
Bogesund. 
In  all cases the stocks -\yere so advanced that the buds had begun 
to burst, and in many cases 1-2 cm long shoots had developed. The 
stoclis of the veneer side grafts were designated as 21111, which means 
that they had been growing for two years in a seed bed, one year as 
transplants, and one year in pots. The potting was done at the turn of 
the months of hfay and June in the year prior to grafting. In January 
the pots were moved into a greenhouse where the temperature was liept 
at approximately + 5" C to begin with, and then gradually raised so that 
it was approximately + 18" C in the day-time and + 10" C at night shortly 
before grafting. The scion-wood was collected immediately before 
grafting and showed no signs of bursting buds. 
The grafts were tied with raffia or plastic tape, and sealed with 
grafting was.  They were placed in a closed case. One week after grafting 
air was admitted which was then gradually increased. Six to seven weelis 
after grafting the glass was removed. The grafts remaining in mid-June 
were moved to a bed out of doors, where they were planted without pots. 
At the same time the stoclts were cut hack to half, and subsequently 
trimmed accordingly as the individual scion developed. If the scion 
developed vigorous shoots during the first year, the stock above the 
junction was cut back entirely in the first summer. Most of the stoclis, 
however, were not trimmed until the second summer, and this applies 
in particular to spruce. 
To begin with samples from the 195s grafts were talien every weeli, 
commencing one vieeli after grafting, and continuing for a period of 
five weeks. After that three samples were talien at intervals of 14 days, 
and during the rest of the season one sample a month. Three specimens 
were talien each time. 
The Scots pine veneer graftings of 1959 were mainly carried out for 
the purpose of obtaining an  increased linowledge of the g r o ~ t h  process 
during the first period after grafting. Two samples from this series were 
therefore taken every day during the first 14 days, and then two samples 
every other day for a further period of 14  days. 
The side slit grafts were sampled hy selecting one specimen every 
other day seyen times, then one sample every third day three times, 
and finally one every fifth day six times. 
The first spruce series of 1959 was sampled in the same \Tray as the 
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pine veneer grafts of the same year. One specimen instead of two was 
taken frorn the second series, but the intervals of sampling were the 
same. Also old grafts were examined in all series where surviving 
grafts were available. 
The pieces of stem affected by the graft cuts were divided into seg- 
ments (ca. 3 inm long) for fixation. Being of no importance for the study 
of the union, parts of the sten1 on both sides of the junction were re- 
moved. The segments were fixed in CRAF according lo the follo\ving 
formula. 
,4. chromic acid 0.8 9/b B. formalin (40 0/,) 20 0/, 
acetic acid 6 % distilled ~vater  80 % 
distilled water 93.2 % 
Both the solutions A and I3 were prepared separately and mixed in 
the proportion of 1 :  1 immediately before fixation. This fluid appeared 
to be better for tender tissues, e.g. cambium, than the formalin-acetic 
acid-alcohol solution (FAA) mostly used for examinations of this 
kind. The fixing fluid was renewed after 24 hours, and the material 
was left in the solution for at least 48 hrs. 
Dehydration was carried out by the ethyl alcohol-tertiary butyl 
alcohol method after the fixing fluid had  been carefully rinsed out with 
ordinary water. The segments were finally embedded in paraffin with 
a high melting point (70"-72" C). The material generally appeared to 
be too hard for immediate sectioning. The blocks were therefore sub- 
merged in water for about one month after the paraffin had  been 
removed so as  to expose the lower part of the graft segment. This 
treatment made the pine grafts easy lo cut with a n  ordinary rotary 
microtome. The spruce stems, however, were still too hard for sec- 
tioning. Several n~etllods were tried to make them soft. The simplest 
and most effective method appeared to be to treat them with a preserra- 
tive composed of equal parts of glycerin, ethyl alcohol and distilled 
water (KISSER 1926). After the fixing fluid had  been washed out, the 
segments were gradually brought up  lo 50 % alcohol before they were 
transferred to the preservative. They were left in the preservative for 
at least 14 days before dehydration was continued. i4fter the paraffin 
bloclis had been submerged in distilled water as described above, it 
was possible to section also the spruce grafts satisfactorily. The cross- 
sections were always cut in series, starting frorn below, whereas the 
longitudinal sections were made perpendicular to the graft cuts. Both 
kinds of sections \\-ere usually 15 ,u thick. They lvere stained with 
safranin-fast green on slides and mounted in Canada balsam. 
IV. The anatomy of young stems of Scots pine and 
Norway spruce 
A brief description will be given here of the anatomy of young stems 
of Scots pine and Sorway spruce. Special attention will be paid to 
dissimilarities between the species and to details which have proved 
important for the union of graft components. 
Figs. 16-17 show drawings of the lower part of a veneer side graft 
in horizontal, semi-tangential and radial sections. Plate I: 1-2 consists of 
photographs of cross-sections from one-year-old branches of pine and 
spruce, and Plates I :  3-8 and 11: 1-5 show details of special interest 
in the sterns. 
In the following description each part of the stem will be treated 
separately, beginning from the centre: pith, xylem, cambium, phloem, 
cortex, and periderm. 
a )  Pith (medulla) 
The pine pith is composed of parenchyma cells of the same kind as 
found in the cortex, except for the resin ducts. Plate I: 3-4 shows 
longitudinal sections through pith and cortex from the same scion of 
pine. Both are visible in cross-section in Plate I :  1. Some of the pith 
cells contain tannin and some even chloroplasts. Virtually all pith cells 
have living contents and they are able to divide again if the adjacent cells 
become damaged. The cells filling the leaf and branch gaps are of the 
same character. 
The first difference observed between pine and spruce with regard 
to the pith was that in spruce, a considerable part of the young branch 
volume is composed of pith. In  one-gear-old branches the wood merely 
consists of a thin cylinder around the large pith. The pith of spruce 
furthermore has an  entirely different and more complex structure. This 
is shown both in the cross-section in Plate I :  2 and in the longitudinal 
section in Plate I :  6 .  Two main types of cells are distinguishable: firstly 
large cells, mostly extended in the direction of the stem, and with thin 
walls containing cellulose, and secondly short cells with more or less 
heavily thickened, lignified walls. The latter category of cells occurs 
in groups, which on one side border on the periphery of the pith. The 
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cells are large and nunlerous at the periphery, but decrease in size and 
number towards the centre. The walls of the innermost, smallest cells 
are also h e a d y  thickened. The cell groups are arranged step-rise in 
the pith. Only a few of the large, thin-walled cells contain living con- 
tents. Many of the cells that are still alive contain chloroplasts and tannin; 
the dark cells in Plate I :  6 are of that type. It is remarkable that many 
of the thick-walled cells also havc living contents. *I11 around the 
periphery of the pith there is a perimedullary zone-a sheath of 2-4 
rows of vertically elongated cells ~ ~ h i c h  are similar to the lignified pith 
cells in all respects except for the elongated shape. They have ac- 
cordingly only small simple pits. At least some of them have lking con- 
tents. In Plate SIV:  8 the perimedullary sheath is clearly visible in a 
cross-section, and Plate I: 7 shows a detail of the sheath in a longitud- 
inal section. The same type of parenchyma cells also fills the leaf gaps. 
b) Xylem (wood) 
The woody elements of conifers are entirely composed of tracheids 
characterized by their bordered pit-pairs. Parenchyma tissues in the 
wood of pine and spruce occur only in the rays and in conjunction with 
the resin ducts. 
The common rays are uniseriate in both genera (only one cell wide 
in cross-section) and they contain both parenchyma cells and ray 
tracheids, the latter usually occurring along the margins of the rays. 
hIostly, they are absent in the first annual rings. The parenchyma cclls 
are thin-walled in pine. The pit-pairs forrned between axial tracheids and 
the ray parenchyma are large, and cover the major part of the cross-field. 
Minor thickenings (never lignified) occasionally occur in  the walls of the 
ray parenchyma, but they cover onlj a small part of the whole wall sur- 
face. Cells in contact with vertical resin ducts never have thickenings of 
this kind. In spruce, however, the parenchyma cell wills of the rays are 
heavily thickened and equipped with a rather large number of small 
pits such as seen in the cross-field. \Then completely differentiated, they 
are rather similar to the cells in the perimedullary sheath, only they are 
more narrow and extended radially in the stem instead of longitudinally. 
Rays in radial section are sho- \~n in Plate I :  5 (pine) and Plate I :  8 
(spruce), and in tangential section in Plate 11: 1 (pine) and Plate 11: 2 
(spruce). Both the tangential sections show rays containing resin ducts 
in addition to the usual uniseriate ones. According to their form in tangen- 
tial section, the rays containing resin ducts are often called "fusiform 
rays", but from their appearance in cross-section they are usually 
linown as "multiseriate rays", vide Plate 11: 4 (pine) and 11: 5 (spruce). 
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The wood of pine and spruce contains both vertical and horizontal 
(radial) resin ducts, the latter enclosed in rays. Together they form 
an anastomosing system. Plate 11: 3 shows a radial section of pine with 
a vertical duct intersected by a radial one. The cavity in the ducts is 
surrounded by epithelial cells, all of which are alive and thin-walled 
in pine, whereas in spruce the walls lignify fairly soon, except for a 
few solitary rows of cells. In pine the vertical ducts are associated with 
strands of thin-walled parenchyma cells. This is not the case in spruce. 
The number of the ducts may differ between various individuals of 
the same species, but pine wood generally contains more vertical and 
horizontal ducts than spruce wood. In  one-year-old branches of spruce 
no ducts at all have been observed, whereas young branches of pine 
exhibit a large number, cf. the cross-sections in Plate I :  1-2. CHATTAWAY 
(1951) has previously made similar observations. ;\lore detailed de- 
scriptions of the wood anatomy in these and other conifers have been 
presented by GREGUSS (1955). 
c) Cambium 
The initial layer of the cambium is partly composed of vertically 
extended cells producing tracheids and sieve cells (the fusiform initials), 
and partly of short cells producing the rays (the ray initials). The cells 
produced on both sides of the initial layer divide a further number of 
times; they are spoken of as xylem and phloem mother cells respectively. 
In  the c a n ~ b i u n ~ ,  new rays are initiated by reduction of solitary, short 
fusiform initials to ray initial cells (BAXNAN 6: BAYLY 1956). The vertical 
resin ducts are developed from xylem mother cells which do not 
differentiate into tracheids in the ordinary way, but divide to shorter 
elements while retaining their parenchymatous character. In  speaking 
of cambium or cambial region in the following, this means, unless 
otherwise defined, the entire division active layer. The organization of 
the cambium is similar in pine and spruce, except that the multiseriate 
rays are less numerous in the latter species, and entirely lacking in one- 
year-old branches. The cambia of the gymnosperms are described in 
greater detail by, among others, BANNAN 6: BAYLY (1956) and B IILET 
(1 954). 
d )  Phloem 
The phloem of gymnosperms consists of sieve cells, phloem paren- 
chyma and rays containing parenchyma cells and albuminous cells, the 
latter corresponding to ray tracheids in the xylem, and in structure 
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similar to sieve cells. Functionally, they are considered similar to the 
companion cells in angiosperms (v ide  E s ~ u  1960). Phloem parenclqlna 
develops in vertical strands from phloem mother cells. A particularly 
large number of such cells are de~e loped  uring a certain period of each 
growing-season. In cross-sections they are therefore often seen as ))bands)) 
in the phloem, uide e .g.  the stock in Plate I1 : 4. Uni- and multiseriate rays 
occur in the phloem as well as in the xylem. The multiseriate rays con- 
tain a resin duct which ends in the phloem as a bladder-like structure, the 
resin cyst. This cyst is gradually enlarged by the epithelial cells and the 
cells in the surrounding layers dividing and extruding the external tissues. 
The resin cysts first establishedmay extend far into the cortex (cf. T H O ~ I S O N  
& SIFTOX 1925). In somewhat older stems the horizontal resin ducts are 
often enlarged into series of cysts. hlultiseriate rays with terminal resin 
cysts are shoxn in cross-sections in Plate 11: 4 (pine) and Plate 11: 5 
(spruce), in radial section in Plate 11: 3 (pine). 
In one-year-old branches of spruce there are no multiseriate rays, 
nor are there any resin cysts. hlultiseriate rays occur in pine, however, 
but the resin cysts are small and often comprise only a small number of 
parenchyma cells at the end of the rays that have not yet separated. The 
stocks of both species exhibit resin cysts, but these are more numerous 
in pine. 
The sieve and albuminous cells are generally functional for one 
growing-season only. The farther out in the stem they are pushed by 
cambial growth, the more they are compressed and deformed. The 
phloem parenchyma and the ray parenchyma extend simultaneously. 
The phloem of gymnosperms has been studied in detail by ABBE & 
CRAFTS (1939). Further reference can also be made to BAGDA (195G), 
CI-1-11~ (1954), and HOLDIIEIDE (1951). 
e) Cortex  rvitll in fercep f i n g  leaf traces 
The ground tissue of the cortex is largely the same in the two species. 
Some cells, particularly in the scions, contain chlorophyll, others 
tannin. 
Yertical resin ducts are evenly distributed in a ring in the cortex, cf. 
Plate I :  1-2. The ducts on both sides of the leaf and branch traces 
branch out and follow the traces, whereas the main duct continue 
further into the cortex. There are no connections between the vertical 
ducts of the cortex and the radial ducts of the phloem (cf. THOMSOS LY: 
SIFTON 1923). 
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Fig. 15 a and b. Leaf traces in Scots pine and Norway spruce respectively. Radial 
sections from one-year-old shoots. (Outlined in principle.) Key t o  signs on 
page 135. 
Bladsphr hos tall resp. gran. Radiara m i t t  f r h  ettbrssltott. Schematiserat. Teclten- 
forltlaring pa sid. 135. 
In  spruce, sclerenchyma cells sometimes occur in the cortex, and then 
always in connection with leaf traces. 
With regard to the occurrence and appearance of leaf traces, the dis- 
similarities b e h e e n  spruce and pine are considerable. So far as the 
latter is concerned, however, the term "leaf trace" is not quite correct. 
The trace passes to a dwarf branch (short shoot) carrying two leaves 
(needles). It would perhaps be more correct to call them "dwarf branch 
traces" in pine, but I prefer to use the less awkward term "leaf trace", 
which should hardly give rise to any misunderstanding. (Sometimes, 
however, remnants of the true leaf traces of the bracts are also visible 
in the sections, see the small trace outside that marked ))l.tr)) in  Plate 
I: 1 .) 
The leaf traces are more numerous in spruce than in pine, but the 
volume of each leaf trace is larger in the latter species. Since the leaf 
trace in pine forms a wide angle with the stele it will soonleave the cortex. 
The angle of the leaf trace in spruce, however, is very acute, and 
remains longer, first in the phloem of the branch, then in its cortex. 
Cf:  drawings in Fig. 15. In  both spruce and pine the thickness of the 
cortex of young and needle-covered branches is highly variable, because 
the leaf traces move the cortex tissues outwards. On the outside of the 
branches this loolts to the naked eye like ridges running parallel to the 
axis of the stem below each needle or pair of needles. In a cross- 
section it has the appearance of folds. The folds directed outwards 
in spruce are narrower, and above all, they contain a smaller amount 
of living tissues than those in pine (cf. hoth cross-sections). 
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f )  Periderm 
Both pine and spruce ahead!. develop phellogerz (cork cambium) in 
the shoots during the first summer. In pine it is produced from the sub- 
epidermal layer. The cells of the phellogen are square, slightly ex- 
tended tangentially in the cross-~ection, and square or slightly oblong 
in the radial longitudinal section. They are filled with plasma, and 
contain a relatirely large nucleus. Externally the phellogen produces 
three or four rows of thin-walled cells-thephellem. Themalls of these cells 
soon suberize and they loose their living content. Inwarclly the phellogen 
produces some rows of cells of essentially the same character as the 
cortex cells-the phelloderm. The periderm thus developed in the first 
year retains its protective function for six or seven years, sometimes 
even longer (cf. BAGDA 1956). Later on new phellogens are developed 
in the inside layers by divisions first in the cortex, and then also in the 
parenchyma of the non-functional phloem. They are restricted and 
scale-like, overlapping each other, and forming a typical scale bark. 
The periderm of young spruce twigs differs from that of pine, in that the 
part outside the phellogen is much heavier. In the ridges this layer is 
composed of large, thin-walled cells, whereas the crevices between the 
ridges contain rather small, thick-walled sclerenchyma cells. The peri- 
derms later on formed in spruce are of the same type as in pine. The 
first developed periderrns of the two species will be seen in Plate I :  1--2. 
V. Scots pine 
A. General 
In  1958 and 1959 the veneer side gra f t s  produced very good results. 
In 1958 the buds burst on all the grafts, which were left undisturbed for 3 
or 4 weeks so as to permit observation of this phenomenon. In 1959 the 
result was slightly inferior, three grafts being dead when the time came 
for transplanting into beds. Eight grafts, all with scions from Roskar 3, 
had not developed any shoots even by that time, but the needles of the 
preceding year mere a lush green. Seven of the grafts developed shoots 
during the course of the summer, whereas on the eighth, although still 
green, the terminal bud was dead, and there were no visible newly 
formed buds even in the autumn. 
The side slit g r a f t s  all healed, but they were generally weak. 
Fig. 16 shows in principle how the lower part of a well-cut veneer 
side g r a f t  appears in a cross-section and a semi-tangential longitudinal sec- 
tion immediately after grafting. Fig. 17 shows in a radial longitudinal 
section the two methods of cutting the stocli flap already presented in 
Figs. 3-4 and 6-7 respectively. The higher u p  on the stem, the more 
superficially are the components affected by the graft cuts. Both the 
veneer side graft series were carried out according to the method 
demonstrated in Figs. 6-7. Grafts, 1 and 2 years old, performed accord- 
ing to the other method of fashioning the bark flap (Figs. 3-4) have 
also been investigated, as well as 1 to 3-year-old grafts of the type used 
in the series. 
Fig. 18 sho~vs  drawings of side s l i f  gra f t s  in cross-section, a and b 
corresponding to the graft methods shown in Figs. 10-11 and 12-14 
respectively. The series comprising 20 grafts was carried out according 
to the first method. 
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Fig. 16 a and b. Cross section and semi-tangential section respectively from thelower part  of 
a veneer side graft (Scots pine). The dotted line marks where the t ~ o  sections 
touch each other. Key t o  signs on page 135. 
A = part  of the stock cut away before fixing. 
Tvarsnitt resp. semi-tangcntiellt langdsnili f ran nedre delen av laggyn~p (tall). Den 
strecltacle linjen 111ar1terar var cle biida sektionerna heror varandra. Trckenfbrklaring 
pB sid. 135. 
A = vid iixeringen hortslturen del a v  underlaget. 
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Fig. 17 a and b. Radial sections from the  lowcr part  of veneer side grafts. 
a. Stock flap cut upwards. 
h. Stock flap cut downwards. 
Key t o  signs on page 135. 
A = part  of t he  stock cut  away before fixing. 
Radiiira liingdsnitt frAn ncderclelen av  laggympar. 
a. Underlagsfliken tillsliuren mcd uppBtriktat snitt. 
h. Underlagsfliken tillskuren ined nedatrilitat snitt. 
Teckenforklaring 121 sid. 135. 
A = r i d  fixeringen bortskuren del av underlaget. 
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Fig. 18 a a n d  h .  Cross sections f r o m  side slit g ra f t s .  
a .  Radial  incision i n  t h e  s tock  b a r k .  
b .  Tangen t ia l  incision i n  t h e  s tock  b a r k .  
K e y  t o  signs o n  page 135. 
h = part  o f  t h e  s tock  c u t  a w a y  be fore  f i x ing .  
TvBrsnitt a v  sidsticksympar. 
a .  Radiart insnitt i underlagets bark. 
b.  Tangcntiellt insnitt i underlagcts bark. 
Teclcenforklaring p6 sid. 135. 
A = vid fixeringen bortskuren del av underlaget. 
B. The normal course of union 
1. Insulat ing dead tissues o n  the cut surfaces of the scion and the stock 
However well the components have been cut and tied, there is always 
some space between them almost everywhere, and it is only in spots 
that they are pressed close together. Comparatively large contact sur- 
faces occur between the flap of the stock and the scion in veneer side 
grafts. The wedge-shaped lower part of the scion forces the flap out- 
wards. The flap and the short cut surface of the scion are consequently 
pressed against each other. The bark flap of side slit grafts possesses 
great flexibility. The binding will affect it so that it attaches closely to the 
surface of the scion. 
The first reaction immediately visible to the naked eye while the 
grafting is proceeding, is the extrusion of resin from the severed resin 
ducts. The resin partly fills the space between the scion and the stock. 
Xo inyestigations have been made in this context into the part resin 
plays for a successful grafting. However there is nothing to show that 
the resin constitutes a harrier bet~veen the graft con~ponents. On the 
contrary it may serve as a sealing-grafting may be carried out success- 
fully without the sealing by grafting wax (KIELLANDER 1946, GARXER 
1958, LESKINEN 1960). The fixing fluid and alcohols used in the prep- 
aration of the material have dissolved the resin almost entirely, and 
thus removed it from the slides. This problem will he dealt with further 
in the discussion. 
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Fig. 19. 1 day. Cross seclio11-camera lucida drawing. Enlarged rag  cells outermost in 
phloem of stock. Contact layer over the rest of the wound surface. 
1 dag. Tvdrsnitt. Teckning cftcr preparat.,Fiirstoradc strBleceller yttcrst i flocnlct 110s 
underlaget. Isoleringsskikt pB s8rytan i iivngt. 
A continuous, more or less heavy layer of wounded and dead cells 
soon forms on the cut surfaces of both the componenls. The thick- 
ness of this contcrct layer depends on several circurnstances. The first 
day after grafting the contact laver is most noticeable in places \\-here 
cells or entire cell groups have been damaged by cutting. It is most 
clearly distinguished in the cor tex  and p h l o e m  of the stock. In the 
phloem, all the sieve cells adjacent to the cut surface, also those in the 
functional phloem, will form part of the contact layer. Some of the 
fine-structured cells of the c a n ~ b i a l  reg ion  are always damaged by the 
graft cut. In  side slit grafts some of the cambial cells in the stock be- 
come damaged when the bark flap is loosened from Ihe ~ o o d ,  and some 
are chrushed  hen the scion is inserted between the wood and the flap, 
and when the graft is tied. If the grafting knife is sharp, and if, by fast 
and accurate work, the cut surfaces have not been exposed to long 
drying, it is often possible to find rays, the outer cells of which appear 
to be fairly unaffected by the cutting. Sometimes the cells are already 
noticeably enlarged one day after grafting. Fig. 19 shows a cross- 
section with a ray in the stock which was cut at the periphery of the 
phloem. Outside the ray (at the top in the illustration) a rather heavy 
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contact layer is visible in the cortex, and on the inside there is a thick 
layer of non-functional phloem. 
In the outer parts of the cortex there is often a number of cells which 
gradually suberize and wither. This layer definitely reaches its greatest 
development in the stock, where it is also first visible. Plate V: 4 shows 
an  example of an  eight-day-old graft. Suberization of old cells (i.e. cells 
fully developed before the tissue mas wounded) has been observed in the 
cortex only. The fully developed wound periderm in the cortex con- 
tains both old and recently formed suherized cells. This matter \ d l  be 
discussed further in the chapter "Phellogen formation". 
Callus tissues, of whatever kind they may be, soon cover their own 
surface with a thick or thin (depending on the position) cork layer 
(periderm) if they do not reach immediate contact with other paren- 
chyma tissues. 
It is also possible to speali of pr imary  and secondary contact layers. 
The first category is entirely composed of cells present in the tissues 
before the wounding. They include cells which have been damaged 
directly or indirectly by the operation, and cells (in the phloem) which 
are incapable of dividing. The secondary contact layer, however, is a 
product of recently developed tissues formed only when so located 
that they have no possibility of uniting immediately with other tissues. 
Vertical resin ducts occur abundantly in the cortex. When the grafting 
cut severs such a duct, a large number of the epithelial cells are 
exposed without being touched by the knife, cf. scion in Fig. 19. There 
is consequently no contact layer formed by damaged cells from the 
outset. The same holds true for the resin cysts at the ends of the hori- 
zontal resin ducts. The vertical resin ducts are generally more abundant 
in the scions, whereas the resin cysts are more numerous in the stocks. 
The p i th  is often exposed in the scion. Here severed cells and some 
less active cells will compose a contact layer. 
A continuous contact layer can never be formed in the x y l e m ,  at 
least not in the sense indicated earlier. The tracheids are dead cells 
after full differentiation. The living part of the wood is composed of 
rays, resin ducts and strands of parenchyma cells around the resin 
ducts. \Vhen damaged, they too will naturally develop a contact layer 
on their surface in the same way as found in other parenchyma tissues. 
The occurrence of tyloses (parenchyma cells expanding through the pits 
of adjacent tracheids) in tracheids near the cut surfaces should perhaps 
be discussed in this context. In  some cases it has been observed that 
old tracheids contain both cell plasma and nucleus, and at a closer 
study, also a thin cellulose cell wall pressed up  against the wall of the 
tracheid. This must be interpreted as a forn~ation of tyloses from the 
rays, or from the parenchyma strands around the vertical resin ducts. 
This does not appear to be a common occurrence in pine grafts (cf. 
RAATZ 1892, D ~ I E L  1928). CHRI'SLER (1908) has found tyloses in cones 
of Scots pine after wounding, but never in the steins of the species. 
MThen proliferation and cell division start, the growing cells \\ill push 
the dead tissues in front of them until the tissues from both the graft 
components meet, when their contact layers will fuse. The existence 
from the outset of a joint contact layer (naturally composed of parts 
from both sides) is found in places where unlignified parts have been 
placed very close together in the grafting, e.g. the bark flap and scion 
pith in Plate X: 6. To attain a complete union the contact layers must 
somehow be broken by pressure or by absorption. A contact layer of 
dead cells is often broken by underlying proliferating cells which enter 
the space betrveen the graft components. There they may establish 
connection with cells formed in the same way from the other component. 
Growing cells from the one component may also af'fect the contact layer 
of the other and break it. 
The remnants of the contact layer in grafts already healed are there- 
fore mostly scattered over a rather large area of a section, and they 
cannot provide an? exact information as to where the union first 
occurred, or which cells originate fro111 the one or the other side. Fig. 20 
is a drawing of a section of a 28-day-old graft, the same as shown in 
Plate VI: 6. The remnants of contact layers have been marked specially. 
In  one to two weelis younger grafts in Plates Y: 12 and VI: 3-4 the 
contact layers are easily discernible. 
2. Cell enlargement 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, enlargement is the first visible 
reaction of living cells. This enlargement is most conspicuous in the 
epithelial cclls of severed resin ducts, particularly in the vertical ducts 
in the cortex of the scions. The stimulus to enlargement of the epithelial 
cells extends over a sizeable part of the duct above the place of wounding. 
Plate 111: 1 sho~vs a wounded resin duct in the scion of a two-day-old 
graft, where the cells in the interior edge of the duct are enlarged. Some 
distance further up  the duct is no longer cut, hut enlarged epithelial 
cells are still e~ iden t .  Approximately 120 kc from the section in Plate 
111: 1, where the duct is entirely filled ~~7 i th  cells, a fork has developed. 
Both the main duct, now relatively far from the wound surface, and the 
small branch duct are filled with cells even at a point about 40 sections, 
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Fig. 20. 28 days. Cross section-camera lucicla drawing. Good parenchyma union. Ex- 
panding tissues from stock and scion have broken the contact layer. Remnants 
(strongly marliecl in the drawing) pushed in different directions. Cf. Plate VI: 6, 
a photo from the same section. 
25 dagar. Tvarsnitt. Teckning eftcr preparat. God parenkymatislz fiirening. Expanrle- 
rande vavnader fran hada vmpkon~po~lenterna har  brutit upp isoleringssliiktet. Resterna 
(kmftigt markerade p B  tedkningen) forslijutna i olika rilitningar. Jfr  fotot fran samma 
snitl, 111. TI: 6. 
i .e.  600 , rc,  above the poinl where the duct was wounded. Plate 111: 2 
shons the 50th section from the point of wounding and here the cell 
enlargement is most persistent on Lhe side of the duct facing the wound 
surface. This has also been o b s e r ~ e d  in a large number of grafts. The 
photograph in Plate 111: 3 is taken from a longitudinal section through 
the lower part of a three-day-old graft. The section passes through 
the centre of a vertical resin duct in the scion cortex. This resin duct 
has been almost cross-cut in the grafting. The epithelial cells have 
enlarged and closed the duct entirely. 
Severed rays, too, may display cell enlargement at an  early stage 
(Fig. 19), both the uniseriate and lnultiseriate rays containing resin ducts 
as well as the cyst-like terminals of the latter (Plate 111: 6). Cell enlarge- 
ment may occur also in other parts of the cortex besides the resin ducts. 
The section shown in Plate Y: 4 was obtained from an eight-day-old 
graft where a ridge of the type occurring below the short shoots (needle 
pairs) has been cut through. Throughout the entire length of the cut 
ridge, approuimately 1 mm, the cells adjoining the wound surface have 
entered into the space between the componenls by enlargement, and 
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divisions, too, have occurred in these outer cells. Sometimes cells under- 
neath the wound surface also enlarge considerably. The further course 
of the healing process in the cortex is discussed under the heading 
"Phellogen formation". 
In  the cambium, it is only the rays that undergo immediate, noticeable 
enlargement. The wound surfaces of the stock in side slit grafts consist 
of exposed cambium, where the first reaction of living cells is manifested 
as an  enlargement of the ray cells. Plate XI:  2 shows a longitudinal 
section through the lowermost part of the graft zone. Cells enter into 
the empty space from a ray on the wood side. In Plate XI: 4 a cross- 
section shows hon- cells intrude from a multiseriate ray on the phloem 
side. In the scions the reaction of the epithelial cells of the resin ducts 
is the saine as that described above in connection with the veneer side 
grafts. 
The cell enlargements are less distinct in the pith. 
3. The j r s t  cell divisions 
The next stage in the development is that the enlarged cells adjoining 
the wound surface, and cells situated several layers inside begin to 
divide. It is quite usual to find cell divisions 3 or 4 days after grafting, 
particularly in the rays of phloem and cambium. In a couple of cases 
divisions have occurred in an  equally short time in the pith of the scion. 
Divisions in other active parts, such as resin ducts and resin cysts 
in cortex and phloem respectively, as well as in ordinary cortex cells, 
mostly start somewhat later than the divisions of the rays in the same 
individual. Divisions in both the stock and the scion occur at an  early 
stage, in many grafts even earlier in the scion than in the stocli during 
the initial stage. This is rather remarkable, since the scion xvas in 
complete dormancy at the time of grafting, whereas the stocli was so far 
advanced that new shoots had developed, and even some cambial 
activity in the form of newly difierentiated tracheids was discernible in 
some individuals. 
Plate IV: 1 shows a scion (veneer side graft) four days after grafting. 
X ray has been cut near the cambial zone, and two nuclei are dis- 
cernible in diflerent stages of division. Several divisions were observed 
in the rays of the scion of the saine graft, and a couple of divisions in 
the same tissues of the stocli. Two more veneer side grafts, four days 
old, were investigated, but no divisions were noticeable. Resin ducts in 
the cortex in the lower parts of the grafts, however, v e r e  entirely filled 
with cells, and division had probably occurred. 
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Plate 11: 6 shows an  entire cross-section of a five-day-old graft. In 
the upper side of the scion, a leaf trace is found close to the wound 
surface. Several rays emerging from the leaf gap have been severed in 
the grafting, and the cell division actirity is very vigorous here as well 
as in the external cortex. Examples of this activity are given in the two 
following photographs. The cut shown in Plate 11: 7 was situated 23 
sections below that in Plate 11: 6. One cell at the extreme end of a ray 
has enlarged, and the nucleus is dividing, while a nucleus in the cambial 
region of another ray has just divided, and a new cell mall is being 
established betxeen the daughter cells. Plate 11: 8 originates from a 
point 42 sections above that in Plate 11: 6. Here the leaf trace has moved 
far out in the cortes. A cell containing chlorophyll and located im- 
mediatelv inside the trace is dividing. A total of approximately 20 cells 
in division has been found associated with this leaf trace. Most of the 
sections studied show clearly that several divisions ha re  occurred earlier 
in the region of the leaf trace. During this great activity of the scion 
not one cell division has been observed in the opposite tissue of the 
stock. On the other side of the graft, towards the bottom of the full-rien- 
photograph, Plate 11: 6, no divisions have been found in either compo- 
nent, but a cut resin duct filled with cells has been observed in the scion. 
Here, too, a leaf trace is discernible, although so far away from the 
wound surface that rays emerging from the gap have escaped being 
cut in the grafting. 
Plate IV: 2 originates from the lower part of a six-day-old graft 
where the cambia of the components have not fitted together at all. 
In both the flap and the main part of the stock, one side of the cut cam- 
bium borders on the pith of the scion. In the flap opposite the pith, one 
cell in a ray is dividing, and in the same ray two daughter cells from a 
newly divided cell can also be seen. A di~it l ing cell is found in the pith 
as well. Many di~is ions  were observed in the following sections both in 
the pith and on either side of the stock opposite the pith. Higher up, 
where the matching of the cambia is slightly better, dirisions occur in 
the rays of the scion. Plate 111: 5 shows a resin duct from the same 
scion filled with cells and Plate Y: 1 a dividing cortex cell. In the cortes 
of the stock, too, divisions occurred. 
The eight-day-old graft in Plate 111: 6 exhibits callus formation in a 
resin cyst of the stock. Plate 111: 4 shows a longitudinal section from 
the lower part of the scion of a seven-day-old graft with a vertical resin 
duct in the cortex filled with cells, and with one cell rather high u p  in 
the duct in process of dividing. Originating from the same graft, the 
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cross-section in Plate IT: 4 shows an  enlarged ray cell in the stocli in 
process of division. 
The middle cells of the rays are Lhe most active in forming callus. 
Plate VI: 1 shows the appearance of proliferating rags in the phloem 
in a tangential section. Their middle cells have shown the most activity, 
and the initially uniseriate rays have expanded and become fusiform. 
It happens that cells in resin ducts and rays of the xylem sometimes 
divide and develop callus abundantly. Plate IV: 5 gives a general vien- 
of the lower part of a graft, seven days old, ~v i th  a se~rered vertical 
resin duct on the left side of the ~Locli. Plate IV: S shows in higher 
magnification the area immediately belo\\- the scion. The cells in the 
resin duct have enlarged and are dividing, and a telophase can be 
seen in the photograph. It is not unusual to find callus developed from 
parenchymatous tissues in the xylem of the stock, from the rags, 
particularly from the multiseriate ones, and from vertical resin ducts; 
this is less usual in the scions. Callus is sometimes developed in the 
scion from severed leaf gaps in the xylem. 
Side slit grafts  investigated show early and vigorous division activity 
in both of the components. Plate 9 :  6 is a high magnification of a cross- 
section of a four-day-old graft where the bark flap touches the cut pith 
of the scion. Divisions are visible in a ray cell of the flap (telophase) 
and in a cell in the pith of the scion (metaphase). Plate XI: 2 originates 
from the same graft and shows proliferation from the wood side of the 
stock. Plate XI:  4 shows proliferation in both multiseriate and uni- 
seriate rays on the phloem side. The stocks have consistently displayed 
great activity in the inner part of the corner. Mostly the cells of both 
the phloem side and the xylem side participate. Likewise most of the 
divisions in the scions occur in their inner part. Examples are shoxn 
in Plate X: 7-a division at the extreme end of a ray-and in Plate 
XI: 5-a division in the cortex just on the boundary of the phloem. 
(Divisions at the boundary between the phloem and the cortex have 
been a common occurrence in all the grafts investigated. It is often 
difficult to determine to which of the tissues a cell belongs. This matter 
\\-ill be dicussed in the following paragraphs.) 
No divisions have been observed on the wood side of the stocli where 
the wood of the scion has been closely pressed onto the stock. IThen 
the pith of the scion has been cut on the side facing the main part of 
thc stock (the ~ o o d  side), divisions are found in the stocli opposite 
the cut pith, vide Plate XI:  3. In most cases the exposed pith, too, 
shows activity. On the side of the radial incision into the stock, called 
here the incision face ( c f .  Fig. 18 a), divisions also occur in rays and in 
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the cortex at an  early stage. Plate XI: 6 shows an  initial uniseriate ray 
at the incision face of a six-day-old graft \\here several divisions have 
occurred. 
In the scions of side slit grafts, cell division activity generally starts 
later in the external parts of both of the cut surfaces (outside point 3 and 
4, see Fig. 21)  than in the other parts. Both of them have usually had 
poor contact with proliferating tissues in the counterpart. The resin 
ducts at the wound surfaces in the cortex, hon ever, are already at an  
early stage clogged by expanding epithelial cells. 
The cells of the cambial region, except for the ray cells (see above), 
are remarkably inactive during the inital stage of callus formation. 
Gradually, honever, when divisions have started in the surrounding 
cells (rays) and the cambial activity has begun in the undamaged 
adjacent parts, a certain amount of division seemr to begin also in the 
cambial region close to the wound surface. (This refers to veneer side 
grafts, but it is also applicable to the scion of side slit grafts. The course 
of development is slightly difyerent in the stocli of side slit grafts; see 
below.) In  the immediate proximity of the wound surface, the f~lsiform 
initials and the xylem and phloem mother cells show repeated, trans- 
\ erse d i~is ions  (cf. XECFF 1914). The divided cells then behave as 
other parenchyma cells near the wound and sometimes give rise to 
large callus marses. The cells of the cambial region are not able to 
participate in the callus formation until this transformation has taken 
place. The transformation is by no means always complete. A junction 
of callus cells originating from tissues external to the cambium has 
often occurred before the callus formation from the cambial region har 
become of major importance. 
Plate IT:  5 shon-s a tangential section from the lo\ver part of a nine- 
day-old graft. The scion is cut in the outermost part of the wood, and 
at the bottom the cut reaches the undifferentiated cells. They have 
divided into small irregular daughter cells, which now begin to dif- 
ferentiate. In the stock, the lowest part of the cut has reached outside 
the cambial region, the cells of n hich have developed into an  irregular 
mass of callus by divisions in all directions. In the cross-section sho\vn 
in Plate IV: G from an eight-day-old graft, irregular parenchyma cells 
can be seen in the cambial region of the stock. Plate ITT: 3 shows a 
radial section from the upper part of a seven-day-old graft where the 
cut has touched the cambium of the stock, and where a couple of rays 
end in the area. Yet all the undifferentiated cells appear to be active. 
Initial callus formation from the cambial region has been seen to 
occur only from cut rags in this area. However, \\-hen a large mars of 
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callus has  already been formed, it is impossible to identify the 
cells which initiated the division. Moreover, it is not unusual to 
find unions het~veen cells of cortical and phloem origin (rays) after 
10--15 days, ~vhereas hardly anything has happened in the cambial 
region. 
Conditions are slightly different in the stock of side slit grafts. The 
bark has been loosened from the wood in  the cambial region in which 
some cells ha re  been destroyed. The proportion of cambial cells 
adhering to one or the other side varies. When the still undifferentiated 
xylem cells adhere to the wood, it is at least possible to study how they 
participate in the callus formation at the innermost part of the corner 
(Plate X: 8). Proliferation virtually never occurs from the areas where 
the cut wood of the scion is attached to the wood side of the stock, not 
even from the rays, uide e.g. Plate X I :  3, 5 and 6. If the pith of the scion 
has been cut on the side facing the wood of the stock, however, the callus 
formation from the latter often becomes vigorous, and both ray cells 
and other cells in the cambial region participate, cf'. Plates XI: 3 and 
XII: 5. On the phloem side, too, cells other than those of the rays may 
divide. The photographs in Plate X: 10 and 11 are examples taken from 
a 12-day-old graft. 
One type of parenchyma has not yet been mentioned, uiz. the vertical 
plzloem parenchymcr. Almost without exception these cells contain tannin, 
which gives them a dark colour in a fixed material. Initially their cross- 
section area is not larger than that of ordinary phloem cells, but 
accordingly as  they are pushed outward by the cambial growth, they 
are enlarged in the same \Yay as the ray cells. They may react in a 
parallel way at an  earlier stage if tissues in their immediate proximity 
are wounded. Plate X: 9 shows an  entirely intact part from a stock. 
Other portions of the same stock are visible in Plate X:  10-11. The 
magnification is the same in all these photographs. It can he  seen 
clearly that the last formed parenchyma cells in the phloem are con- 
siderably enlarged in both sections shown in  Plate S: 10-11. ~ B B E  &
CRAFTS (1939) have found in Pinus  strobus that by  renewed n~eriste- 
matic activity the phloem parenchyma cells jointly with ray cells succes- 
sively develop the cork cambia which form the phellem in the outer 
bark. The dark colour of the cell contents renders direct observation of 
divisions in  these parenchyma cells more difficult, but it is easy to 
establish that these cells are able to participate in the callus formation- 
the cells containing tannin produce files of cells of the same kind, 
cf .  e.g. Plate XIII: 3 and 9. In side slit grafts it is not unusual for the 
division activity in the hark flap lo start a good distance inside the 
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n-ound surface. d continuous meristematic layer is formed jointly by 
the ray cells and the phloem parenchyma, cf. Plate XII: 5. 
It has consequently been established that all living cells in Scots pine 
possessing an  active cell nucleus have a possibility to divide under the 
influence of the stimulation initiated by wounding. (The reservation 
"possessing an  a c t i ~ e  cell nucleus" has been added with due con- 
sideration to the functional sieve cells which have living cell plasma, 
whereas their nuclei degenerate at an  early stage. This also applies to 
the albuminous cells of the rays in the functional phloem.) A compila- 
tion of the cell division intensity in various tissues in the proximity of 
the wound surfaces during the first period after grafting is presented 
as a supplementary to the corresponding chapter on spruce (Table 1, p 77). 
4 .  Phellogen formation 
Matters concerning the formation of periderm on the wound surfaces 
in the cortex mill be treated here in close context. 
The reactions to he seen in the cortex of the stock and scion after 
grafting are similar to those which occur when the stem has been wound- 
ed superficially. Divisions map develop in every undamaged cell close 
to or immediately underneath the wound surface. 
Enlargement of cells close to the wound surfaces is a rather common 
occurrence in the scions, and divisions in the cells that enter the space 
between the components also occur. Plate V: 4 shows cells of this kind 
advancing from the scion side, while Plate Y: 3 sho\vs a division of a 
superficial cell in the same scion. Cells located immediately underneath 
the wound surface may also enlarge, and the first divisions produce 
cells that enlarge strongly and push the external dead tissues out\\-ards. 
Plate V: 8 shows an  example where 13 days after grafting proliferation 
has been vigorous in both components. Callus formation of this 
extensive liind from the cortex has been observed in connection with 
leaf and branch traces only. In  Plate V: 8 the section through the scion 
passes immediately below the level where a leaf trace is l e a ~ i n g  the 
stele; in the stock a branch trace has proceeded outwards and in the 
present section its main part is in the outermost part of the cortex. 
h leaf trace in the scion in Plate XII: 2 has been split. A callus mass of 
a similar liind has entered from the phloem-cortex boundary. It is not 
always, however, that the proximity to leaf and branch traces causes 
such callus formation in the cortex as described, although the appear- 
ance of traces near the mound surfaces mostly gives rise to increased 
cell division. Essential conditions for an  extensive callus formation 
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are that the atmosphere around the wound shall be kept humid, and 
that the wounded surface is not exposed to drying for any length of 
time during the grafting. 
It is inuch more usual for the first divisions to occur some distance 
inside the wound surface both in the scion and in the stock (Plate 
Y: 2-3). Ho~vever, they have no definite angle to the wound surface. 
This is evident from the divisions shown in these two photographs 
and from divisions studied in a large number of other sections (see 
also Plate Y: 1 and 3 ) .  Nor is there any specific place in the cortex 
where the cells are at first to divide. The first divisions in the cortex oc- 
cur within 4-7 days. 
Some days later a continuous strand of actively dividing cells can 
he observed inside the wound surface. This strand runs fairly parallel 
n-ith the wound surface, see Plate Y: 6. Contrary to the rery first 
divisions described above, most of the divisions in this meristem occur 
parallel to the plane of the latter. This meristem will function in the 
same way as an  ordinary phellogen and produce a number of cell rows 
in either direction. Outermost in the cortex, junction is attained with 
the phellogen present there, n-hich, however, plays no active part in 
the formation of the new phellogen on the wound surface. Xo divisions 
have been observed in the cells of the old phellogen in the early stage, 
and not until some time after the new phellogen has been formed does 
a union of the two parts occur. 
Deeper in the cortex, where the actively dividing layers are more su- 
perficially located in both scion and stock, junction is soon established 
between the newly formed phellogens. In  the 13-day-oldveneer side graft, 
from which Plate Y: 7 is taken, definite phellogen union has been estab- 
lished over rather long distances on one side. The union is so good that 
it must in fact already have taken place at least a couple of days earlier. 
The junction of cortical cells occurs 10-20 days afler grafting in places 
where the fit of the graft components renders junction possible. This 
union does not immediately take on the character of a continuous phello- 
gen, the first cells to attain contact with each other being more in the 
nature of an  irregular callus. As soon as the junction has been established 
the cells in the region of unification participate in the organized dividing 
activity which characterizes the phellogens on both sides. Plate 11: 4 
shows a good union of phellogens. 
When the first divisions are superficial and a certain number of large, 
irregular cells has been formed, the phellogen is established inside 
these cells. The first cells formed \vill thus constitute a part of the layer 
~vhich  is insulated from the inside stem by the phellogen. Plate V: 8 
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shows how phellogen is established at the base of the callus tissues in 
both components. The same process is going on in the scion shown in 
Plate XII: 2, where rigorous divisions occur in one plane at the hase 
of the callus mass. -In example of a slightly older graft (1'7 days) is 
shown in Plate Y: 9. Large, deformed cells occur outside the phellogen 
of the stock, and in the scion the phellogen has been developed through 
a resin duct which was first filled with cells. It sometimes happens that 
cells in the part of the cortex which will later constitute a portion of 
the layer insulated by the phellogen enlarge and divide a couple of 
times, after which their activity ceases. 
It was said in the chapter dealing with the formation of contact layer 
that the layer of dying cells in the cortex generally was heaviest in the 
stock, where it also first became clearly visible. Similarly the divisions 
which produce the phellogen also start deeper in the stoclt than in the 
scion. The reasons for this may be several: 1) In  most cases a piece 
of the cortex in the stock is not covered by the scion, and is therefore 
subject to exposure and ~vithering. 2) The cortical tissues of the stoclt 
are older, at the time of grafting three or four years old, whereas the 
scion is only one year. 3) The stoclts are forced, their annual growth 
is in full progress, and their water consunlption is therefore high in 
comparison with that of the unforced scions. The first reason cannot 
be excluded entirely, but may be regarded as only a contributory cause: 
divisions may start superficially also in the scion when it is displaced 
in relation to the stock, cf. Plate V: 6, whereas the phellogen is formed 
at some distance inside the wound surface of the entirely covered 
stoclt. Divisions in the outermost cells of the wound surface are rare 
in the cortex of the stoclt, and enlargement of old cells pushing them 
forward in front of the wound surface has never been observed. The 
second explanation may appear to be the most plausible one-the young 
cells of the scion have superior vitality. It should be added, hom ever, 
that a distinct phellogen with clearly developed derivatives mostly 
occurs earlier in the stoclt, where the supply of water and nutrients 
from the roots is superior. Comparative investigations of grafting with 
forced and unforced stoclts are needed to provide a definite answer as 
to the importance of whether or not the stocks are forced. 
\\'hen the stock and the scion do not cover each other in the cortex 
so completely that a union of n e d y  formed phellogens is possible, the 
phellogen proceeds by differentiation of the callus originating from cells 
located deeper in the stem, primarily from the phloem rays. In  side slit 
grafts this occurs regularly in both stoclt and scion at the union of bark 
flap and scion, as ye l l  as at the incision face. In the grafts investigated, 
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the incision face has rarely been entirely covered by the cut surface of 
the scion. Here phellogen develops even in callus tissues originating 
from the cambium. This also happens in the part of the scion facing 
the uood.  The tissues, which then endeavour to heal the wound on 
both sides, are corered with heavy layers of cork xvhich have to be 
penetrated before union can be achieved (Plate XIII: 9). All exposed 
living tissues are covered in the same Tvay. Plate T'III: 4 shows a two- 
year-old graft where union has been achieved on one side during the 
first year, whereas no connections have been formed on the other side, 
in spite of rigorous growth in both of the components. This growth 
has so far only had the effect of pushing the original graft components 
apart. 
At the union of scion and stock it often happens that large, dead 
pieces of tissue are embedded and isolated from the living tissues by 
cell layers of the same appearance as that of the phellogens at the 
exposed wound surfaces, cf. Plate V: 10. 
5. Further  callus format ion  a n d  the u n i o n  between parenchymatous t issues  
It has been stressed repeatedly in the preceding chapters that the 
intensity of cell division may vary widely in the different parts of an  
individual. Leaf and branch traces appear to be active elements which 
stimulate divisions in adjacent tissues when wounded. Divisions start 
very soon in rays emerging from leaf gaps. Activity seems to be partic- 
ularly vigorous in the boundary b e k e e n  the phloem and the cortex 
outside a leaf trace, as shown in Plate V: 11. The ridge located in the 
cortex below an emerging leaf trace belongs to the more active parts. 
,Wive leaf traces no longer exist in the stocks, but the few branch 
traces that occur near the cut surfaces may also be surrounded by active 
tissues in the cortex. This great tendency to develop callus around 
branch and leaf traces also provides better possibilities for a rapid 
union of the graft conlponents where such branch and leaf traces 
are present at the wound surfaces (Plates V: 8 and XII: 1). A vigo- 
rous development of callus from the scion at an  early stage is nearly 
always connected with a leaf trace. 
The first union (transfusion windows) in veneer grafts usually occur 
between cells that originate from rays outside the xylem (uniseriate as 
well as multiseriate rays and the resin cysts at the ends of the latter) 
and from the cortex and its resin ducts. The unions occurring at an  early 
stage between cortex-derived tissues were discussed in the preceding 
chapter. It is quite usual for junctions of this description to be the first 
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to occur. tTnions in the cortex may for a long time be the only ones that 
occur over large parts of a graft. 
All the cells that are formed initially near the wound surfaces are of a 
parenchymatous nature, and, given the necessary conditions, they all 
possess the same inherent possibility of achieving union with the newly 
formed cells of the counterpart. It is consequently not unusual to find 
junction between cells that may originate from widely different parts 
of the stem if tissues of the same kind have not been fitted together from 
the outset. Concerning veneer side grafts, unions of callus tissues 
originating from rays in the phloem of one component and from the 
cortex (ordinary cortex cells or resin ducts) of the other are a common 
occurrence. Plate IT: 12  shows a longitudinal section of a 14-day-old 
graft where a vertical resin duct is cut axially in the cortex of the 
scion. It is entirely filled with cells which ha re  subsequently united 
with newly formed cells from the rays of the stock. In the section shown 
in Plate VI: 2 ,  union has occurred between the cambial region of the 
scion and the cells of a resin cyst in the stock flap. Junction of cells 
originating from the pith of the scion and from the stock bark flap, 
especially the raps, is common in side slit grafts, e.g. Plate X: 11. In  
this type of graft, union also occurs regularly between callus tissues 
from the cortex of the scion and from rays of the bark flap (Plate 
X I :  4). In  Plate IV: 2 a junction of parenchyma cells in a ray of the 
stock flap and the pith of the scion is just about to be established in a 
veneer graft. 
In  places where tracts of cortex and phloem are pressed against each 
other (cortex-cortex, cortex-phloem, phloem-phloem), union may 
occur by a comparatively small number of divisions, and large callus 
formations never occur there (Plates TI :  3 , I I :  4). Unions of large parts of 
the wound surfaces can never occur simultaneously, since the thickness 
of the contact layers and the ability of cells of the various tissues to 
divide vary a great deal. For this reason remnants of the contact layers 
are always found between the places where breakage has occurred a 
long time after the first union. Depending on which side has been 
proliferating most vigorously, pieces of the contact layers are pushed 
to one side or the other (Plate TI :  6 and Fig. 20). The three-week-old 
graft, from which the section in Plate TI :  3 is obtained, differed in 
appearance at different levels. Sometimes a more vigorous callus 
formation had occurred, as in Plate VI: 4, but generally union had 
been established at an  early stage on both sides of the graft, sometimes 
between tissues originating from the cortex, sometimes between tissues 
from the phloem and the cambial regions, or with a couple of transfusion 
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windo\vs simultaneously, as in the sections photographed. Plate VI: 5 
shows a section through the centre of the graft at the exposed wood 
surface-there is no callus tissue between them. It is quite usual to 
find that no cells have been formed between the wood surfaces when 
the junction on the outsides is rapid. Plate 1'1: 11 shovs an  example 
from a six-month-old graft. 
When the cut surfaces of the stocli and the scion have not been 
properly fitted, the result is nearly always a callus forn~ation \vhich is 
larger on one side, the least favoured side. (Encleavours have a l ~ a y s  
been made when grafting to fit the cambia to one side if the scion 
has been weaker than the stocli.) The scion is then extruded from the 
stock, and a large slot is formed bet~veen the wood surfaces. The callus 
mass penetrates betm-een the wood surfaces e.y. as on one side of 
Plate T'I: 10. Proliferation from the pith of the scion, from cut leaf and 
branch traces in the wood (Plate I S :  4), from xylem resin ducts (Plate 
IT: 8) and from xylem rags (Plate TI :  7-8), may contribute towards 
filling up  the space. Hmvever, it cannot always be said that it is the 
presence of a large space that initiates great proliferation in paren- 
chyma cells of the wood. In the four-~veeli-old graft sho\vn in Plate 
T'I: 5-S, the rays and the resin ducts of the stocli have formed large 
masses of callus. Before fixing, the lom-ermost part of the grait was 
split into two halves, one of which was cross-sectioned, and the other 
longitudinally sectioned. Plate VI: 8 sho~vs one of the cross-sections. 
The largest mass of callus has been formed at the boundary betn-een the 
last annual rings. The longitudinal section in Plate VI: 7 passes through 
the other cut edge of the same annual ring. These masses of callus have 
no connection with the parenchyma or the cambial layers external to 
the wood. Plate VI: 7 shows the formation of a strand of cells of a 
cambial character in the middle of the callus, n i th  subsequent d i~is ions  
producing cells of a more uniform shape. The scion has been pushed 
outwards by the vigorous callus formation, and there are only a fen- 
weak points of union between the main part of the stocli and the scion 
in the cortex region. Higher up, where the annual ring boundary in the 
stocli was not cut and the callus formation remained less intensive, 
the junction of parenchyma in cortex and phloem was good. The union 
of the stocli flap and the short, obliquely cut surface of the scion, 
h o ~ v e ~ e r ,  showed the greatest advance (cf. the next chapter). 
The ability of the stocli to proliferate from parenchyma in the wood 
has appeared to m r y  considerably. To a certain degree this apparently 
depends on the path of the cut-n-hether specially active parts hare  
been cut, as in the graft sho~vn in Plate TI :  7-8, the boundary of 
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the last annual ring, or, as in Plate IV: 8, a large resin duct, A cut annual 
ring boundary, however, does not ah-ays produce callus, cf. Plate 
YI: 11. A comparison of the appearance of the annual ring boundaries 
in Plate YI: 8 and 11 reveals quite large dissimilarities. In  Plate YI: 11 
the transition from the wood of one annual ring to that of the following 
is fairly even, and it is possible to follow the ro\vs of tracheids straight 
through the boundary areas. In  Plate VI: 8, on the other hand, the 
border between the annual rings is interrupted. Broken rows of tracheids 
are interpolated by parenchyma cells. This behaviour is the conse- 
quence of some damage done to the cambium, probably caused by 
drying in connection with the potting in the previous spring. Several 
of the stoclis potted simultaneously exhibit the same defect. There 
were thus more parenchyma cells than normal at the periphery 
of the annual ring, which might explain the great ability to produce 
callus. 
In the scions the power of the wood and pith parenchyma to form 
callus varies, even among scions originating from the same tree. 
IVhen the cut on the stock of a veneer graft has been so superficial 
that it touches the cambium only, the space between the componenls 
is a h a y s  filled, mostly by tiqques emerging from the rays that have been 
cut (Plate YI: 9), but also by the intrusion of tissues from the outer edges. 
In the upper parts of the graft zones, the cuts are usually superficial. 
In  the side slit grafts it is less common that rays and other cambial 
cells located in the stocli opposite the cut xylem of the scion form callus. 
A large portion of the parenchyma cells at the wood surface become 
crushed when the scion is inserted and tied. At the point vhere  the pith 
of the scion has been exposed opposite the wood of the stock, h o ~ e v e r ,  
callus formation, as mentioned earlier, occurs. This proliferation 
opposite the cut pith seems to indicate that the contact with living cells 
in the pith may initiate divisions in the ravs and in incompletely 
differentiated xylem cells in the stock. illlother possible explanation may 
be that several cells h a ~ e  been destroyed where the wood of the scion 
has been pressed against the stock. The spacc for proliferation has then 
been rather limited, at least immediately after grafting and until callus 
formation in inore active areas has occurred to such an  extent that the 
scion has been raised from the stock as shown in Plate XIII: 1. There 
are many instances where ac t i~ i ty  in one graft component has influenced 
the other component to formation of callus and differentiation of the 
newly formed cells. Plate TTII: 5 sho~vs an example from the lover part 
of a reneer graft, where parts of the scion phloem and cortex have been 
placed between wood elements in the stock. A branch trace has been 
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cut in the latter, and the effect on the callus formation in the scion is 
clearly visible. 
IVe have seen earlier how the junction of parenchyma may be effected 
by a few cell divisions on both sides when parts capable of prolifera- 
tion are closely fitted together. \Then very active portions are cut, how- 
ever, cell division immediately becomes so ~ igorous  that the mass of 
callus is able to push the graft components apart before union has been 
established. The firmer the binding, the earlier the union. Thus \\-hen 
a large space between the wood surfaces has been formed by vigorous 
proliferation in the outer sides, the callus tissue intrudes and fills the 
space, in so far as intensive divisions in the wood parenchyma and in 
the pith of the scion have not occurred simultaneously. \Then the parts 
of the graft components that are able to proliferate and unite (areas 
outside the wood cylinder) have been less satisfactorily fitted together, a 
large formation of callus always occurs before union has been possible. 
,2 space between the wood surfaces which is filled with intruding 
tissues is then a natural consequence. This is practically always the 
case in side slit grafts where the insicion face has never been fitted 
closely to the phloem and cortex of the scion (see Fig. 18 a). Callus 
tissue enters the space between the wood surfaces both from the outer side 
and from the vigorously proliferating tissues in the innermost corner. 
Plate XII: 6 shows a 17-day-old graft where the innermost corner is 
entirely filled with callus. The stock has formed phellogen at the in- 
cision face and a ~ igorous  callus formation has been initiated in the scion, 
which, if continued, would have forced the scion outwards. The large 
space between the wood surfaces would then be filled with callus from 
both edges, and the whole graft would finally have about the same 
appearance as that of the graft shown in Plate S I I I :  10. 
'The tissues formed in different ways between two exposed wood 
surfaces (alternatively the pith of the scion) and their fate when en- 
gulfed by the cambia will be discussed in chapter \': D. 
6. Union between vascular tissues 
a. Veneer  side gra f t s  
After parenchyma union has been established, the coalescence of the 
cambia of the graft components is the next stage in the progress towards 
the complete healing of the graft wound. 
In places where the cambia of the graft components have been well 
fitted together and where the union of parenchyma has occurred at an  
early stage in the surrounding area, it is possible after three weelis, 
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sometimes earlier, to 0bser.i-e how short, more or less deformed tracheids 
have differentiated close to the contact layers between the components. 
There is no real junction b e h e e n  these newly differentiated cells. 
Plate VII: 1 shon-s a longitudinal section of such a contact area between 
the scion and the main part of the stocli in a 17-day-old graft (the 
contact surfaces hare  become separated during preparation of the ma- 
terial). In sections from superficial parts of the same graft there are good 
parenchyma unions. Plate VII: 2 is a cross-section of the flap side of a 
three-weeli-old graft. Newly differentiated tracheids occur on both 
sides, and the contact layer has just been broken outside the cambial 
region, and a transfusion window has been formed. 
In all grafts inrestigated where the buds of the scions have begun 
to burst, the union of cambia has started. 
At the time of the grafting the cell divisions in the cambia of the stock 
had in most cases started, but only little growth had taken place, 
possibly one or two rows of tracheids. At approximately the end of the 
next three weeks, when fusion of the cambia of the two graft components 
was about due, several rows of tracheids had been established and the 
cambia thus moved outwards. The cambial activity was mostly very 
moderate in the scions, partly because the scions were in dormancy 
at the time of grafting, and partly because of the reduced supply of 
water. If the cambia of the components are fitted accurately at grafting, 
it happens that the cambium of the stock grows away from the scion 
cambium. This is illustrated by some drawings in chapter V: E (Fig. 32 
p.  73). Plate TI :  3 shows an  example of a three-week-old graft where the 
cambia had originally been fitted closely together on one side (on 
the left in the photograph), while on the other side the cambium of the 
scion had projected beyond that of the stock. Now, it is instead on the 
last-mentioned side that the cambia are accurately placed and a 
bridging might soon occur, whereas on the left side the increment of 
the stock has forced them far apart. The cambium is pulled slightly 
forward when a leaf trace emerges from the wood cylinder. Plate 
VII: 3 is obtained from a section slightly subjacent to the section in 
Plate 1'1: 5 .  A leaf trace in the scion has been severed with the result 
that the cambia have nearly united on the side where the cambium of 
the stock has departed from that of the scion by faster growth in other 
parts of the graft. 
The leaf traces are able to effect union between vascular tissues on 
their course through the phloem and the cortex. Plate VII: 4 shows a 
longitudinal section which has passed peripherally through a leaf trace 
in the scion. Contiguous to the contact surface of the stock there are 
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some recently differentiated, short tracheids. (In other sections of the 
same series the newly formed tracheids will be seen in contact with 
the main tracheids of the trace.) Here the graft cut of the stock has 
passed through the cambial region. Straight opposite the leaf trace, 
tracheids h a r e  been differentiated in the stocli, but this is not the case 
with the rest of the cut-surface. Plate VII: 6 gives another example of 
the power of one graft component to influence the cells of the counter- 
part to differentiate (the photograph is of a section just outside that 
shown in  Plate T'II: 5 ) .  Opposite the cut branch trace in the stock 
wood, tracheids are differentiated in the callus tissue of the scion. No 
connection was obserl-ed between the stele of the scion and these newly 
differentiated tracheids. 
Plate VII: 7 is a longitudinal section of the same four-week-old graft 
and shows a part of the union between the scion and the stocli flap. 
The cambial strand differentiated in  the flap has united withthe cambium 
of the scion, and tracheids from both of them lie close to one another 
without any contact layers in  betxeen. No union between cambia or 
between newly differentiated tracheids in the scion and the main part 
of the stock has been observed. The vigorous callus formation from 
wood parenchyma in  the stocli of this graft, discussecl in  the previous 
chapter (p. 46), has forced the scion o u t ~ ~ a r d s .  This effect, however, 
was greatest in  that part of the graft which was longitudinally sectioned. 
Here union has been established only in  the cortex. In the cross- 
sectioned part (Plate VI: 8) a junction in the cambial region is im- 
minent. 
Cross-sectioning puts a great deal of strain on the  cambia and on still \Teak unions in 
the  cambial region. The heavy parenchyma junctions in the  cortex and the  phloem usu- 
ally remain firm, whereas t he  first xylem unions easily rupture. Breaks often occur also 
in t he  cambium. The transition from soft t o  hard material (easy and hard t o  cut respec- 
tively) in combination with firm union in the  external parenchyma causes a collapse in 
the  cambial region when cross-sectioned, e .g .  Plates I1 : 4, VIII : 1. Longitudinal sectioning 
does not produce a similar strain, because i t  follows the  direction of the  tracheids. 
Plate VII: 8 shows a complete fusion of cambia at the flap of a 
five-week-old graft. Here the cambia have started to produce united 
vascular tissues-both xylem and phloem. Vascular unions with the 
main part of the stocli have also occurred in this graft, but they 
are so weak that they have been damaged in the sectioning (Plate 
VIII: 1). The parenchyma unions in the same section are now so 
complete that the union zone is difficult to detect, but some remnants 
of the contact layers are discernible. (See the arroxi .)  
It is only in places where the cambia are well matched that the union 
is as easily achieved as outlined above. When the cambia are farther 
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apart, the picture becomes more complicated. A brohen cainbiunl 
induces adjacent parenchyma cells to undergo dedif'ferentiation and re- 
sunze division. The entire process has been described by B R A U ~  (1038), 
see pp. 14-1 5 above. Thus the cambiuni extends by induction from one 
cell to another laterally as ~vell as rertically (upwards and do\vnwards) 
through the callus tissue. It may therefore appear in a single cross- 
section as if no junction had occurred between a ineristenzatic strand 
and a rather closely situated cambium. Upon studying adjacent sec- 
tions, however, it becomes apparent that union has been established. 
This does not imply that influence from an existing cambium is a 
prerequisite for the fornlatioii of canlhiuln in a mass of callus. Many 
scientists working nit11 callus cultures (e.g. BALL 1950, G-~UTIIERET 
1957, STEWARD e t  a l .  1958) have shown that a stele may be forined 
gradually in a callus mass even when separated from the mother 
organism. Even in the absence of contact with external tissues, cambia 
may also occur in callus masses which havc been formed between 
the wood surfaces of the graft components. The meristematic strand 
shown in Plate TI :  7 is probably a preparatory stage before the dif- 
ferentiation of cambial derivatives has been initiated (see also chapter D). 
It is definitely clear, ho\ve\ er, that a cambium strand originating in a 
callus mass in front of a brolien cambium is a result of an  induction 
from this old cambium. Plate VII: 10 shows how Lhe cambium of the 
stock has turned outwards to establish contact with that of the scion. 
Plate VII: 11 is another section from the same graft, approximately 
2 m m  below the previous one. Here, too, a union is achieved bet~veen 
nleristematic strands from both sides. In the section first n~entioned, 
tracheids have been differentiated in connection with the cambium of 
the stock. In the last-mentioned section there are newly forined tracheids 
in tissues originating from a leaf trace in the scion. KO junctions, 
however, have occurred in any of the adjacent sections between the 
new tracheids de~e loped  from both components; only various degrees 
of parenchyma union and part unions of cambial strandr and of 
phellogen. Plate TI :  2 shows how callus from the cambial region of 
the scion has united with the callus in a resin cyst in the stocli flap. A 
strand of elongated meristeinatic cells no\\. passes through this callus 
tissue in the direction of the stocli flap cambium, and a union of the 
strands from both sides is established. Originating from the scion 
differentiation of tracheids has started in the stocli flap callus close to 
the junction with the scion. 
The nature of the undifferentiated callus cells is the same wherever 
they are developed. Each broken cainbiuin tends to expand in an  
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adjoining callus tissue, and when a union is established nit11 callus of 
different origin, the cambia advance from both sides through the 
tissues, irrespective of their origin. It also seems possible that a stimulus 
may he transferred through parenchyma tissues from one edge of 
cambium to another, thus influencing the directions of the expanding 
cambia. 
The direction of the cells in the union zone has been studied also in 
longitudinal sections. Even in very smooth unions the direction of the 
first cells to unite is oblique. Tracheids of anoinalous shape map be 
knotted together onto cyst-like formations n ith a number of parenchyma 
cells in the centre, which often constitutes a point of origin for new rags. 
The direction of the tracheids is with fen- exceptions from the scion don-n- 
wards to the stock, and to a minor extent from the stocli upwards to the 
scion (Plate IX: 3). This point will be further discussed in chapter VII: E. 
In the cases described above, the cambial union has taken place 
without interference, in spite of the relatively large distance betwcen 
the cambia. Plate VIII: 2 shows an  example nhere  the cambial fitting 
between the main part of the stock and the scion was initially good. The 
callus formation has been vigorous in the stock, but weak in the scion. 
A firm binding has forced the callus mass to extrude towards the scion, 
some tissues of which have been compressed. It is noticeable how the 
heavily pressed cambium of the scion has produced cornpressedtracheids 
arranged in oblique rows. The cambium of the stock has followed 
the callus mass outwards, but turns in towards the advancing cambium 
of the scion. 
A parenchyma union with the other graft component and its cambium, 
however, should not be regarded as a prerequisite condition for the sub- 
sequent turning inwards of a cambium that initially turns outwards. In  
a normal wound-healing process, too, the cambium usually turns out- 
wards first, because of the stronger tissue formation at the edge of the 
wound. Very soon, however, it deflects inwards to follow and cover the 
wood surface. On one side of Plate VIII: 3 (at the top of the photograph) 
the union of the cambia of the scion and the stock, both in the main part 
and in the flap, has taken place in the same way as shown in Plate VIII : 2 .  
On the opposite side junction has been established on the flap side only. 
There the cambium of the main part as well as in the union zones 
previously mentioned has first turned ouhvards and then inwards. A 
clear difference, h o w e ~ ~ e r ,  can be observed: In the union zones in the 
upper part of Plate VIII: 3 the first cells to turn inward are laterally 
extended toward the scion but in the lower part the cells have their 
nornlal vertical orientation. In  Plate VIII: 2 the undifferentiated cells in 
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the cambial union are extended towards the scion cambium. It appears 
as if the cell orientation in these cambial bridges is influenced by the 
cambial region of the counterpart. Wherever cambia become united 
laterally by differentiation of connecting parenchyma tissues, the cells 
extend in the \Yay described above. 
S o  real unions betreen vascular tissues occurred in the seven- 
week-old graft shown in Plate T'III: 2,  but the parenchymatous unions 
were mostly satisfactory. The rather vigorous growth in the scion 
cambium (7-8 rows of tracheids in Plate T'III: 2) has been possible 
without any junction with the vascular tissues of the stock. 
The cambial activity is always n o r e  vigorous near a wound surface 
than in the rest of the stem. This has been observed in many previous 
investigations (e.g. HERSC 1908) and is also confirmed here. In  the 
scion, too, the cambial activity close to the wound starts earlier than 
in the other parts. The cambia of the graft components usually meet at a 
certain angle. Through the more vigorous cambial activity at this 
point, the angle is soon filled, and the united cambia form an even 
cylinder round the two components, vide Plate 1'11: 9. 
When the cambia are located far apart and a meristematic strand is 
developed through a uniting callus mass, its derivatives in the zone of 
union usually retain their parenchymatous nature longer than the con- 
tiguous cambia. Differentiations on the xylem side are easier to study 
in an  early stage of development than those on the phloern side. Un- 
doubtedly the junction on the phloem side, too, is frequently maintained 
by parenchyma cells, even when united tracheids have developed on the 
xylem side. There are, however, examples indicating the reverse. Plate 
VII: 12  shows a detail of the zone of union eight sections above that 
sho~vn in Plate T'II: 10. Union of the nen-1y differentiated tracheids on 
both sides has not occurred, but on the phloem side, the union is complete 
and sieve cells are differentiating. The nuclei of the new sieve cells have 
started to degenerate (at this stage they are heavily stained by safranin). 
\Vhen the stock flap is cut as shown in Fig. 1 7  a (cf .  also Fig. 30), 
union between the flap and the scion can take place in lateral direction 
only. Straight inward-upwards there is a piece of the stocli wood 
which constitutes a barrier. All the ne\\ly formed cells in the stocli 
flap .\?-ill therefore be directed tolvards the edges where the unions 
occur. This also applies to the scion in places where its cambium 
fits up  n i th  the \vood surface of the flap. Plate S: 1 shows a longitud- 
inal section passing near the centre of such a graft. The longitudinal 
axis of the nen-ly formed cells in the flap has not the same direction as 
that of the cells formed during the previous year. PIIost of the new trach- 
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eids are cross-sectioned or oblicpely sectioned, whereas the older ones 
are cut longitudinally. Plate X: 2 shows the heavy g r o ~ ~ t h  at the outer 
edge of the union zone of the same graft. On the other hand when the 
stocli flap has been cut as shon-n in Figs. 1 7  b and 31, union can occur 
between the \vhole of its cambium and the cambium along the entire 
short cut surface of the scion. A successful union then has the appear- 
ance as in Plate X: 3, which shows a section through the centre of the 
graft. Complications that may arise during union with the flap will be 
discussed further in  chapter V: E. 
To obtain a sucessful grafting result, it is not necessary that cambial 
unions or even parenchyma unions shall be established on both sides 
of the graft during the first growing season. \Then the scion is smaller 
than the stock, the cambia ha re  always been fitted rather accurately 
on one side, and often at least if the cut surfaces differ greatly in size, 
the graft con~ponents unite on one side only. Several years may then 
pass until union on the other side is established. The newly formed 
tissues in both components cover their surfaces with heavy cork and 
a great deal of force is needed to break this layer (see e.g. at the top 
of the photograph in Plate VIII: 1). 
In the upper parts of the graft zones, and occasionally also in some 
places further down, both the stocli and scion may heal over their own 
cut wounds without uniting with their counterpart. The scion must be 
completely united with the stock at some point to be able to further 
growth. Gradually, homerer, the pressure becomes so great that the 
cork layers are broken. The living cells underneath the cork layers 
appear to be able to contribute to the breakage bp  decomposition and 
absorption of cork material. Plate VIII :  5 shows both sides of a two- 
year-old graft some distance above the middle of the graft zone. On 
the side turned downwards the cambia were united in the second year, 
whereas only parenchyma junctions occurred on the other side. Plate 
IX: 1 is obtained still further up. The wound surfaces of both thc 
components have been healed over in the first year. Increasing 
pressure has forced the cells to turn outwards, and the cork layers 
have broken at the point where the pressure was heaviest. During the 
next growing season, the cambia would have united. The union 
proceeds here in the same way as the union of so called natural grafts, 
where t ~ o  sterns with closed cambial rings have been pressed against 
each other. The carnhial ring divides, and the two edges turned out- 
wards to unite ~ i t h  the cambial edges of the counterpart. A rather 
interesting phenomenon concerning the direction of the cells has been 
observed in a couplc of cases, in which a cambium has divided and 
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united with that of the other component. Cells developing straight 
opposite the counterpart are parenchymatous, horizontally elongated 
(like the ray cells), and arranged with their long axis towards the other 
graft component. On the sides of this "division layer" the cambia have 
turned out\\-ards (cf. Plate IS:  2). 
Generally there are two possibilities for a union of the cambia in a 
yeneer graft. 1) The brolien cambia of both components are so close to 
each other that an  almost direct bridging may occur. Only a few, short 
cells produce the first parenchyma union, and the new cells adhering to 
the broken cambia of the components continue to divide. The divisions 
in the union zone soon acquire the same character as that o l  the adjacent 
cambia in the stock and the scion. 2) Jleristematic strands from the 
cambia of both parts develop towards each other through a conjunctive 
parenchyma tissue. The two growth processes described cannot be 
clearly distinguished. 
b. Side slit grnfts 
The cambial union takes place principally in the same wag as in 
veneer side grafts, except that the picture mostly becomes more compli- 
cated because of the differences in the mutual position of the cambia. 
After grafting by the method used in the series investigated (radial inci- 
sion in the stock), the first cambial unions are obtained with the part of 
the scion cambium seated in the inner corner. Mostly it is in the lower 
part of the graft zone that the first cambial union is established. If, how- 
ever, the scion has been shaped so that no cambium is left in the lower 
part of the wedge that is inserted between the bark flap and the wood, 
the first unions occur higher up, where cambium is present in the inner 
part of the scion. 
The union of the cambia in the corner is seldom entirely free of 
co~nplications. After the grafting, the cambium of the stock may be found 
more or less intact on the phloem side (flap) or the wood side. The 
rnajor portion of the cambial region follows the flap when the cambium 
is in the active stage at grafting, which was the case in most of the grafts 
inrestigated. Some of the cambial cells may be damaged in grafting, 
so that no complete cambium is present in the corner of the stock im- 
mediately after the operation. The scion has tn-o free cambial edges 
directed inwards to the corner, one faces the wood side of the stock, the 
other its flap. (To facilitate the discussion of cambial union in side slit 
grafts, these two cambial edges and the other two places where the cam- 
bium of the scion mag be exposed have been numbered from 1 to 4 
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Fig. 21. Side slit graft. The four places where the  scion cambium may be exposed are 
numbered. Cf. Plate XI: 1. 
Sidsticksymp. Nunwering a\- ympkristens fyra blottade kambiekanter. Jfr 111. XI: 1. 
according to the drawing in Fig. 21.) The width of the part of the scion 
cambium which faces the corner (distance betm-een 1 and 2), appears to 
have been important for the mode of development of the connecting 
cambial strand in the corner. 
In the 20-day-old graft s h o r n  in Plate XII: 7, the stock cambium 
has followed the flap and produced some tracheids and sieve cells in 
the inner part of the flap. A meristematic strand running in an  arch 
towards the cambium of the bark flap, has emerged from the part of 
the scion cambium (1) which faces the wood side (cf .  Fig. 22 a). Xo 
tracheids ha re  differentiated, and divisions appear to have ceased in 
the part of the bark flap located between the point of union with the 
meristematic strand from the scion cambium 1 and the point of contact 
at 2. At point 2 the cambium of the flap has nearly united with that of 
the scion, and has developed some groups of tracheids, which ha re  no 
connection, how erer, with the newly formed tracheids in the scion. In 
the flap cambial activity and differentiation is apparent also in the con- 
tact with the scion pith. Further out in the flap and external to the 
scion pith, there is no continuous meristem (Plate S I I :  8). Solitary 
parenchymatous unions occur at point 3. Plate S I I :  9 originates from 
a section approximately 2 m m  above the previous ones. Here the corner 
is not entirely filled with cells. The stock cambium follon-s the flap, and 
(beyond the limits of the photograph) it turns inwards in the same way 
as in Plate S I I :  7 .  In  this and the following 200 sections (3  mm) 
there was no union between the stock and the scion at point 2. At a 
higher level, union was again established by the ad~ancemen t  of tissues 
from the scion between the flap and the scion wood, which connect a 
meristematic layer further out in the flap. Still higher up, Plate XII: 10, 
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tissues from the scion at point 2 are seen protruding underneath the 
flap, although meristem is lacking at its inner surface. Divisions have 
started farther out in the phloem of the flap in the same way as in the 
graft shown in Plate S I I :  5. 
In the 24-day-old graft shown in Plate XIII: 1, the major part of the 
inner corner has been filled ~ i t h  callus from all directions. Plate 
XIII: 2 is a detail of an  adjacent section showing the union of cambia 
at point 2. United vascular tissues are also present. Meristematic 
strands had de~e loped  in several places in the callus masses at the 
corner. It was still impossible to determine which one of them would 
take the lead at various levels. Both sections have been obtained from 
the middle of the graft zone. Lower do~vn,  where the inner part of the 
scion was smaller, cambial strands developed from point 1 in the same 
way as sho' i~n in Plate X I :  7 .  
N'hen there is no cambium on the inner part of the scion, the cambium 
in the stock mostly follows the flap, as shown in Plate XIII: 4. Devia- 
tions from the straight course of the cambium may occur if tissues in 
the flap have died, as in Plate XIII: 3, which was obtained from a 
section lower down on the same graft. (Plate S I I I :  3 is located 2.5 m m  
from the bottom of the scion, Plate XIII: 4 approximately 11 mln 
above.) In the lower part of the graft zone the phloem side has con- 
tributed vigorously to the callus formation in the corner. AIeristematic 
strands have developed in several places in the callus, particularly in 
the parts at the bottom of the grafting zone (Plate SII I :  3) .  The leading 
strand follows the flap. Plate XIII: 3 also sho\vs a complete union of 
the scion and the stock at point 3. The cambiun~  of the scion spreads 
into the flap. The cell layers situated between this and the meriste- 
matical strand in the inner part of the flap are more of a phellogen 
character. About 1 m m  above the section just discussed there is no 
longer any union at point 3, and the phellogen continues unbroken 
inwards to the pith of the scion. 
No vascular tissues have yet been developed in connection with the 
cambial strands in the lower part of the graft (Plate XIII: 3). The 
vigorous tracheid formation higher u p  (Plate S I I I :  4) from an almost 
normally active cambium consequently has no connection with the 
tracheids in the stem underneath-except laterally. 
Approxin~ately 4 m m  above the section in Plate S I I I :  4, cambium 
is present in the inner part of the scion (Plate S I I I :  5). Emerging 
from point 1 of this cambium, meristein extends in an  arch similar 
to that shown in Plate XII: 7. The stock cambium, ho\~ever,  passes 
unbroken along the side of the inner corner in the flap, and the meristem 
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Fig. 22 a-c. Side slit grafts. The principle of the cambial union in the innermost corner. 
A t  grafting the stock cambium accompanies the  bark flap. Callus tissue fills 
the corner (not shown in the  drawings). 
a. The inner part  of the scion is narrow. The cambium a t  pt .  1 ( c f .  Fig. 21) 
extends semicircularly towards the  cambium of the  flap. Between their point 
of union and t h e  less conlplicated union a t  pt .  2, the  cambial activity in the 
flap is suppressed. 
b. The scion is wider. The cambium in the corner forms a wider arch. 
c. Still wider scion. Long distance for the cambia to  bridge. 
Key to  signs on page 135. 
ningama. 
a .  Yniplivisten smal i sin inre del. I<ambiet vid pt. 1 (se fig. 21) utbreder sig halrcirliel- 
formigt mot ltarnbiet i flilien. hIellan deras foreningsstiille och den mer okornplicerade 
foreningen vid pt. 2 undertrycks k a n ~ b i e v e r k s a i ~ ~ l e t  i flilien. 
11. Ympkvisten bredare. Kainbiet i vinkeln beskriver vidare bage. 
c. h n u  bredare ympkvist. Llfng stficlca for kambierna a t t  overbrygga. 
Teckenforklaring plf sid. 135. 
from point 1 has instead joincd up with the scion cambium at point 2. 
Immediately ahore, however, the cambium in the flap has been broken. 
The meristem strand from point 1 has reached the stock cambium in 
the same way as described earlier (vide the section shown in Plate 
S I I I :  G which is located 0.3 m m  above the one in Plate XIII: 5 ) .  At 
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point 2 complete union has been established between vascular tissues. 
Plate S I I I :  7 shows a section at a further 1 m m  higher level where 
the meristem from point 1 has talien a shorter path toward the stocli 
cambium. The wider the cambium of the inner part of the scion, the 
wider is usually the arch formed by the meristem from point 1, see 
Fig. 22. \\'hen the inner part of the scion cambium is wide, a large 
portion of the external tissues are involved as n-ell: phloem, cortex, and  
portions of cork. The cambia usually unite inside a large mass of this 
kind. Tissues of a phellogen character are developed around the dead 
parts by the phellogen present in the scion and by the ray and phloem 
parenchyma in the flap. In most cases the phloem elements in the flap 
that have been in contact with the cork also become incorporated in 
the dead tissues, and thus become isolated from the organism. 
M7hen the stock flap is loosened from the wood at grafting, it may 
happen that a large portion of the cambium adheres to the 11-ood 
surface, particularly at the innernlost corner. This frequently occurs 
when the cambial activity has not yet started. i n  such cases the cambium 
follows the wood surface and turns towards the scion at point 1. Plate 
S I I I :  S s h o ~ s  an  example from a six-week-old graft. The scion cambium 
at point 1 has first turned inn-ards to achieve contact; at point 2 it has 
turned towards the flap, which contains a complete cambium united 
with that of the scion at point 3. A more vigorous cambial activity in 
the stocli occurred in this graft only in the graft zone and contiguous 
to it. In the rest of the stem there are at most only signs of initiated 
differentiation in the first tracheid row of the year. This is shown by 
a photograph of the region of the incision face (Plate S I I I :  9). 
It usually takes rather a long time before junctions are cstablishcd 
between the incision face of the stock and the scion at point 4. The 
cambia are far apart, and tissues capable of division are seldom placed 
exactly opposite each other. The Plates S I I :  3 and 6, XIII: 4 and 9 show 
examples of the mutual position of the cambia of scion and stocli at 
the stocli incision face and the scion at point 4 in different grafts. A11 
the photographs originate from sections 10-16 rnm above the base of 
the scion. When the \\-ound tissues established on both sides have no 
possibility of uniting, they develop a corer of cork layer. Growth, 
however, continues in the cambial regions. .kt point 4 the scion is lifted 
from the n-ood surface of the stocli by its own proliferation. Callus 
enters from this point between the graft components, and the same 
tissue from other sources may also assist. Callus from the cambial 
region of the incision face may also enter the space. Masses of callus 
tissue from both sides will eventually unite. ,I union has thus been 
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established in the eight-\\-eel<-old graft shown in Plate S I I I :  10, and the 
cambium has entirely encircled the graft zone for a short distance. In  
this case the scion has not been inserted to as great a depth as in several 
of the grafts shon-n previously. In many grafts union at the incision 
face may occur at the lo\ver part of the graft zone where the scion has  
usually been placed more superficially than at the upper part, vide 
Plate S I I I :  3. 
The first cambial union in side slit grafts carried out according to the 
method shon-n in Fig. 18a occurs between the cambia in the flap and 
the inner part of the scion. If the flap is entirely loosened from the stock, 
which is usually the case when a stock is in growth at the time of grafting, 
the cambium follows the flap to begin n-ith. It is soon broken, however, 
by a inerisieinatic strand emerging from the scion cambium at point 1. 
The scion cambium at point 2 establishes direct union ~ i t h  t e cambium 
of the flap. The latter gradually develops further, and eventually 
establishes connection with the c a n ~ b i u n ~  of the outer part of the scion 
at point 3. Cambial union usually occurs at the incision face only after 
a long time has passed, when e s t ens i~e  formation of tissues from both 
sides has taken place. 
7. The healing of the cut stock 
After the scion has started to manifest firm union with the stock by 
developing new shoots, the stock is triinmed successively. IYhen the 
growth of the scion is good, the stock is already cut back entirely 
in the first summer; otherwise this is postponed until the next season. 
The last piece above the scion is removed by a slanting, upward- 
pointing cut. The wound surface heals in much the same way as that of 
the wounds left by lopped branches. Callus masses enter from all sides 
over the exposed wood surface. Some photographs will be shown here 
of grafts as they appear three growing seasons after grafting (the stocks 
were cut back in the second season). 
Figs. 23-26 are all from the same graft. An almost radial section 
through the centre of the graft is shown in Fig. 23 \\here only a slight 
extrusion of the external tissues of the scion is visible. The next photo- 
graph of a section 0.4 inm outside the previous one shows, however, 
that these extruding tissues are not the ones that are going to produce 
the layers covering the nood  surface (Fig. 24); instead the covering 
tissue originates principally from the stock itself. The next section 
(Figs. 25-26) has been taken a further 0.6 m m  closer to the periphery 
from the upper and the lower side of the oblique surface respectively. 
The callus mass on the upper side is extensive here, and the cambium 
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Figs. 23-26. Healing over the  cut stock of a 
3-year-old Scots pine graft. Longitudinal 
sections. x 22.5. The drawing shows positi- 
Z b  on of photographs as seen in a cross-section. 
23: No healing a t  all. 21: Healing tissue 
originates from the stock only. 25: Most 
vigorous growth from the outernlost part  of 
the  stock in contact with the scion. 26: Poor 
healing a t  side turned away from scion. 
Overvallning a v  det avskurna underlaget 110s 
3-Brig tallymp. Langdsnitt. .: 22,s. Sltissen risnr 
snittens lage i e t t  tvarsnitt. 23: Ingen overvall- 
ning. 24: i)verrallningsvi~-naderna harstaln~nar frBn underlaget sjiilvt. 25: Kraftigaste tillvasten 
i yt t re  kontaktomr5det med ympkvisten. 2G: Svag overvallning vid den sidn som ar v ind  f r h  
ympkvisten. 
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Figs. 25-28. Healing of the cut stock of a 3-year-old Scots pine graft, somewhat more 
advanced than tha t  s h o ~ ~ n  in Figs. 23-26. x 16.5. 27: Cross-section-lateral 
healing. 28: Tangential longitudinal section-conlplete healing. 
Overvallning av [let avsliurna underlaget 110s 3-Brig Lallymp, nBgot langre kolnrnen 
iin den i fig. 23-26. x 16,s. 27: Tvarsnitt. Overvallning i sidled. 28: Tangentiellt langdsnitt. FullstBndig iivervallning. 
in  it has begun to extend. Callus tissue has started to grow over the wood 
surface from the lower side of the stock facing away from the scion. 
Straight opposite the latter, the healing is still very slight, but becomes 
increasingly vigorous on the sides. 
The sections shown in Figs. 27-28 are obtained from another graft 
where the healing was slightly more ad\-anced. Tissues from all sides 
mill eventually cover the entire wood surface. The cambial 
edges unite, and a closed stem will be developed as shown 
in Fig. 28. Fig. 2'7 shows a cross-section from the lateral 
healing rather high up  on the oblique surface. 
The healing over has aim-ays appeared to be most ~ i g o -  
rous from either side of the stock (right and left as seen 
from the scion) and slowest from the side facing away 
from the scion. The dran-ing in Fig. 20 shows the progress 
of the healing as seen from the outside. 
Parencl~yma in the mood can never participate in these 
growth processes, since the few living cells that occur at 
the cut surface will immediately wither and die. For the 
Fig. 29. Healing of the wound surface of the cut stock. 
ber rn l ln ing  av sftrytan 110s det avsliurna underlaget. 
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same reason there are never any connections between tissues in  the old 
wood and the healing masses, which are moreover covered by an  in- 
sulating cork tissue themselves. 
C. The terms intermediary tissue and callus 
The term intermediary tissue (intermediares Gewebe) used for 
tissues located between two graft components, was first introduced by 
GOPPERT (1874). The term was accepted by Or-IMASN (1908) and 
SORAUER (1875, 1921). The latter, however, preferred the term '<Kitt- 
gewebe", but  the meaning of the n-ord remained rather obscure. The 
original term, intermediary tissue, was again used by  KRESKE (1933) 
and in the sense of the word applied by him, adopted by BRAUN 
(1958), as well as SEVEROVA (1958), and others. 
Regarding union after splice grafting of two Sorbus species, GOPPERT 
wrote on p. 2 in  his treatise that union was achieved by means of a 
rather thick-walled parenchymatous tissue. In  the second year the 
annual rings in  the t\vo branches had  united directly and enclosed this 
cell tissue. 
Because of its connecting properties and its position, he called the 
tissue "intermediares Zellgewehe". ]Then h e  subsequently showed 
intermediary tissue in  his illustrations, they always referred to old grafts 
and tissue seated between the originally exposed wood surfaces of the 
grafts. OHLIANN used the term intermediary tissue exclusively for tissues 
bet~veen the two mood surfaces. 
S O R ~ U E R ' s  definition of "Kittschicht" is to be found in  his "Hand- 
buch der Pflanzenkranliheiten" (in the 4th edition on p. 825): "Das neu 
entstehende, teils von der Unterlage, teils Tom Edelreis gelieferte Gewebe, 
welches die Verliittung der beiden kiinstlich verbundenen Glieder be- 
wirkt, wird 'Kittschicht' oder, nach GOPPERT, 'intermediares Gewebe' 
gennannt." An account of SORIUER'S concept of wound callus and 
"Kittschicht" formation in bud grafts and rind grafts was g i x n  in the 
literary review (p. 7 ) .  In  his account of grafting tissues located between 
two exposed wood surfaces were also called "Kittschicht". 
KREXKE explains on pp. 356-357 in his treatise his concept of inter- 
mediary tissue. He definitely denounces the words "I<ittschicht" and 
callus in this connection. He might possibly accept the term primary 
callus (according to his classification of callus tissues quoted below) 
but he was of the opinion that the regeneration tissues developed after 
grafting differ from those produced at the healing of an  open wound. 
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The term intermediary tissue (or "Zn-ischengewebe"), 1 1 0 ~  ever, \voulti 
indicate both its place of formation and its inorphological and  physio- 
logical importance-it is a true intermediary stage before subsequent 
differentiation. 
In the preceding account of the process of union I have intentionally 
avoided the word intermediary tissue or any other term that would 
distinguish the new formalion at the wound surfaces of grafts from those 
contiguous to other wound surfaces. On the contrary, there seem to be 
no fundamental differences. It has appeared that all cells, irrespective 
of their origin, have the power to effect union of graft components, and 
to obtain union with cells in the other graft components mhatever their 
origin map be. Vascular cambia as well as cork cambia may develop in 
tissues of any origin. It is true, certainly, that new formations between 
two graft components may assume different appearance to that of the 
callus at an  open wound surface. The callus tissues in grafts have a 
relatirely protected position against excessive drying. More tissues than 
those which usually profilerate in an  open wound participate in the 
callus formation, e.g. the wood parenchyma and superficial cells in 
the cortex. The new cells are often large and have thin walls. Dif'ferentia- 
tion occurs in callus tissues independent of their position-in the 
junction of a graft or in a n  open wound. 
K R E U I ~ E  states (loc. ci f . ,  p. 357) that union of two graft components 
can occur not only by means of the intermediary tissue mentioned but 
also by means of true callus in the periphery of the graft wounds. This 
statement was apparently not founded on any of his own observations. 
KRESRE worked only with herbaceous plants, and  he  was consecpently 
only rarely confronted with phellogen formations in the cortex. It is 
probable, therefore, that the formation he thought to be "true callus in 
the periphery of the graft wounds" was actually callus produced by the 
cortex, which finally brings about a healing of a phellogen type. 
HEKSE, too, stated that no distinction could be made between callus 
and what he  called \\-ound cork. I myself would prefer to define a 
callus formation as a "wound cork" or a "wound periderm" when the 
divisions in it have assumed a regular pattern. phellogen has thus 
developed, and suberized products have been deposited externally. 
Tissues between exposed wood surfaces did not occur in  KRENKE'S 
herbaceous graft material. These tissues are originally of the same 
character as all other newly formed tissues at the wound surfaces. It  
is only the conditions for their further development that change when 
the cambia close u p  on the outside. They mill then remain as realinter- 
mediary tissues such as observed by GOPPERT. 
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KRENRE defined callus as follo\vs: "Kallus ist jede durch IYundrei- 
zung hervorgerufene interorgane Bildung, die durch Wachstum und 
Zellteilungen enstanden ist". The same author also considered all living 
cells capable of participation in the formation of callus. The latter has 
been found true also in respect of pine. Referring to this statement and 
to what has been said above, it must be unrealistic to make a definite 
distinction between tissues formed at graft wound surfaces and those 
found at open wounds. 
Naturally there is nothing to prevent tissues developed from the wound 
surfaces of both components in a graft zone from being called inter- 
mediary tissue, as long as one realizes that the formations are nothing 
but an ordinary wound-healing process going on from both sides under 
particularly favourable conditions, and that the intermediary tissue 
could just as well also be called callus. The concept of intermediary 
tissue should, however, in my opinion be limited only to such tissues 
as in one way or another are formed between two exposed wood sur- 
faces (c f .  the next chapter). 
The term callus is, no doubt, somewhat diffuse, and is used to 
indicate wound-healing tissues of various kinds and at various stages 
of development. KREXKE used a classification of callus tissues (loc. cit., 
p. 234). According to this classification a callus is called primary until 
a cambium is formed within it. When the callus cambium has developed 
derivatives, the callus is called secondary. In the primary callus an 
immediate cell transformation may occur, e.g. by suberization and 
lignification. It is then reasonable lo call it a transformed primary callus. 
If no regular cambium is developed in the callus, and irregular meristem- 
atic elements which continue to transform are established, K R E N I ~ E  
calls this differentiated primary callus. KKENKE himself considers this 
classification directly applicable to "intermediary tissue". 
The first formations at the wound surfaces of grafts should un- 
doubtedly be called primary callus.\Yhen cambia start to develop within 
these formations, they advance towards the secondary stage. In rapidly 
healing grafts one finds nothing but primary callus, which first produces 
the parenchyma union and then the cambial union. As soon as the 
cambial junction has been achieved one can no longer speak of callus 
tissue in this context. The formations which heal the cut stock must be 
regarded as entirely secondary. In accordance with SORAUER, it would 
be better to speak of healing edges ("~berwallungsrander"). When 
primary callus formations at the cut surfaces of the two components do 
not unite with each other very rapidly, the divisions some distance 
inside the surface of this tissue assume a phellogen character. The 
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cambium from the unwounded part advances into the callus, which 
then passes into the secondary stage. The callus cells on the outside 
of the phellogen are suberized, and may be called "transformed primary 
callus". In the tissues enclosed between the wood surfaces of the graft 
components, immediate cell transformations (transformed primary 
callus) occur, as well as irregular meristematic elements (diferentiafed 
primary callus). Also secondary callus is sometimes present: vascular 
nodules may be formed and cambia which have first turned in between 
the wood surfaces may be cut off by the fusion of cambia outside the 
wood surfaces (cf. nest chapter). 
D. Tissues between the wood surfaces of the graft components 
In the following all tissues which are established in one way or another 
between the cut or exposed wood surfaces (on the scion side also the 
cut pith) will be called intermediary tissues. The term will apply here 
only to the special position of the tissues. 
Often there is already a minute space between the wood surfaces 
from the outset. It is not necessary for a successful grafting that this gap 
should be filled with cells, as is shown by the six-month-old graft in 
Plate VI: 11. Indeed, the case is often the reverse, in that a very rapid 
healing often results in a lack of tissues between the wood surfaces. Nor 
is it necessary that there should be an  initially large space for the 
development of tissues, since very strong proliferation may force them 
apart. If the surfaces are pressed firmly against each other, however, 
the development of cells will be inhibited. 
It has appeared in an  earlier connection that the intermediary tissue 
can develop from parenchyma in the wood of both components, from 
exposed pith in the scion, from cut leaf and branch traces, and from 
tissues seated outside the wood cylinder. The cells which intrude from 
various directions into the space between the wood surfaces seldom 
achieve complete union with each other. Remnants of the contact 
layers mostly appear here and there (cf. Plate I S :  4 and 7 ) .  The callus 
masses developing from various points cover their surfaces with thin 
cork layers, as will be seen in Plate 1'1: 10. The intermediary tissues 
naturally cannot establish any true junctions ~v i th  the exposed wood 
surfaces, but their cells sometimes adhere closely to the wood and fill 
in the cut trachcids. Generally, however, the intermediary tissues 
develop thin cork layers on the surfaces adjacent to the wood. These 
layers are only broken in places where the wood parenchyma has 
participated in the formation of callus. After the cambia have closed 
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on both sides, the intermediary tissue may retain parenchynlatous con- 
nections with the tissues on the outside through rays in the newly 
formed wood. 
Most of the cells in the intermediary tissue do not retain their strictly 
undifferentiated form for any appreciable length of time. The surface 
cells are suberized, as mentioned above; many others soon lose their 
living contents, and their walls lignify, but do not assume a tracheid 
character. Others which remain alive are incrusted with tannin, but a 
few in common with the ray cells, may long retain an  unchanged 
character. It also happens that callus cells assume a more or less 
tracheidal appearance although they have no contact with any meri- 
stematic zone. The cells which are seated far out in contact with the rays 
of the new wood, stay alive longest. Plate IX: 7 shows intermediary 
tissue from a three-year-old graft. Most of the cells are dead, but a 
few, mainly at the outer margins, are still alive. 
Not infrequently cambial strands occur in the intermediary tissues 
without having any connection with the cambium on the outside. 
Regions in which the meristematic activity continues may in cross- 
sections assume the appearance of islets surrounded by dying and 
tannin containing tissues. A region of this kind may be seen in the 
middle of the intermediary tissue in Plate IX: 4. Sections immediately 
above and belov that in Plate I S :  4 show several cell divisions in the 
region. Plate I S :  5 and G are obtained from the same graft. The section 
in Plate IX: G is approximately 13 m m  above that shown in Plate IX: 4, 
and the section in Plate IX: 5 is situated between the two. In  the inter- 
mediary tissue in Plate IX: 5 only a few cells with living contents are 
left, mainly at the edges, and in contact with some rays at the wood 
surfaces. The section in Plate I S :  6 is passing through another meri- 
stematic centre in the intermediary tissue, which centre is not connected 
with that shown in Plate IS: 4. A number of tracheids have been 
differentiated. 
Several meristematic centres may occur close to each olher in the 
intermediary tissue (cf. Plate IX: 8). The cells in the nodule-like forma- 
tions are extended and bent, but entirely closed circles are rarely seen. 
A remarkable fact about these structures is that the xylem is always 
seated on the outside of the cambium, and the phloem inside. Dif'feren- 
tiation of xylem elements continues as long as space is available, but 
the formation of new tissues on the phloem side gradually decreases, 
and the existing sieve cells are compressed. 
These formations in the intermediary tissues cannot be regarded as 
synonymous ~vi th  the nodules ("sfaroblasts" according to LAGERBERG 
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1943) that occasionally appear in the outer parts of the stem. In this 
case the meristem is established as a ring, but an entirely closed ring 
with phloem on its outside. hlore accurately it is a sphere, since the 
formation is round like a ball (cf .  LAGERBERG). A broken leaf or branch 
trace may constitute the centre around which the formation starts. The 
nodule may continue its growth for a long time-as long as the surround- 
ing cells are able to supply water and nourishment. Plate IX: 10 shows 
a section through the centre of a nodule obtained from a one-year-old 
veneer graft. The nodule occurred in the uppermost part of the stock 
flap, which was shaped as in Fig. 17b, and was completely united with 
the scion. hleasurements have shorn-n it to be nearly spherical. This 
structure, as well as the formations in the intermediary tissues men- 
tioned earlier, all lack connection with the cambium of the stem or its 
vascular elements. They are consequently entirely dependent on the 
surrounding parenchyma for their supply of water and nutrients. 
Cambia between the wood surfaces of the graft components may 
become isolated by the cambium of one component turning into the 
space between the wood surfaces and subsequently establishing junction 
with the cambium of the counterpart-not with its end, however, which 
lies between the wood surfaces, but at a place further outwards. The 
cambium part thus cut off from outward connection continues to grow 
as far as space permits, and it may also spread do\s.nwards and up- 
wards in the intermediary tissue. Plate IX: 11 shows how a cambium 
emerging from the stock has been intercepted by the union of an outer 
part of this cambium with that of the scion. How large a part of the 
xylem in the intermediary tissue has developed after the union on the 
outside can be clearly distinguished. The position of the stock cambium 
at the time of union with the cambium of the scion is marked with 
arrows. The pith of the scion has been compressed to make room for 
the expanding tissues. Approximately one mm further down, the stele 
in the intermediary tissue is entirely isolated from the vascular tissues 
on the outside (Plate IX: 12). The cambium has developed an arch, 
with the small phloem part turned inwards. 
No cambial strands hare yet been developed in the intermediary 
tissues of the 15-week-old graft shown in Plate VI: 10, but the division 
activity is vigorous in the three clearly separated callus formations. The 
cambium from the scion on the left side in the photograph has first 
started to expand inwards and then bends outwards in order to meet 
the advancing stock cambium. There has been no union at all lligher 
up on this side, and the entire cambium developing from the scion 
enters between the wood surfaces. \\'hen cambia of both the graft 
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components have finally united, some cambial tissue will definitely 
remain inside and become isolated in the same way as described above. 
In the two other parts of the intermediary tissue, cambia would probably 
have developed spontaneously. 
Needless to say, one has also to consider the possibility that some of 
the spontaneously developed cambia in the intermediary tissue may 
establish union with the cambium of either component, even though no 
direct evidence to this effect has been found in this material. After such 
a junction has been established, it would not differ in appearance from 
a cambium turning inwards from the outside. There is certainly no 
fundamental difference between the cambia developed spontaneously in 
the intermediary tissue and those from the exposed cambial edges. 
Thus the union between the cambia of two graft components through 
a callus mass need not necessarily be achieved solely by the advance- 
ment of the cambial edges; it can also be established by the participa- 
tion of cambia developed in the callus. 
In side slit grafts the intermediary tissues often reach a great volume. 
The callus originates mainly from the innermost corner and the outer 
part of the scion (point 4 according to Fig. 21), but parenchyma and 
less differentiated cambial derivatives on the wood surface ofthe stock, 
as well as wood parenchyma in the scion, may participate. The tissues 
continue to expand, thus forcing the scion away from the stock until a 
union between cambia from point 4 and the incision face is achieved 
(Plate XIII: 10). When the pith of the scion has been cut through in the 
part turned towards the mood side, its callus formation is often con- 
siderable, as is also that from the rays in the stock situated straight 
opposite. 
The longevity of the intermediary tissues is highly variable, and 
depends on the completeness of the connections with the tissues on the 
outside. The cells seated at the extreme edges of the intermediary tissue 
and connected with rays in the wood in the union zone, should have the 
same possibility of continuing living as the cells of the pith, which are 
fairly long-lived in pine. The isolated cambia remain active as long 
as the space and the supply of water and nutrients permit. For how 
long a time after grafting living cells may be found has not been estab- 
lished, since the oldest grafts examined were only three years old. 
E. Some observations on the shaping and fitting of the graft components 
Two methods of cutting the stock flap of veneer side grafts are shown 
in Figs. 3-7 and 17 .  In the case where the flap is shaped with an up- 
ward cut, the resultant wound surface will not be covered by the scion, 
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and wood will adhere to the entire flap. IYhen the flap is cut according 
to the other method, the wound surface will be turned inwards and  
placed against that of the scion. There will be no wood to prevent a 
good union between the flap and the scion. The drawings shown in 
Figs. 30-31 present the original status as appearing in cross-sections at 
various levels. 
When the flap is cut as in  Fig. 30, union between it and the scion 
can only occur on the sides (Fig. 30d), since the wood in the flap 
forms an  obstruction elsewhere (cf. Plate X: 1 and 2,  which are ob- 
tained from the centre and the edge respectively of such a graft). The 
cambial edge of the scion will not remain passive, however, if it fails 
to achiel-e contact with the cambium of the stock, neither will the 
cambium of the stock flap. On the contrary, the cells of these cambia 
seem to be stimulated by such failure. Plate X: 3 shows a longitudinal 
section through the centre of a three-year-old graft where the original 
situation was as  illustrated in Fig. 30. The tissues of the scion have 
grown enormously, and the tracheids are extended laterally towards 
the junctions on the sides-in the present section they have been cross- 
cut. The flap has been forced into an  increasingly horizontal position, 
and  its cambium has been very actil-e. After one or more years of growth 
the cambial edges may possibly have united outside the wood that now 
separates them. An already large knot on the stem would haye reached 
considerable dimensions by that time. Plate X: 4 shows a cross-section 
from graft contemporary in age with a flap cut in  the same way. The 
section passes straight through the horizontally extruded wood in  the 
flap. Tissues from the side penetrate where the wood of the scion has 
been cut, while higher up, the intact scion cambium is advancing 
out~vards. The old wood in the flap may be either forced out by the 
growth, or more likely embedded. When the wood part of the flap 
is so large as to make even lateral junctions difficult, the picture may 
become more complicated. The cambium of the scion may bend out- 
ward-up\vards along the flap (cf. Plate I S :  14 sho~ving a section through 
Figs. 30-31. Sections of lo~ver part  of veneer grafts showing relations between cambia of 
scion and stock flap when the latter is shaped with an upward cut and a 
downward cut  respectively (just grafted, simplified). a: Radial section, c f .  
Fig. 17. b-d: Cross sections a t  the  levels marked in a. 30: Wood adheres 
t o  flap a t  all points only lateral unions possible (d). 31: Parenchyma union 
may be established along the whole flap. Cambia may unite completely. 
Snitt genom nederdelen av  laggympar risande relationerna mellan kamhierna i 
ympkvisten och underlagsflilten, dB den senare tillskurits med uppfitrilttat resp. 
ned8triktat mit t  (ut~angslaget, schematiserat). a: Radiara snitt, jlr fig. 17. b-d: 
TvBrsnitt pfi olika nher marlterade i a .  30: Ved ut  igenoin hela fliken. Samman- 
~ a x n i n g  mojlig endast i sidled (d). 31: Parenkyrnforening kan ske utefter hela 
fliken och kambieforening ltan sltc utan komplikationer. 
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Fig. 30 Fig. 31 
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the centre of a 411,-months-old graft). Union can be achieved at the edges 
in two ways, and the same graft can be used to exemplify both. On one 
side the cambium both of the stock flap and the scion have grown 
laterally (that of the scion has first curved upwards and then united 
outside the old wood, Plate IX: 13). On the other side the cambia 
have united above the wood of the flap (Plate IX: 15). The general 
direction of the cells has become extremely complex here, and it would 
have taken a long time before the cambial activity assumed a normal 
course of growth. 
Complications of this kind are seldom found in grafts where the flap 
is cut according to the second method. As the drawings in Fig. 31 show, 
tissues capable of proliferation are meeting at each level, and cambial 
unions are usually established as easily as in the graft shown in Plate 
X: 5. It may happen, however, that the union does not immediately 
become complete on both sides as in the graft in Plate VIII: 3. This may 
also be the case when the stock flap is cut with an upward stroke, but 
it is somewhat more common when the flap is cut as in Fig. 31, the 
reason being that it is not so firmly pressed against the scion as in the 
first case. If the flap is made with an upward cut, it has a certain flexi- 
bility due to the wood sliver, which acts like a spring in pressing to- 
gether the scion and the stock. If the flap has been made with a down- 
ward cut, however, the surfaces of the scion and the stock fit together 
better; the flexibility given by the wood sliver can be compensated for 
by a firm and steady binding. 
The heavier growth of the stocli cambium in relation to the wealier 
growth in the scion during the period shortly after grafting has been 
discussed on p. 49. The cambium of the stock frequently outgrows that 
of the scion if the cambia are fitted accurately from the outset. The 
position of the cambia of veneer grafts immediately after grafting, and 
their mutual position after 3 or 4 weeks, are shown in the drawings 
in Fig. 32. One might therefore conclude that it would be better to have 
a scion that is bigger than the stock, or at least to make the cut in the 
scion wider than the cut in the stock. With the material usually available 
this is impossible if the grafting is to be done at the lower part of the 
stock. 
In side slit grafts, the most complex step in the healing process has 
proved to be the union between the scion at point 4 and the incision 
face of the stock. The surfaces are seldom placed so that they cover 
each other completely or even partly. When the incision into the stocli 
is nearly radial, as was the case in the grafts investigated, the exposed 
wood surface and the incision face are nearly perpendicular to each 
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Fig. 32. Simplified illustrations of the cambial growth in veneer side grafts. Cross 
sections. 
a-b. Large stock, small scion. 
a. A common situation when just grafted, the cambia matched on one side, 
the cambium of the scion inside tha t  of the stock on the other side. 
b. After about three weeks. The cambium of the stock, growing faster, has 
left t ha t  of the scion behind on the upper side. On the lower side vigorous 
development of callus-the graft components have been pushed apart. 
Cork cambia united on the upper side. 
c-d. Stock and scion rather equal in size. 
c. Ideal situation. The cambium of the scion outside that  of the stock on 
both sides. 
d. After about three weeks. Opposing cambia ready t o  unite. Cork cambia 
united. 
Key to signs on page 135. 
Schematislia illustrationer av kambielillvaxten hos laggympar. Tviirsnitt. 
a-b. Grovt underlag, klen ympkvist. 
a. Tanligt utgangslage hos nvympad planta - kambierna sammanpassade i en sida, 
ympkvistens kambium in6anfor underlagets i den andra. 
b. Efter ca Ire ~~eclior. Kambiet hos underlaget vaxer starkare, har vuxit ifran ymp- 
lrvistens i den owe sidan. I den undre kraftig kallusutveclrling - gmpkomponen- 
terna skjuts f r h  varandra. Korkkambier forenade i ovre sidan. 
c-d. Underlag och ympkvist av ungefar samma grovlek. 
c. Idealiskt utgingslage. Ympkrislens kambium utanfor underlagets i b8da sidorna. 
d. Efter ca tre veckor. Kambierna mitt for varandra redo a t t  forenas. Korkkambier 
forenade. 
Teclienforklaring pa sid. 135. 
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other. The scion is mostly inserted in its entirety inside the incision face. 
There are only the dead tissues of the outer bark facing the latter, and 
the cambia to be united will be kept far apart (cf .  Fig. 18a). In order 
to obtain improved cambial agreement, it would be better to make a 
tangential incision in the stock, as shown in Fig. 1%. (The reason for 
the scion in Fig. 18b being inserted from the opposite side in relation to 
Fig. 18a is that the grafting in the two cases has been performed from 
different working positions, compare Figs. 10-11 with Figs. 12-14. 
The mode of operation is, of course, in principle of no importance for 
the shaping of the cut.) The contact surfaces fitted at the incision face 
after a tangential incision would correspond to those of a veneer side 
graft. Plate XIII: 11 and 12 show examples of union under such 
circumstances. In both cases the junction at the incision face (the lower 
part of the section) is very good. 
VI. Norway spruce 
A. General 
As already mentioned in the chapter on "Material and methods", 
the results of union in spruce grafts performed for the present investiga- 
tion were not so good as those obtained with pine. In  the first series 
of 1959, six out of ten remaining grafts were dead at the time oftrans- 
ferring out of doors. Only one of the four surviving grafts had  developed 
a shoot, and the other three had only the green needles from the year 
before. The other series was more successful. The four grafts that had  
not been fixed were all alive, three of them, however, carrying only 
last year's green needles. Both series were comprised of veneer side 
grafts, the flaps of which were cut as shown in Figs. 3-5 and Fig. 31. 
In addition to the series mentioned above a few side slit grafts from 
the spring of 1960 have been investigated. They had been executed 
according to the method demonstrated in Figs. 12-14 and Fig. 1%. 
Parallel with the series of 1959, some side slit grafts were also per- 
formed according to the method in Figs. 10-11 and Fig. 18a, although 
with negative results. 
B. The normal course of union 
1. Insulat ing dead tissues o n  the cut surfaces of the scion and the stock 
As in pine grafts, contact layers develop over all the cut surfaces of 
spruce grafts containing living tissues. However, they can never be 
distinguished in the parenchymatous tissues in the wood of spruce (the 
ray cells, the epithelial cells of the resin ducts, and the cells of the leaf 
gaps), since they have a more firm, lignified wall structure. The pith, 
too, remains entirely passive. Some of the large, thin-walled cells 
subsequently collapse, but the pith cells do not participate at all in 
the callus formation, and for that reason the dead tissues cannot be 
regarded as a n  insulation layer. In the cortex, phloem and cambium, 
the picture is largely the same in both the species. Plate XIV: 5 shows 
an  example of the formation of a contact layer. 
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2. Cell enlargement and the jirst cell divisions 
The most active cells adjacent to the wound surfaces soon begin to 
enlarge. Plate XIV: 1 from a two-day-old graft shows expanded ray 
cells in the stock flap and enlarged epithelial cells in a severed resin 
duct in the cortex of the scion. 
The first cell divisions follow immediately. They occur at about the 
same time in the rays outside the xylem, the resin ducts in the cortex, 
and in the ordinary cortex cells (cf.  Plate XIV: 2-4, which shows 
examples of cell divisions in the scion of a four-day-old graft). Quite 
considerable callus masses may have developed after a further couple 
of days, as in the six-day-old graft shown in Plate XIV: 5. There the 
stock has been most active, particularly the rays that have been severed 
in the phloem. Some phloem parenchyma cells have also participated. 
A resin duct immediately inside the wound surface in the scion has been 
entirely filled up with cells, and some divisions have occurred in the 
external cortex. Higher up, the cell division activity was considerable 
also in the scion. 
The epithelial cells of the resin ducts in the cortex of the scion react 
intensively. Some days later the ducts opened by the graft cut have 
been closed again by cells that have enlarged and divided. The stimulus 
is transmitted upwards in the ducts. A resin duct of a scion which 
was studied four days after grafting, had been severed in the extreme 
lower end of the scion. The duct was entirely filled up to 1 cm above the 
cut, and at this point cells were dividing. A few centimetres higher up, 
effects of the graft cut in the form of enlarged epithelial cells could be 
observed. 
The examples shown indicate that the scions react at least as quickly 
as the stocks, often even more rapidly. In the four-day-old graft from 
which some of the photographs discussed above have been obtained, 
dividing cells were observed in the scion only. Enlarged cells and cell 
groups were found here and there in the stock. 
Xo divisions in cells of the rays or resin ducts of completely differen- 
tiated wood have been observed in spruce. There is thus an essential 
difference here between spruce and pine. In the latter species vigorous 
callus formation frequently occurs from wood and pith parenchyma. 
The fact that no proliferation can occur in spruce depends in all prob- 
ability on the structure of the tissues concerned, which has been 
described in chapter IV: a and b. The parenchymatous ray cells cannot 
contribute to callus formation in spite of their living contents. The 
heavily thickened cell walls constitute a directly visible obstacle. When 
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the graft cut has been shallow, so that the wood is exposed at the 
cambial region, no callus will be formed even from this exposed wood 
surface (see Plate XIV: 9). 
However, the thickening of the walls in the ray parenchyma does not 
proceed as rapidly as in the surrounding tracheids. If the stocks have 
been so far advanced before grafting that their cambia have been 
active for some time, it may happen that solitary ray cells in newly 
formed xylem enlarge and start dividing (cf. Plate XIV: 6). Taken as a 
whole, however, this is of minor importance. 
The pith of the scion does not either show any sign of cell division 
when it is severed. The number of thin-walled living cells in it is low. 
These cells do not become activated for division even when proliferat- 
ing tissues in the stock have been seated close to the pith; the callus 
masses from the counterpart intrude and compress the pith cells (cf. 
Plate XIV: 8). In old grafts it is quite usual to find the pith shrivelled 
and mutilated (if it has been cut in the grafting), particularly when the 
union fails to become complete fairly soon after grafting (cf. Plate 
XV: 7). 
As in pine, all the cells of the cambial region may participate in the 
formation of callus. However, the change in the mode of cell division 
Table 1. Intensity of cell division in different tissues of grafts of Scots pine and 
Norway spruce. 
Tissue I Pine 
Periderm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cortex, ground tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cortex, resin ducts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phloem,rays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phloem, vertical parenchyma.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phloem, completely differentiated sieve cells. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cambial region, rays. .  
Cambial region, other undifferentiated or incompletely dif- 
ferentiated cells.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem,rays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem, resin ducts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem, completely differentiated tracheids . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pith, leaf and branch gaps.. 
Spruce 
*Tissues influenced by leaf and branch traces show greater activity than others. 
+ + + + very high intensity of cell division 
+ + + high intensity of cell division 
+ + intensity of cell division varies, in pith, leaf and branch gaps of pine divisions 
occur a t  an early stage, otherwise not until neiglibouring tissues have started to  
divide. 
+ divisions in variable amount can occur but often fail to appear. 
(+) when late grafted, ray cells in the newly formed xylem may divide 
- no divisions 
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described on p. 39 has to take place first. The most extensive prolifera- 
tion takes place, at least in the beginning, from rays and other paren- 
chymatous tissues outside the cambium. 
Table 1 shows a comparison of the cell division intensity in various 
tissues of Scots pine and Norway spruce. 
The youngest side slif graft investigated was 17 days old. The photo- 
graph in Plate XITI: 9 of this graft shows a remarkably weak activity 
in both the stock and the scion (cf .  the equally old pine graft in Plate 
S I I :  6). In all investigated samples of spruce the space in the innermost 
corner was considerable. This is a consequence of the low tissue 
flexibility both of the stock bark and of the scion. No divisions have 
occurred in the bark flap of the graft shown in Plate XYI: 9. The tend- 
ency to form callus from the bark flap varied widely in the grafts 
studied. It appears as if thick bark has greater power toproliferate-the 
small number of specimens inrestigated, however, does not allow of any 
definite conclusions on this point. The air-filled space in the corner 
undoubtedly causes some drying of the flap tissue, which is perhaps of 
minor importance when the bark is thick. When cell divisions occur in 
the flap, all the living cells participate in the manner described abol-e for 
pine. No callus formation has been observed from the wood side of 
the grafts. The incision face, and the part of the scion that covers it, 
are entirely on a par with the wound surfaces of a veneer side graft. 
3. Phellogen formation 
The development of periderin over the wound surfaces in the cortex 
proceeds largely in the same manner in spruce as it does in pine. In 
spruce, howeyer, the first di~isions,  with only a few exceptions, occur 
some distance inside the wound surfaces. The greatly enlarged cells 
that are common in pine when a leaf trace is present contiguous to, or 
immediately inside the wound surface (p. 41), are never found in spruce. 
Complete union of cortex-deri~ed cells has been established on the 
left side of the 16-day-old graft shown in Plate XIV: 8. Nenr phellogen 
is developing (at present most visibly in the stock). Well developed 
phellogen occurs in the 18-day-old graft in Plate XIT': 9 over the wound 
surfaces of both stock and scion, and the union between them is 
complete. The divisions creating the phellogen start far inside the edge 
of the wound surfaces when these are exposed and do not cover each 
other. The left part of Plate XIV: 9 shows how phellogen in the stock 
has been formed by callus originating from rays in the phloem. Large 
parts of old phloem are now located outside the phellogen. 
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4 .  Further callus formation and the union between parenchymatous tissues 
The importance of leaf and branch traces for the formation of callus 
as discussed in the corresponding chapter on pine, applies equally to 
spruce. The leaf traces in the scion are numerous. Several of them will 
in each graft be so placed in relation to the cut surfaces that they will 
exert influence on the formation of callus and the union. Some of the 
first parenchyma unions observed have apparently occurred through 
the influence of a leaf trace ( c f .  Plate 33'1: 7 from a ten-day-old graft). 
The callus formation initiated by the leaf and branch traces of spruce 
never assumes any complicated forms; there are never any large 
"inflated" cells as in pine ( c f .  Plate V: 8). The role played by the leaf 
and branch traces in the final union of grafts is possibly even greater 
in spruce than in pine. This will be discussed more comprehensively 
in a later chapter. 
As in the case of veneer grafts on pine, the first parenchyma unions 
mostly occur outside the cambial region between tissues originating 
from phloem rays and the cortex; 10-15 days after grafting the first 
junctions have been established. 
Union soon occurs between the scion and the stock flap where tissues 
capable of proliferation meet. In the contact zone between the scion 
and the stock flap, the callus development was in most grafts more 
vigorous in the scion than in the stock. Plate XIV: 7 shows a tangential 
section through the phloem of the scion of an eleven-day-old graft 
where the phloem is in contact with the stocli flap. Vigorous new forma- 
tion from the rays in the scion can be observed, whereas the stock is 
almost passive. The graft in Plate XV: 1 is twice as old. It shows a 
complete union between callus tissues over the entire line, from which 
it is clear that the scion has produced the major portion of the callus, 
particularly in the outer parts. 
It appears that it is more difficult to obtain a good fit between scion 
and stocli with spruce than it is with pine. The spruce scions are 
mostly much thinner than the stocks. It is especially the parts bekeen  
the mood and the periderm which are capable of proliferation and they 
are essentially smaller in the scions than in the stocks ( c f .  the width 
of the bark of the scions and stocks in Plates XIV: 8, 9, and XV: 9). 
In grafting one always endeavours to fit together the cambia  at least on 
one side. In the grafts studied, however, it is mostly the outer edges 
that have been fitted together, with the result that the cambium of the 
scion projects outside that of the stocli on one side, and is far inside 
on the other, frequently so far inside that tissues capable of prolifera- 
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tion do not meet (cf. Plate XV: 9). Parenchyma union has occurred 
rapidly on the left side of this graft, and vascular coalescence has also 
been established without any great difficulty. On the right side, how- 
ever, large masses of callus have developed from both parts, and it is clear 
that union would hardly have taken place during the first growing season. 
As already mentioned, the callus development in side slit grafts is 
poor. In many of the specimens investigated, the proliferation is most 
extensive along the incision face and the adjoining part of the scion. 
Good union is soon established there, as shown in Plate XVI: 9-11. 
Some of the circumstances influencing the callus formation from the 
flap are discussed on p. 78. In several side slit grafts the bark flap dies 
fairly rapidly after grafting. Occasionally some cell divisions have occur- 
red before then, but sometimes it withers without previous activity. Plate 
XVI: 9 s h o w  a small part of the flap in which most of the cells have 
lost their living contents. The scion persists by means of the union 
with the stock established at the incision face. In the graft in Plate 
XVI : 11 the scion has achieved junction with both the incision face and 
the flap. The innermost corner, however, has still, after four weeks, not 
been filled with callus. An example where proliferation has been 
vigorous from the flap, however, is shown in Plate XVI: 12. 
5. Union between vascular tissues 
Union between vascular tissues occurs in the same way in spruce as 
in pine, at least as far as the immediate junction of the cambia in the 
stems of the graft components is concerned. Only a few examples, 
therefore, will be given here. Plate XV: 3 shows laterally extended 
tracheids in the stock directed towards the newly differentiated xylem 
cells of the scion. The cambial union is not yet complete. A longitudinal 
section from the lower part of the same 22-day-old graft illustrates the 
uniting trends occurring between the cambium of the stock flap and the 
cambium in the lower, obliquely cut part of the scion (Plate XV: 2). It 
will be seen how tissues from the cambial region of the latter enter 
between exposed wood in the scion and some less active parts in the 
stock flap (mainly non-functional phloem). Further down in the flap, 
the formation of new tissues is vigorous, and some short tracheids have 
been differentiated in the callus of the flap. Four weelis after grafting 
the junctions may in parts have the apparance as in Plate XV: 4. 
A prerequisite condition is that the cambia are well matched. The 
radial section in Plate XV: 5 shows a good junction of the latter at the 
flap. Such a union is possible only when the flap has been made with a 
downward cut as in Fig. 31. 
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The first cambial unions in side slit grafts made with a' tangential 
incision in the stocks occur at the incision face, where the tissues are 
closely fitted and proliferation is vigorous. 
The part played by leaf and branch traces in the achievement of 
vascular unions in pine grafts was mentioned on p. 49. Their importance 
appears to be still greater in the grafts of spruce. In this species the leaf 
traces are inore numerous, and they furthermore leave the stele of the 
scion at a more acute angle than in pine (cf. p. 26 and Fig. 15). This 
means that the possibility of a leaf trace ocurring close to the wound 
surface is considerably greater in spruce than in pine. Unions achieved 
through leaf and branch traces are most usual in cases where the cut 
in the scion is relatively superficial. Plate XVI: 8 shows a union pro- 
duced by a leaf trace in the scion. Junctions of this kind generally 
extend some millimeters above and below the leaf trace during the 
first growing season, whereafter they continue to extend inore and 
more. 
The picture becomes more complicated when leaf traces situated far 
out in the cortex of the scion produce vascular unions with the stock 
(after having previously contributed to the parenchyma union). Plate 
SVI: 1-6 s h o w  a series of sections from a graft at the beginning of its 
second growing season. The first photograph shows a leaf trace in the 
cortex of the scion. Heavy cork formation occurs on both sides between 
the graft components. The second photograph was taken 18 sections 
further up (section thickness 15 p), and shows a parenchyma junction 
between the components. Yet another 18 sections higher up, the leaf 
trace is seated half-way between the cambia of the graft components 
(Plate XVI: 3). Fifteen sections higher (Plate SVI: 4), it is seen moving 
towards the cambium of the stock subsequently to be incorporated 
with the vascular tissues of the latter (Plate XVI: 5 and 6, the sixth 
and 13th sections respectively above the one shown in Plate XVI: 4). 
This has happened within a distance in height of approximately 1.5 mm. 
The distance between the cambia of the graft components at the time of 
investigation varied between about 1.6 mm at the level where the leaf 
trace is leaving the stele of the scion, and about 1.0 mm where the leaf 
trace is incorporated with that of the stock. The more vigorous dividing 
activity of the parenchyma cells around a leaf trace near a wound 
surface has produced a union between the graft components at a rela- 
tively early stage at the higher level. Failing this early connection, the 
tissues farther down have developed periderm on their surfaces, and 
the continued growth has moved the cambia apart. The ineristeinatic 
activity around the leaf trace has obviously induced the potential 
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cambium in the leaf trace to start producing new ~ascu la r  elements, 
and this stimulus has been communicated to the uniting callus mass. 
For a union to take place such as shown in the photographs, impulses 
also from the stock must be presumed. In Plate XVI: 2, the direction 
of the leaf trace already appears to be affected by the stock. The mutual 
arrangement of elements in the vascular bundle of the leaf trace has 
also been influenced, the trace having twisted half a turn before its 
incorporation with the stele of the stock. Fig. 33 shows in principle 
such a "moving leaf trace" as seen longitudinally. In another series of 
cross-sections studied, a leaf trace has emerged straight opposite the 
stock (the cut in the scion has consequently been so superficial that the 
cambium remains unaffected). One can see how the phloem, mainly 
seated on the exterior of the trace, and facing the stock, divided gradu- 
ally, and moved over to the sides of the trace, until finally, at the 
entrance into the stock, it becomes entirely reversed in relation to its 
original direction. 
The moving leaf traces are of a common occurrence in spruce grafts 
and they have been observed even in places where a regular union of 
the cambia has taken place. 
C. Tissues between the wood surfaces of the graft components 
When tissues occur between the wood surfaces of spruce grafts, it is 
always a case of their having entered from regions outside the wood 
cylinder. Thus there are never any unions between these tissues and 
rays or leaf gaps at the wood surfaces (e.g. Plate XV: 8). Differentia- 
tion of xylem and phloem from cambia in arches also takes place here, 
but these cambia always appear to have, or have had, connection with 
the cambium on the exterior. Two formations of this kind are found in 
the intermediary tissues in Plate XV: 11. The uppermost formation is 
that which is best developed at the level at vhich the photograph was 
taken. It is obvious that a part of the scion cambium has been isolated 
inside the union produced by a leaf trace and has bent inwards. About 
one mm higher up it has connected with the outside cambium, which 
then developed a narrow arch between the wood surfaces. When the 
union occurs rapidly on both sides, no tissues are formed between 
the wood surfaces. However, since the fitting together of graft compo- 
nents, frequently differing in size, has been difficult, the union in many 
grafts has not been completed on more than one side during the first 
year. Tissues from both of the graft components may enter the space 
from the other side and become cut off from their mother cambia 
when the final union occurs (cf. the corresponding chapter on pine). 
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Fig. 33 a and b 
Fig. 33 a and b. "Moving leaf trace" in spruce graft. Longitudinal sections (outlined in 
principle). a: situation just a t  grafting, b: drawn from the  series of cross sec- 
tions of a 14  months old graft presented in Plate XVI: 1-6. The trace describes 
a how laterally (not shown in this drawing). 
a. A leaf trace of the scion cut in cortex. The cut  into the  stock deep, in the 
present section wood borders upon the scion cortex. 
b. Stock wood surface healed over. Callus formation around leaf trace of scion 
has been vigorous which stimulated the adjoining tissues of the stock to  
increased activity. Parenchyma union was established. The potential cambium 
in the  leaf trace has started to  produce vascular tissues and influencing the 
callus tissues outside t o  regular divisions and differentiation. Some kind of 
stimulus has been communicated between both cambia through connecting 
parenchyma. Vascular tissues have been differentiated in fixed directions 
from both sides. The dotted line marks the approximate border between scion 
and stock. 
Key to  signs on page 135. 
avandrande bladspAr, has granymp. Langdsnitt, schematiserat. a: utgbngslaget, b :  
konstruerat efter den serie tvlrsnitt frAn en 14 manader gamma1 ymp, som presenteras 
i pl. XVI: 1-6. SpBret beskriver en bbge i sidled, tas ej hansyn till i denna principskiss. 
a .  BladspBr 110s ympkvisten avskuret i kortex. Snittet i underlaget djupt. Ved griinsar 
ha, till ympkvisten. 
b. Underlagets vedyta overvallad. Kring ymplcristens bladspdr har liallusbildningen 
varit livlig, vilket stimulerat intilliggande uuderlagsva~nader till oliad aktivitet - 
parenkymforening har etablerats. Det potentiella kambiet i hladspBret har t ra t t  i 
funktion och h e n  influerat liallusvavnader utanfor till ordnad delning och cliffercntie- 
ring. Gellorn det sammanbindande parenkymskiktet har nagon form a v  stimulans 
formedlats mellan de bBda kambierna. Ledande vavnader har differentierats i bestamd 
rilitning fl8n bAda hall. Strecliade linjen marlierar ungefarliga gransen mellan ymp- 
kvist och underlag. 
Teckenforlilaring p5 sid. 135. 
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D. Some observations on the shaping and fitting of the graft components 
The ciiscussion concerning the shape of the flap of veneer side grafts 
in pine (pp. 69-70) is also applicable to spruce. The existence of a large 
wood s l i ~ e r  in the stock flap may give rise to many strange formations. 
The advantage of cutting the flap do\vnn-ards is clearly shown in 
Plate S T :  3. 
Usually it is more difficult to get a good fit between the cambia of the 
stock and scion in spruce than it is in pine. Last year's shoots are often 
very slender in spruce, and are moreover enclosed in a relatively deep 
layer of dead tissue which cannot contribute to callus formation. 
Another difficulty which has been discussed earlier is that the bark 
layer of the scion is generally thinner than that of the stocli, and their 
cambia will not match if the outer edges are fitted together. The cut in 
a stock that is thicker in relation to the scion is moreover rather shallow, 
and as the bark is cut almost tangentially, its width at the surface of 
the cut is increased still further. The graft in Plate XIV: 8 shows an 
example where a good fit could have been arranged by placing the 
scion straight opposite the wood surface of the stocli instead of seating 
it on one side. If, on the other hand, the cut in the stocli had penetrated 
deeper into the wood, it would have been necessary to place the scion 
at the side (not so far, however, that its outer edge would run parallel 
to that ot the stocli) in order to get a fair fit at least bekeen  the cambia 
on one side. This way of cutting must be a\-oided, howe~er .  
The consequences of too deep an incision into the stocli are shown in 
Plate SV: 10, which is obtained from the lower part of a one-year-old 
graft. The flap and the main part of the stock have united outside the 
scion on one side, but still the cambium of the scion has not been placed 
sufficiently far out on the other side to render an immediate union 
possible. The xylem in the scion has had two growth periods, the second 
one after union with the stocli had been obtained. It can be observed as 
a false annual ring in the scion. Grafts as poorly fitted as this one 
usually fail to develop. 
A relati\-ely superficial incision into the stocli has consequently ap- 
peared to be advantageous in the grafts investigated. (All stocks in 
these grafts have been thicker than the scions.) An incision in the stock 
which barely exposes the wood, or removes only a thin sliver of wood 
provides a contact surface better suited to that of the scion. The spruce 
stocks have not shown any tendency to proliferate from exposed wood 
surfaces, not even from surfaces where the grafting knife has only peeled 
off the barli close to the cambium, see Plates XIV: 9 and XV: 6. Nat- 
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urally, the scion must be placed right opposite the stock as in Plate 
XV: 6. There is no risk that the scion will be forced away from the stoclc 
by abundant callus formation from an exposed cambium or from rays 
in the wood. Firm binding, however, is necessary in order to prevent 
lateral tissues from entering between the components and thus forcing 
the scion away from the stock. Superficial cuts of this kind cannot be 
recommended for pine grafts because of the vigorous proliferation 
from the entire wound surface that mould ensue. 
A question that is often discussed is whether it is advisable to cut so 
deep into the scion that the pith is exposed. This investigation does 
not show any evidence that cutting through the pith would involve 
great risk, particularly if a better fit between the cambia can be ob- 
tained. In some cases where the buds of the scion have failed to develop, 
the pith was found to have been cut through and to have shrunk. At 
the same time, however, the fit of the cambia had been poor, and this 
was probably the primary cause of the failure of the graft. 
It is a common occurrence in spruce grafts that the scion persists 
without developing any shoots during the first summer. The apical 
bud of such a scion is normally dead and so too are mostly the larger 
lateral buds. Scions which survive the first summer and winter in this 
state occasionally develop shoots next spring from buds established 
during the previous summer immediately below the dead buds, or 
weak lateral buds that have grown stronger. Alternati~~ely, and what 
seems more likely, is that these small buds had not been able to produce 
any shoots last year, only new buds. In most grafts of this kind the 
vascular connections have appeared to be established at a rather late 
stage, and they have often been very weak. At the time of investigation 
in the spring following on the grafting, some grafts contained only a few 
solitary junctions produced by leaf traces. Parenchyma unions naturally 
occurred over rather long distances in all the surviving grafts. Poor 
fitting of the cambia mostly seems to cause the cambia to require a 
longer time to effect junction, and this means in turn that the buds 
receive too little water to be able to develop shoots. In the graft 
shown in Plate XV: 11, the fit between the cut surfaces of the scion 
and the stoclc is very poor. On short distances there are cambial 
unions, all of which are produced by leaf traces as in Plate XIT: 11. 
The scion has now (the second spring) developed a shoot from a 
lateral bud. 
The ability to derelop adventitious buds is poor in spruce. It happens 
quite frequently, therefore, that grafts which survive the first summer 
without developing shoots have no possibility of continuing to grow 
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after the first buds have died. They may persist for a few seasons by 
means of the green assimilating needles they bore at the grafting. 
Plate XT': 13 is obtained from a similar graft after its second summer. 
A superficial cut in the stocli. has been matched with an all too super- 
ficial cut in the scion. Only weak vascular union was established in the 
first year. During the second year the union was strengthened. 
Poor fitting of graft components, however, could not have been the 
cause of all the cases in which the scions persisted without developing 
shoots. It appears that some trees are more difficult to propagate by 
grafting than others, and their proportion of grafts on which the buds 
do not burst in the first year is also larger. This may be due to the fact 
that the cells in the scions from these trees have lower ability than 
normal to start a division, that the buds of the scions are poorly develop- 
ed, or that the scion-material has been damaged in some way before 
or after collection from the mother trees. Incompatibility between 
certain mother trees and the stocli, i.e. too great physiological dif- 
ferences, may also be a possible cause, although it is very rarely, if 
ever, observed in grafts between components of the same species (cf .  
BRADFORD R: SITTON 1929). 
Experience has shown that scion-wood of spruce from northern 
Sweden is more difficult to graft successfully. The annual shoots are 
usually so short that the graft cuts must be made in the two-three- 
year-old parts of the twigs. Grafts of this kind are not included in the 
ordinary series, but they are included in the group of grafts investig- 
ated with regard to union difficulties. In the latter group there were 
cases in which the cambial fit of the components appeared to be 
good, but the union mas still slow and incomplete, and no shoots 
developed in the first summer. Plate ST: 12 is obtained from the lower 
part of one of these grafts. The scion contained two annual rings at 
grafting. The incomplete union can be explained as due to the fact that 
the parenchyma cells of the two-year-old scions possess considerably 
lower vigour and therefore have a lesser capacity for renewed division 
activity than scions of ordinary one-year-old shoots. The factor of light 
may perhaps also play a r6le in this context-the trees in the north 
develop their shoots during 24 hours of light. The transfer to the region 
of Stocliholm implies great differences in respect of the light conditions. 
In the introductory chapter it was mentioned that the side slit grafts 
of spruce performed according to the same method as used for the 
series of pine side slit grafts, did not heal. The incisions made in the 
stocks were radial, and the entire scions were placed inside the cut 
surface as in Fig. 18 a. The investigations of grafts with tangential 
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Fig. 34. Side slit graft. Tangential incision effecting part  of the  wood of the stocli. 
Sidsticlrsymp. Tangentiellt insnitt som tar  med del av veden i underlaget. 
incision in the stock (Fig. 18 b) have shown that the main union oc- 
curred at the incision face and that proliferation has been poor else- 
where. The method first used did not allow of any junctions at the inci- 
sion face in the early stage, which caused the failure of the graft. For 
grafting spruce, it would certainly be useful to make a tangential 
incision which included also a part of the wood (cf. Fig. 34). This 
would provide a better contact surface for the scion, and the empty 
space in the inner corner would be reduced. 
VII. Discussion 
A. Conditions initiating cell division. Callus formation 
1. Growth substances 
The basic mechanism initiating cell division when a plant individual 
has been wounded appears to be of a very complicated nature. 
HABERLANDT (1923) suggested the presence of special wound horrnones 
developed from the decomposition products of damaged cells. BOKNER 
& ENGLISH (1938) and ENGLISH, BONNER & HAAGEN SMIT (1939) 
proceeded on the basis of this hypothesis, and finally succeeded in 
isolating from wounded tissues an active substance, a dicarbonic acid, 
which they called traumatic acid. ENGLISH (cited by BLOCH 1952) has 
later isolated an additional number of dicarbonic acids which appeared 
to be variably active as wound hormones. However, it has lately been 
questioned strongly whether any special hormone or aux in  is active in 
wound healing, cf. e.g. A u ~ u s  (1959). Instead, growth substances ofthe 
kind (indoleacetic acid and the like), which are active in all cell repro- 
ductions, appear to possess a stimulative effect also on the callus forma- 
tion at wound surfaces. Although many attempts to facilitate the union 
of grafts by treatment with auxin have failed, A u ~ u s  mentioned some 
successful experiments with apple and plum, experiments with Juni-  
perus and Rhododendron conducted by KRUYT, and experiments with 
grapes carried out by MULLER-STOLL. In both of the last-mentioned 
cases root initiation was reported to have occurred in the region of 
junction as a result of the auxin treatment. Kinetin, isolated in 1955 by 
MILLER and his co-workers, is a substance which has attracted great 
interest in recent years. It has a strong influence on the cell division 
activity, but only in the presence of indoleacetic acid. SI~OOG & ~ I I L L E R  
(1957) compared the effects of liinetin and indoleacetic acid in tissue 
cultures inoculated with these substances. Indoleacetic acid produced 
increased callus and root formation, but inhibited the shoot develop- 
ment, whereas kinetin stimulated the shoot development, but produced 
fewer roots. Experiments with auxin on spruce grafts have been initiat- 
ed at this Institute, but no positive results have yet been obtained. The 
r81e of auxin in xylem differentiation will be discussed under the head- 
ing "Union of vascular tissues and cambia". 
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It has long been known that the cambial growth in a stem is always 
stronger close to a wound than elsewhere, cf. e.g. HERSE (1908). The 
same author also stated that the divisions in the cambium in spring 
started earlier in the proximity of wounds than in other parts of the stem. 
The investigations reported here have shown that divisions in the cambia 
of scions which were dormant at the time of grafting, always started 
first close to the wound surfaces. The entire cambial growth was 
strongest near the wound surfaces in both scion and stock. Apparently 
the conduction of growth substances and, of course, nutrients to the 
wound area is increased. The factors releasing the cell division at 
wound surfaces are still far from fully explored. 
2. Regions at the wound surfaces with superior callus formation 
The present investigation has shown the initial cell division to be 
most vigorous in regions which are known as storage places for nutrients 
and best suited for conduction. Parenchyma cells in rays, and in leaf 
and branch traces, constitute storage places for plant nutrients. The 
rays that connect with leaf traces (rays emerging from leaf gaps) must 
be held to be the most suitable ones for conduction, and the quantities 
of nutrients stored in their cells are large. In the boundary between 
cortex and phloem, where the oldest rays end, vigorous callus formation 
is frequently observed, especially in rays emerging from leaf gaps. 
KRENKE (1933) found that in the herbaceous plants with scattered 
vascular bundles which constituted his experimental material, the most 
vigorous formation of new tissue emerged from parenchyma adjacent 
to vascular bundles. I h sus  (1912) had already made the same observa- 
tion, but did not wish to ascribe this to the nutrient conditions. HABER- 
LANDT (1923) also stressed the importance of the vascular bundles for 
the cell division activity, and considered that the phloem was of the 
greatest importance in this context, because of its production of what 
he called lepto-hormone. KRENKE showed that the entire vascular bundle, 
phloem as well as xylem, has the power of inducing divisions in the 
surrounding parenchymatous tissues. 
The leaf and branch traces in conifers may be compared to the 
scattered vascular bundles in certain herbs when passing through the 
phloem and the cortex. The parenchyma cells surrounding them also 
divide vigorously when the tissues have been wounded. 
The rays maintain the lateral connections between the various parts 
in the stele of the stem. From the point of view of conduction, their cells 
are consequently better situated than e.g, the vertical parenchyma cells 
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in the phloem. The vertical parenchyma certainly plays a part in the 
production of callus, but I have never observed divisions in the vertical 
parenchyma that had not been preceded by a di~ision of the ray cells. 
It would thus seem probable that the vertical parenchyma is activated 
by induction from cells under division. 
In most cases it is not the ray cells exposed in the functional part 
of the phloem which are most apt to divide but sooner the cells of rays 
that have been cut further out in the stem. The stock of the spruce 
graft in Plate XIV: 5 and 6 shows an example of the ray activity in 
various positions. Possibly an explanation is to be found in the exten- 
sion of cells associated with the normal development of the stem. The 
further out in the stein a ray cell is moved by the cambial growth, the 
larger is its volume and the nearer the time when it  ill be ready to 
take part in the formation of a new scale of periderm. The outer cells in the 
rays would thus appear to possess a greater potential power of division 
through wounding than is the case with the inner cells. Great activity 
from the outermost parts of the rays is frequently seen in the boundary 
zone between phloem and cortex. Some additional viewpoints on the 
part played by the rays in the formation of callus and phellogen mill be 
discussed in the following. 
The epithelial cells of the vertical resin ducts in the cortex and of the 
horizontal canals in the phloem have appeared to react very rapidly, 
and they often develop large amounts of callus. GAUTHERET (1957) 
suggested that parenchyma cells in connection with secretory canals 
were less differentiated (e.g. they contained no starch) than other 
parenchyma cells, which may explain their great power of dividing. 
The importance of the epithelial cells of the formation of callus is 
discussed in a special chapter (p. 103). 
3. The mutual inJluence of the graft components before union 
The intensity of the cell division is to some extent dependent on what 
kind of cells in the counterpart adjoin a certain part of the wound 
surface. The graft components seem to be able in one way or another 
to exercise some influence on each other long before any unions occur. 
CAMUS (1949) showed that such an induction is possible, and that 
active tissues in e.g. a bud (= one graft component) could induce tissues 
in a counterpart to dedifferentiate and start dividing. Without this 
contact, the counterpart (old parenchymatous tissues without connec- 
tion with vascular elements) would certainly have remained entirely 
passive. Srhro~ (1930) followed the same line of reasoning (cf. p. 10 
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above) when he suggested the possibility of an  induction transfer 
between the graft components without previous union. The formations 
at the wound surfaces of the stock and the scion are consequently not 
wholly influenced by the qualities and changes in their own part only, 
but are highly dependent on the activity in their counterpart as well. 
This is the essential difference between the healing of an  open wound 
and the formation of a graft union. 
In normal cases divisions in the external regions of the stocli cortex 
start some distance inside the wound surface, cf. p. 41. Under theinfluence 
of a very active region in the scion, however, also superficial cells may 
be induced to divide, cf. e.g, the spruce graft in Plate XVI: 10, where 
the cortex of the stock is influenced by the activity around a leaf 
trace in the scion. 
The stocks of side slit grafts in pine do not proliferate uniformly 
over the whole of their exposed wood surface, cf. p. 47. No callus at all 
is formed where cut wood in the scion is in contact with the exposed 
wood surface, whereas both ray cells and incompletely differentiated 
xylem cells form callus when placed in contact with cut pith in the 
scion. The pith cells of pine are active in callus formation and may 
influence the opposite stocli tissues. In places where scion wood has 
been placed against the stock, most of the tender tissue on the surface 
of the latter must h a ~ e  been destroyed. This has not been the case 
opposite the pith, where the newly formed cells also have more space 
to expand since the pith cells may be compressed (Plate XIII: 1). The 
conditions in side slit grafts are discussed further on p. 93. 
The experiments carried out by KRENIIE showed that the entire 
vascular bundles can affect the surrounding parenchyma. If the vascular 
bundles were severed by the graft cut, however, only the parenchyma 
of the phloem, but not of the xylem, would participate in forming callus. 
Yet the xylem as well as the phloem are able to induce cell division in 
the counterpart. Ko such influence from the xylem has been observed 
in pine and spruce-plants with a closed wood cylinder. In pine, however, 
it happens that branch traces that have been severed in the wood of 
the stock, where the traces are composed of tracheids and parenchyma 
only, proliferate vigorously, and are able to affect the parenchyma in the 
counterpart (cf. p. 50 and Plate VII: 5-6). 
4. Callus formation from wood and pith parenchyma 
Callus formation in pine also occurs from parenchymatous cells in 
in the ~ o o d .  Such proliferation is not found in all grafts, however, and 
where it does occur, it is only rarely that all of the parenchyma tissue 
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touched by the graft cut participates. It is mostly found in the stocks, 
and particularly in those with vigorous growth. Xultiseriate rays, 
vertical resin ducts, and regions where more parenchymatous cells than 
normal have developed because of some damage in the cambium, 
together with branch and leaf gaps are the most common points of 
origin for callus formations from the wood surfaces. This largely agrees 
with the observations made by BARKER (1954) concerning prolifera- 
tions from parenchyma in basswood, cf. p. 13 above. MERGEN (1954 a) 
found that the space between the mood surfaces of grafts of young 
material of P i n u s  e l l io f t i  was filled with callus mainly originating from 
"medullary rays", apparently identical with leaf gaps. The pith of the 
scion is often severed, when it nearly always exhibits cell divisions. 
In spruce, however, I have never observed any callus formation from 
parenchyma in the wood. The major portion of the parenchyma cells of 
the spruce wood exhibits heavily lignified w a l l s . B ~ o c ~  (1952), however, 
stated after studies of a large number of works on the subject that 
most of the living cells can be dedifferentiated even if the walls are 
heavily lignified (p. 12 above). The lignified parenchyma cells in the 
spruce grafts investigated have never undergone any dedifferentiation 
leading to resumed division. Xo callus formation from the pith of 
spruce has ever occurred in the material studied. 
According to the findings in many previous investigations of grafts, 
the woody plants differ considerably with respect to proliferation from 
wood and pith parenchyma. Differences between individuals may 
occur within one particular species. Thus, for instance, S-iss (1932) 
found no callus formation from parenchyma in the wood or the pith 
in grafts of apple, but he mentioned that another research worker 
( F I ~ K ,  unpubl.) had described proliferation from parenchyma in the 
wood of that species. 
5. Callus formation from the cambial region in veneer grafts 
BARKER (1954) suggested on the basis of his investigations that the 
cells of the cambial region, and not the ray cells, are the most active 
in the healing of wounds (cf. p. 13 above). His investigations, h o ~ v e ~ e r ,  
COT-ered the regions of xylem and cambium only. The investigation 
reported here, as well as earlier investigations by e.g. SHARPLES L t  
GCNSERY (1933), JULIASO (1941), and ~ I E R G E A  (1954a), have shown 
that rays in the phloem play a decisive rBle in the healing of grafts in 
several species. The callus formations which effect the first unions 
between parenchyma tissues in veneer side grafts of pine and spruce, 
originate with few exceptions from rays in the phloem and/or from the 
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cortex. Thus the first parenchyma unions generally take place outside 
the cambial region. 
The contribution by the cambial region to the formation of callus is 
very slight in well-matched veneer grafts. The conditions in the forma- 
tion of callus from the cells of the cambial region have been discussed 
on p. 39. All cells in the cambial region may contribute to the callus 
formation, but the fusiform initials, and the xylem and phloem mother 
cells, have to pass repeated transverse divisions before they are ready 
to divide in the irregular way characteristic of primary callus. In well- 
matched grafts, callus tissues originating from tissues external to the 
cambium of the two components had united before this process was 
completed. The new formations at the wound surfaces in the cambial 
regions will therefore effect an almost immediate fusion of the vascular 
tissues provided the cambia are seated so that they face each other 
reasonably well. The first cells to unite in the cambial regions are 
always short and isodiametric, and they consequently differ from the 
normal, fusiform cambial cells. 
Considerable callus formation originating from the cambial region 
occurs in Teneer grafts of pine and spruce only when the cambial 
regions of the graft components have not been able to reach union 
relatively soon in the manner described above. Several scientists 
(MERGEN 1954a, Sass 1932, SIIARPLES $ GUSNERY 1933, JLLIANO 1941), 
who worked with veneer grafts or other kinds of grafts with similar 
wound surfaces (tongue grafts, cleft grafts), found in several different 
woody species that the cambium is less active as a callus producer 
than the tissues on its exterior. BRAUN (1959), however, found in 
Populus that the major portion of the callus mass originated from the 
cambium and the youngest parts of the phloem and the xylem. 
6. Callus formation in side slit grafts 
The tissues in the stocks of the side slit grafts have been exposed 
in a different way. An incision is made in the bark, which is then 
loosened from the wood. If the cambium is in full activity when the 
operation is performed, the bark loosens in the youngest parts of the 
xylem. If the cambium is dormant or less active, it may attach to the 
wood, either completely or partly, which is less favorable in grafting. 
SAX & DICI<SOX (1956) produced an excellent illustration showing 
how the cambium follows the bark when loosened from the wood. A 
bark ring was removed from an apple tree with white wood, and re- 
placed with an equally large ring from a tree with red wood. All the 
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new wood formed inside the grafted bark ring was red. White wood, 
however, was developed in the vertical seam, which shows that a new 
cambium can be formed in a callus, mainly developed, according to 
SHARPLES & GUNXERY, from the rays in the exposed wood surface. 
In side slit grafts of pine, ray cells and xylem mother cells, as well as 
incompletely differentiated, not yet lignified tracheids can participate in 
callus formation on the mood side of the stocks. Activity first becomes 
visible in the rays. In most cases it is only in the innermost corner and 
straight opposite the severed pith of the scion that the tissues mentioned 
above proliferate, see p. 91. On the bark flap side, too, proliferation may 
occur from all living elements. On this side it is not so important which 
parts of the scion are situated straight opposite the bark flap as it is on 
the wood side, but an obvious stimulation to increased division in the 
flap may be observed in places where it is in contact with living elements 
in the scion. 
In side slit grafts of spruce I have not found any proliferation at all 
from the wood side of the stocli. As in pine, the cambial region mostly 
followed the flap, but its cells appeared to have been extensively 
damaged in the grafting operation. Later on the cambial region also 
began to wither, probably due to the large, empty space left in the corner. 
As the scion is hard, it does not conform to the wood surface of the 
stock. This may be the explanation of the remarkable passivity of the 
flap. A minor change in the method of grafting, which would reduce 
the empty space in the corner, has been described on p. 87. 
In principle I agree mith the earlier research workers who contended 
that all living parts of plants can start division and formation of callus 
under suitable conditions. Neither in pine nor in spruce, however, have 
I observed any divisions of living cells mith lignified walls, or any 
definite proof that tracheids that are already visibly lignified, mould 
be able to dedifferentiate. It is clear, however, that tracheids that have 
not yet reached such an advanced stage in their differentiation as to 
become lignified, are able to dedifferentiate and develop callus. These 
observations agree entirely with those made by JXGER (1928). I do not 
wish, however, to reject entirely the contention that dedifferentiation of 
lignified cells might also be found in pine and spruce, as well as in 
many other species (cf. BLOCH 1941, 1952). Sieve cells lose their power 
of dividing when differentiation has proceeded so far that their nuclei 
have started to degenerate, although the cells remain a1i.i.e (ESAU 1953, 
1960). 
BRAUX'S investigations (1968) of side slit grafts in Populus species 
showed callus formation from all exposed living cells in the stock, and 
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most vigorously from the wood side, where the early wood has usually 
been cut through. When the cut had instead passed through last year's 
wood, however, proliferation occurred from the sides only, and union 
was delayed. A method of incising the stoclt as used by BRAUN is re- 
commended on p. 00 for side slit grafts in spruce. Proliferation from 
the wood surface never occurs in spruce stoclts whether the cut in the 
wood is deep or superficial. The main concern here is to arrange the 
best possible contact surface for the scion, and the smallest possible 
empty space in the corner. At the same time the cambia of the scion 
and the stock should be fitted together fairly well at the incision face, 
cf. Fig. 34. This lastmentioned point was not observed by BRAUN, 
but it is probably not so important in Populus, where unions are ah-ays 
preceded by vigorous callus development and growth in the stock, 
while the scion remains almost passive. This leads to a change in the 
mutual position of the graft components. In spruce, where the callus 
formation is rather moderate in both the components, is it necessary 
to fit the cambia together fairly well. The cambium of the scion may be 
placed slightly outside that of the stock so as to compensate for the 
more vigorous growth of the stock, but never as far outside as shown 
in BRAUN'S drawings of Populus grafts. 
The description given by BECK (1953) of the callus formation in rose 
bud grafts is no different to the conditions I have found in side slit 
grafts of pine, except for the fact that the cambium of pine mostly 
follows the flap without suflering much damage. This, however, does 
not imply that the cambium will continue its division activity unchanged. 
According to the conditions present some parts of the cambium may 
be suppressed, while other parts continue their cambial growth pattern. 
Cambial unions with the scion can be achiel-ed by differentiation of 
new cambial strands through the callus tissues in the corner. An escel- 
Lent illustration of this development will be found in a series of sections 
(Plate XIII: 3-7) from a graft describedon pp. 57-59. See also Fig. 22. 
It was mentioned on p. 40 that it is fairly common for divisions to 
occur in side slit grafts of pine some distance inside the wound surface 
in the flap. This means that the cells from the cambial region that 
adhered to the flap when this was severed from the wood, have died as a 
result of damage received in the grafting operation or from shrivelling 
on account of an insufficient supply of water. Ray cells and vertical 
parenchyma cells in the nonfunctional phloem may give rise to con- 
siderable amounts of callus in the flap (cf .  Plate XII: 5j.When phellogen 
is formed in the phloem of old stems, it proceeds in the same way. 
The remarkable thing about these divisions in the flap is that the rays, 
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he cells of which undergo divisions, lack any connections i n ~ a r d l y  
with the functional phloem, cambium, and xylem. If the flap attains 
junction with the outer part of the scion (point 3 according to Fig. 21), 
cambium from the scion may spread through the newly formed tissues. 
The section in Plate SIII :  3 shows an example of this. There was no 
junction some millimeter higher up in the same graft (above the branch 
trace in the scion) and the phellogen was intact right through to the 
pith of the scion, where callus masses from both components were 
united. 
This course of events in the flap may provide some further elucida- 
tion of the part played by the rays in the formation of callus in the 
phloem. Here the rays lack any connections whatsoever with the cam- 
bium and vascular tissues, but they are still able to proliferate. The 
vertical parenchyma also participates, but the rays apparently react 
first (p. 90). These cells can hardly be said to be well placed from a 
point of view of conduction. Some water and nutrient must be assumed 
to be conducted through the parenchyma cells. This is, inter alia, a 
pre-condition for the life and gro~vth of the nodules that occasionally 
occur in the outer parts of the stems (p. 68). In bark flaps, the outer parts 
of which have no junctions with the scion over long distances, lateral 
conduction through the parenchyma must be assumed a prerequisite, 
to prevent the flap from shrivelling. This often occurs in pine whereas 
in spruce the flap dies if no union has been established at an early 
stage. Tissues which continue to live, are always bordered on the exterior 
by periderm developed from phellogen originating in the cortex and 
phloem parenchyma. 
7. The intensity of callus formation in the two graft components. Parenchyma 
unions 
Previous investigations of graft unions have shown differences in the 
species in respect not only of the tissues in the graft components that 
may contribute to the callus formation, but also in the extent of the cell 
divisions in both the graft components, and in the mode of union 
induction (cf. literature review). In pine and spruce, divisions at the 
wound surfaces start almost simultaneously in both scion and stock 
after 3 or 4 days, sometimes even earlier in the scion than in the 
stock, eventhough the latter component had been growing at the time of 
grafting, whereas the scion was still dormant. Generally, however, it is 
the stock that produces the largest quantities of callus, but the scions 
may be very active within limited areas (when leaf traces adjoin the 
wound surfaces). It also happens that the scions produce very large 
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amounts of callus, after the first parenchyma junctions with the stock 
hare been established. 
It has repeatedly been stressed by BRAUN (1958, 1959, 1961, 1962 a) 
that the first parenchyma unions are effected by activity in the stock 
only. In grafts of pine and spruce, however, the unions are obviously 
established by reciprocal activity, but in occasional cuts a superior 
activity in one graft component may give the impression of its being the 
sole source of union in the area. It must also be regarded as having 
been proved that active tissues on one of the graft components may stir 
the other component to an activity that would not occur otherwise. The 
influence on the stock of the activity around the leaf traces in the scions 
is most clearly noticeable. The generally rather great activity in thestocks 
may influence the scions, provided the contact layers on the surfaces 
of the graft components are not too heavy. 
BRAUN (1958, 1959) stressed the great importance of the pressure for 
the union of two graft con~ponents. In the Populus grafts he investigated, 
increased pressure between the components was developed by a vigor- 
ous formation of callus almost exclusively from the stocli. The union 
developed only when the pressure grew sufficiently strong. In grafts of 
Scots pine and Korway spruce, however, union is usually established 
after only a few cell divisions on both sides. There is no great increase 
in  the presswe in such cases, but a pre-condition is that tissues capable 
of proliferation have been closely fitted together and that the graft has 
been tied firmly. The relatively early unions between the stock flap 
and the scion often found in grafts of pine and spruce are certainly a 
result of the flap being forced outwards by the scion, which has caused 
them to become pressed closely together. 
\There tissues capable of proliferation have not been fitted together 
at grafting, or where the binding of the graft has been unsatisfactory, 
large masses of tissue are gradually formed from both the stock and the 
scion (from the latter, ho\~ever, only provided junction with the stock 
has taken place in other places in the graft zone). A pressure greater 
than that obtaining at the early unions is required for these tissues to 
unite, since their surfaces are coated with heavy corklayers. Independent 
of pressure and position in relation to the counterpart,vigorous formation 
of callus at an early stage may occur in specially active areas in both 
the graft con~ponents, cf. above. This callus effects a rapid union, if the 
graft components are well matched and securely tied. 
Eight to ten days after grafting the first parenchymatous unions 
may be expected to have been established in well matched and firmly 
tied grafts of Scots pine. The healing in Norway spruce is usually 
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somewhat slower. Fifteen days after grafting there are parenchymatous 
unions in all the greenhouse grafts that have any prospects of develop- 
ing further. 
B. Phellogen formation 
The formation of phellogen at a wound surface may be preceded by 
a vigorous development of callus composed of large, irregular cells, a 
layer of which some distance inside the surface starts to divide regularly, 
producing tissues characteristic of a periderni. The cell divisions may 
also proceed from the beginning according to a regular pattern (often, 
however, with the exception of the very first division, regarding m-hich 
see below). This is usually the case n h e n  divisions start some distance 
inside the wound. The new formations then assume entirely the same 
character as that of the phellogens which would have been established 
in these tissues a few years later. (The normal development of nen- 
phellogens is described on p. 27.) 
It has often been stressed that the first divisions in a wound ineristem 
always occur parallel to the wound surface ( c f .  e.g. BLOCH 1941, 1952). 
The very first divisions in the cortex, especially in pine ( c f .  p.  42), 
however, have appeared to occur without any such predetermined 
direction. M'hen divisions start superficially, a n  irregular cell mass is 
often formed in which divisions may occur in all directions. The first 
divisions in rays often proceed with the new cell walls perpendicular to 
the direction of the ray; in  the cambial regions the fusiform cells first 
divide transversally, the new cell walls running fairly perpendicular to 
the wound surface. In  those regions, however, where the first divisions 
have not been able to achieve union betn-eel1 the graft components, the 
divisions soon assume a regular character, and the newly formed cells 
will be arranged in rows. Divisions take place according to the same 
pattern as in a phellogen, but mostly more rows of cells are produced 
than in an  ordinary phellogen. B ~ o c a  (1952) also pointed out the 
similarities bet\\een the cell arrangement in periderln and wound 
tissues, and  that the cell walls in both cases were often positioned 
straight opposite each other, so that four cell walls met at one point. 
The similarities that have been observed between normal phellogens 
and periderms on the one hand, and wound phellogens and periderms 
on the other, lead to the assumption that there is no fundamental dif- 
ference between these formations. Further, o hen new phellogens are 
formed in unwounded stems, the dedifferentiation, the cell enlargement, 
and the first divisions of cells in the cortex and phloem map be regarded 
a ion as callus formation. According to KKCNIIE ( c f .  p. 65) callus form t' 
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is a result of stimulation from a ~vound.  The nature of the stimulus is 
not fully known (see pp. 88-89). It is probable that a stimulation of 
the same kind is present in normal phellogen formation, possibly 
arising from breaks in the tissues as a consequence of cambial ex- 
pansion. 
After the first callus fusion has occurred in the outer parts of the 
graft zone, the cells in the united tissues soon start to divide regularly 
more or less parallel to the wound surface. Already before the union 
of the callus has been established, there are mostly fairly distinct de- 
posits of phellogens along the wound surfaces in the cortex of the graft 
components, and they now achieve union. In  most cases the cork 
cambia unite earlier than the n s c u l a r  cambia, which SOE (1959) has 
found true also in some species of deciduous trees after scoring in 
the stem. The cork cambia of pine and spruce grafts are often well 
united after 15 to 20 days, ~ ~ h i l e  th  first signs of unions of well matched 
vascular cambia appear after 20 days, and often a meek or so later. 
BRACN (1958) stated regarding side slit grafts of Populus that the ~ ~ o u n d  
periderms mostly united only after the vascular cambia had achieved 
union, while in veneer side grafts (BRAUS 1959) the union of cambia 
and phellogens occurred about simultaneously. In Populus, as well as in 
pine and spruce, the old periderm in the periphery of the stems did not 
participate in the formation of the wound periderm, and union of old 
and new phellogens was not established until the wound periderm was 
almost complete. Also in grafts of apple, the old periderm has appeared 
to be inactive (SASS 1932). 
C. Dedifferentiation and differentiation 
As it is possible in principle for most living cells to lose their specif- 
icness (to dedifferentiate), to divide and form callus, all newly formed 
callus cells are initially entirely unspecified. They may differentiate in 
various directions under different influences. Callus tissues may unite 
irrespective of the type of the original tissues, and cambia and phellogens 
may differentiate through callus tissues of any origin. JJ7hen entirely 
dissimilar tissue parts adjoin each other, e.g. the cambial region of the 
one component and the cortex of the other, parenchyma union may 
occur quite soon and the cambia from both sides spread through the 
uniting tissue. Newly formed cells, that have reached a certain degree of 
specialization, can again dedifferentiate under the influence of an  ad- 
vancing cambium. This is a common occurrence when union in some 
part of a graft has proceeded slowly-Plate XIII: 3 shows an  example. 
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Before the union between the outer part of the scion and the park flap 
was established, the formations in the flap had developed a periderm 
character. Now, when the scion and the flap have united, the flap cells 
in contact with the scion cambium are dedifferentiated successively, 
and the cambium extends through the flap tissues. The rascular dif- 
ferentiation will be further discussed in the following. 
D. The formation of vascular nodules in the intermediary tissue 
Differentiation in the intermediary tissue of pine was shown in 
chapter V: D. In his studies on tissue cultures of Jerusalem artichoke 
GAUTHERET (1957, 1959) found nodules with the same cell arrange- 
ment when the original explant was a fragment of xylem. The nodules 
occurred in secretory canals, the centre of which differentiated into 
phloem, while the peripherical cells became tracheids. The latter 
consequently are formed in contact with the old tissue, i.e. xylem. 
Finally, a cambium is formed between the phloem and the xylem. 
GAUTHERET (1959) observed that new cambia in tissue cultures are 
generally formed in connection with newly differentiated phloem 
strands and then turned towards the original explant if this is of a 
xylem character but turned away from the explant if this consists of 
phloem. 
In pine, the intermediary tissue is developed mostly from parenchyma 
in the wood. Plate IX: 9 shows in a higher magnification one of the 
nodules in Plate IX: S where some phloem cells have been differentiated 
and a cambial strand has developed in an arch with the phloem on the 
inner side of the arch. In the other two nodules shown in Plate IX: 8, 
several tracheid layers have been deposited but most of the phloem 
cells appear to have been crushed. 
As mentioned in chapter V: D, it is not only spontaneously develop- 
ing cambia that extend in such inverted arches, but also cambia, which 
have been enclosed between the wood surfaces (Plate IX: 12). Arches 
with the same tissue arrangement are found also in the innermost 
corner of side slit grafts (Plate XIII: 5). 
E. Union of vascular tissues and cambia 
h broken cambium always tends to spread and form a closed unit. 
It was mentioned on p. 93 that divisions at the cambial regions are 
almost immediately able to effect a union of the rascular tissues when 
the cambia of the graft components are placed close to each other. 
The short cells on the xylem side are often differentiated immediately 
to tracheidal elements, and newly formed tracheids of this kind from 
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both the graft components may adjoin each other without to unite. ,4 
real union of tracheids ( = tracheids with mutual pits) is formed by 
the fusion of young, undifferentiated cells which then differentiate simul- 
taneously. An initial xylem union of this kind often occurs between 
cells which have not been deposited from any distinct cambial zone. 
This is in agreement with the findings by S ~ h r o ~  (1908), KAAN ALBEST 
(1934), SINNOTT & BLOCH (1945), and JACOBS (1952). The first cells 
connecting the two cambial edges are parenchymatous. The complete 
vascular union is a result of influence on these cells emitted from the 
nearby unwounded tissues. The fact that auxin is the factor stimulat- 
ing xylem differentiation has been made definitely clear by JACOBS 
(1952, 1961). When the cambia have been well fitted together, the 
uniting tissue may be composed of a very small number of cells. 
SASS (1932) and BRAUN (1958, 1959) have observed cambial bridg- 
ing achieved by a meristematical activity that extends tangentially from 
the cambial edges of both the stock and the scion (see "Literature 
review", pp. 11 and 14-1 5 respectively). The two investigators have stated 
that a connecting strand of meristematical cells is present before union 
between vascular tissues has been established. In the present inresti- 
gation a "homoeogenetic induction" like that described by BRAGN and 
SASS has been found in cases where the cambial edges of the compo- 
nents were separated by a larger mass of parenchyma. Even before 
parenchyma union a stimulus may be transferred between the vascular 
tissues of the graft components, and thus determine the direction of 
cambial extension (SIMOX 1930, HAYWARD & IVEKT 1939). The cells 
of the advancing cambial zones, which are influenced by another 
cambium, are in cross-sections obserred as laterally extended towards 
the source of induction (Plate VI: 2, VIII: 3). 
When longitudinal sections are studied it is obvious that the direction 
of the first uniting tracheids is mainly oblique from the scion down- 
wards to the stock, and to a minor extent from the stock upwards to 
the scion (Plate IS :  3). JACOBS (1952, 1961) has shown the close rela- 
tionship between xylem differentiation and auxin movement. The 
auxin moves mainly basipetally in the stems, but there is also a small 
acropetal movement, the relation between downward and upward 
transport being about 3: 1. Several scientists have found the xylem 
regeneration around a wound to be strictly basipetal ( S m o ~  1908, 
KAAS ALBEST 1934, JOST 1942, SINNOTT & BLOCK 1945). JACOBS, 
however, have found that the acropetal auxin movement is paralleled 
by a slight acropetal xylem differentiation. The cell arrangement in 
the studied graft junctions in pine and spruce confirms this statement. 
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Differentiation on the phloern side is mostly slower than on the 
xylem side, which has been stated earlier also by SIMOS (1908), K.MY 
ALBEST (1934), and  ARTSCHWAGER (1951). The first sieve cells do not 
appear in  the region of union until the divisions have assumed a cambial 
character. The union in the phloem is therefore maintained for some 
time by parenchyma cells. ARTSCIIW~GER (1931) found this phenomenon 
in  grafts in  the Con~positae family, where these parenchyma cells, 
however, are narrow and elongated. In  pine and spruce grafts the cells 
were of a callus character, often slightly elongated, but shorter than 
normal sieve cells. The first sieve cells mostly had  approximately the 
same outer dimensions as the callus cells. 
So far TI-e have only discussed the union of cambia in  ~vh ich  the con- 
tinuity has been broken. ,Also a completely intact cambium, however, 
can be broken up  under the influence of another intact or broken 
cambium. In  so called natural grafting, intermediary parenchyma 
tissues will be extruded. The cambia of the components divide and bend 
outwards to the sides where they unite. It  was described on pp.  81-82 
how leaf traces exposed in the bark  parts of spruce scions activate 
parenchyma lissues in the stock to differentiate into vascular tissues, 
finally to become incorporated with its stele. The cambium of the stock 
divides to receive the leaf trace. Often the cambial edges of the graft 
components do not achieve union with each other in certain parts of a 
graft zone, especially in  the upper parts of the zone, and in  one side of 
grafts consisting of coinponent~ of widely differing thicltnesses. In such 
cases one or both of the cambia cnter between the wood surfaces. 
Upon continued growth the cambia will unite in the same way as in 
natural grafting. 
E ren  without influence from another cambium, a broken cambium 
always spreads through contiguous parenchyma tissues, but these nen- 
cambial cells do not cstend laterally. ,+Is a result of the great activity 
at the wound surfaces, broken cambia mostly turn out~vards to begin 
with (cf .  HERSE 1908). This may be seen most clearly in the stock, 
\I-hich is the component with the faster growth. *lt the wound edge the 
cambium grows faster than in the rest of the stem. If union with the 
counterpart fails to materialize, or is too \veal<, the parencliyma tissues 
extend over the exposed wood surface of each part, and the cainbium 
follows. The healing over of the cut stocks proceeds according to the 
same pattern. 
The importance of various methods of cutting and fitting together the 
scions and the stocks for the result of the union has been discussed in  
chapter TT: E (pine) and chapter 1'1: D (spruce). Although more difficult 
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to apply in practice, a good cambial fit is much more important in 
grafts of spruce than in  pine, the reason being that the callus develop- 
ment in spruce grafts is usually weaker. The greater the ability of the 
graft components to produce callus, the better are the conditions for 
cambial unions over long distances. Populus is an  example of a species 
possessing great power of proliferation. In the side slit grafts studied 
by BRAUS (1958), cambial union could be achieved thanks to the 
~igorous  callus formation from the stocks. Extremely vigorous callus 
formation from the stocks sometiines occurs in pine grafts, but has 
mostly proved less desirable, in that the scion map simply be extruded. 
This can be pre~~ented to some extent by binding the graft firmly, 
particularly if the grafting has been done carefully by fitting the cambia 
well together. It was also mentioned on p. 85 that too superficial cuts 
in the stock should not be made when applying veneer side grafts in 
pine, since they easily produce heavy callus formation over the entire 
wound surface, vhich may lead to the extrusion of the scion. 
F. 'The epithelial cells of the resin ducts 
The epithelial cells of the resin ducts in the cortex and the phloem 
often play a great part in the production of callus in grafts of pine and 
spruce. The distribution and direction of the resin ducts in various 
tissues of both species has been described in chapter IV. According to 
this description vertical ducts occur in xylem and cortex only. The 
statement made by Esarr (1953, 1960), among others, that vertical 
ducts may be present in the phloem of conifers, is wrong, at least 
in respect of Scots pine and Norway spruce. Horizontal resin ducts en- 
closed in rays occur in both xylem and phloem, and are directly connect- 
edvia the cambium. The resin cysts, developed when the horizontal ducts 
expand in the phloem, may possibly be conceived as vertical ducts in 
single cross-sections. In three Pinus species inrestigated, incl. Pinus 
sihesfris, BAGDA (1956) found neither vertical nor horizontal ducts in 
the phloem. However, he observed "dilatation" of many rays in the 
phloem after the second year, and stated that most rays are uniseriate 
during the first year. Upon investigating tangential sections through 
the youngest phloem and the cambium, one will find that some rays 
are fusiform, i.e. they are two (or more) cells wide in the middle, 
but one cell wide in the upper and lower edges. These rays constitute 
connections between the horizontal resin ducts on both sides of the 
cambium. THOXISON $ SIFTON (1925) interpreted this to mean that no 
anastomoses occur between the horizontal resin ducts of the xylem and 
the phloem, and that there is continuity in the tissues only. The dilata- 
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tion of rays observed by BAGDA is probably the same phenomenon as 
that described above (p. 25), i.e. an expansion of the resin ducts in  
multiseriate rays into resin cysts. One of the illustrations in the paper 
written by BAGDA, called "Mik. 4", would also seem to justify this 
assumption (the ray is marked "Mstr"). 
The epithelial cells around the resin ducts in the phloem are con- 
sequently ready to divide without any wounding of the stem. T~ohrsoN 
6r. SIFTON (1925) also discussed the occurrence of "cambial" activity 
around the resin cysts in the phloem, and around the vertical ducts in 
the cortex. When the ducts are mounded, resin is first excreted, where- 
upon the epithelial cells almost immediately start to expand, and TTery 
soon divide. Primarily, it appears to be a function intended to close the 
ducts from the environment, but these new formations seem to be of 
identically the same character as the callus formations from other 
tissues, and they nearly always contribute to unions when suitably 
positioned in relation to the counterpart. 
G .  How and when should grafting be carried out? 
In the chapters dealing with "obseruations on the shaping and fitting 
of the graft components" (p. 69 and p. 84 respectively) some recom- 
mendations have been giren concerning the method of grafting with a 
view to obtaining the conditions most conducive to a good union from 
an anatomical-histological point of view. A repetition of these recom- 
mendations is therefore unnecessary, but some supplen~entary viem- 
points may be added. 
The water conditions in stems and scions have been closely investi- 
gated by BRAUN (1961, 1962 a). Until parenchyma unions are estab- 
lished with the stocks, the scions are restricted to their own water 
reserves. The water in the scions moves from the inner to the outer 
tissues, and from the basal parts towards the top. Accordingly, the 
lowest parts of the scions, that are in contact with the stocks, are most 
exposed to drying. It is consequently of great importance that the union 
occurs rapidly, and that the atmosphere around the grafts is kept 
humid until the junction is complete, in order to prevent the scions 
from drying out. 
Of the two graft components, it is actually only the stocks that can 
be chosen and treated before grafting. The scion-wood usually has to be 
accepted as it is, the matter simply being to propagate certain trees. It 
goes without saying that the scion-wood should be as fresh as possible 
when grafted, or, when this is not possible, stored in the best way. It is 
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also clear that the scions should have no growing annual shoots at the 
grafting, since this would mean too great a loss of water. 
The stoclis, however, may be treated in various ways. The stoclis 
mostly used when grafting in the greenhouse are four years old, in the 
field they are often somewhat older. The stocks are consequently 
generally much thicker than the scions. The difference in the size of the 
components of spruce grafts is often very great, which renders it difficult 
to obtain a good fit (cf. chapter VI: D). Young, smaller stoclis are 
therefore to be preferred. It has also appeared that young cells have a 
greater power of dividing, which is an additional reason for using 
young stocks. The treatment of the material during its growth is cer- 
tainly of the greatest importance, since stoclis in good condition produce 
callus more vigorously than poor stocks. 
The scions of the grafts investigated here have been placed as far 
down on the stocks as possible. This is the usual practice when grafting 
in the greenhouse, and also the most common procedure when grafting 
in the field, at least in Sweden. The interesting investigation carried out 
by Nmss-SCHMIDT & SDEGAARD (1960) on Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga 
taxifolia) showed that the result of union in "high grafting", 91 per cent 
survival, was considerably superior to that of "low grafting", 46 per cent 
survival. On the basis of information obtained from the anatomical 
investigations of grafts, it may be assumed that the young tissues in the 
upper parts of the stoelis hax~e had greater power of proliferation. It is 
also probable that the size of the graft components was more equal in 
these positions. 
Methods for grafting succulent or semi-succulent material (young 
twigs with incompletely lignified woody cylinders) have been described 
by ~ I E R G E N  (1954 b), Z A I ~  (19551, FOWLER (1959), and LESIIINEN 
(1960). From an anatomical point of view such a technique is advan- 
tageous-only young cells capable of proliferation are present in the 
healing zone. Good results have been reported, but obstacles to a 
wider use are e.g. the time of grafting, and difficulty in collecting the 
scion material. Sometimes, however, this possibility could be of great 
value. 
The time of grafting and the treatment of stoclis prior to grafting are 
other interesting points. The stoclis of the grafts investigated here had 
been forced so far that they had all developed 1-2 cm long, new shoots. 
It appeared, however, that the cell division activity at the wound 
surfaces started at least equally as early in the unforced scions, which 
probably shows that it is unnecessary to force the stocks before graft- 
ing in order to obtain successf~d results. A small, comparative experi- 
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ment comprising 48 pine grafts and conducted in the spring of 1960 
also provided similar indications, and an even slightly superior incre- 
ment of the scions grafted on the unforced stocks. The NIEN~TAEDT 
(1959) investigation on spruce (Picea abies and P. glauca) grafted in 
the autumn, also showed that activity in the stoclts at grafting is of 
minor importance. The stocks were giren various treatments during 
the months prior to grafting: long day (i.e. in gromth at the time of 
grafting), short day (i.e. in rest, although soon interrupted after the 
transfer of the plants into the green house). The number of successful 
unions obtained from the differently treated stoclis wase about equal. 
The continued development of the scions, however, may be affected 
by variations in day length and temperature after grafting. 
B R ~ C N  (1962 a) has made thorough investigations into the most 
advantageous time for grafting poplar in the field. TTO periods of 
excessive cambial gromth is observed during the growing season, and 
grafting is best carried out just at the beginning of these periods (in the 
mentioned case from the end of April to mid-May and from the end 
of June to early July). This agrees with the practice in greenhouse 
grafting of conifers. The grafts are made when the buds of the stocks 
have just begun to burst, and the cambial activity has been found to 
start simultaneously. 
VIPI. Summary* 
The majority of the grafts inxstigated were made in a greenhouse 
in the spring of 1938 and 1959, with a minor supplementation in 19GO. 
Being forced, the stocks, mostly four years old, had nem- annual shoots 
measuring 1-2 cm at the time of grafting. The scions consisted of one- 
year-old shoots in complete dormancy. 
T n o  different methods of grafting were applied: veneer grafts and 
side slit grafts. Each type of graft IT as done in t ~ i o  n ays and investigated, 
cf. Figs. 1-14 and 16-18. After having been fixed in CRAF (for 
recipe see p.  21) for the purpose of anatomical studies, the graft zones 
were embedded in paraffin and cut in 13 p thick cross-sections and 
longitudinal sections, which were stained in safranin and fast green, 
and mounted in Canada balsam. 
From the grafts of 1938 three specimens were taken for examination 
every week dming 5 weeks, and then at intervals of 14 days to one 
month for the rest of the summer. In  order to follow the course of 
growth accurately during the first stage, specimens for examination were 
taken daily from the grafts of 1959 for the first 13  days, and then every 
other day for a further period of 14 days. The process of union gro~vth 
has been followed completely during the first season after grafting. Al 
nurnher of 1-3-year-old grafts were also investigated. 
The main features of the anatomy of young stems of Scots pine and 
Sor\vay spruce havc been r e ~ i e w e d  in chapter IT, n i th  particular 
attention paid to the ability of the various tissues to contribute to the 
union of graft coinponents and to differences between the species in 
this respect. The various anatomical details such as observed in cross- 
sections as well as in tangential and radial longitudinal sections are 
presented in the drawings in Figs. 16-17, Plates I and 11: 1-5 show 
full pictures and details of both the species. 
Resin excretion from severed resin ducts is the immediate reaction 
at the wound surfaces. There is nothing to show that the resin consti- 
tutes a barrier between the graft components; on the contrary, it serves 
as a sealing. As it has mostly been dissolved and removed from the 
material by fixing solvents and alcohols, no resin \vas found in the 
microscope slides. 
Contact  layers consisting of directly or indirectly damaged cells are 
developed on the cut surfaces in the cortex, phloem, and cambium of 
* A short summary concerning experiences of importance for practical grafting was given 
in the author's publication "Grafting Methods for Scots Pine and Nornay Spruce" (1962) 
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both the graft components. In the phloem, both the functional and the 
non-functional, a large number of sieve cells will constitute a part of 
the layer, on account of their inability to participate in callus formation. 
In Scots pine, contact layers also occur over severed parenchyma tissues 
inside the cambium, uiz. rays, resin ducts, and pith. 
Enlargemen t s  of cells adjacent to the wound surfaces is the first 
noticeable reaction from the living cells. The epithelial cells of cut 
vertical resin ducts in the cortex react specially quickly (Plate 111: 1-3). 
As early as one day after grafting they are clearly enlarged, and they 
soon clog the duct entirely, often at a long distance from the place 
where the duct has been wounded. Cell enlargements at an  early stage 
are also common in practically all thin-walled, parenchymatous cells 
situated adjacent to the wound surfaces. 
Cell divisions appear close to the wound surfaces in both stock and 
scion 3-4 days after grafting. The scion often shows the first divisions 
and most activity during the first days after grafting. In  Scots pine, it is 
quite clear that the first cell divisions occur in rays of the phloem, some- 
times also in cambial parts of the rays, but some later epithelial cells 
of resin ducts in the cortex and ordinary cortex cells divide as well. 
In Korway spruce, divisions occur simultaneously in all the tissues 
mentioned above. 
The initial cell division is most vigorous in regions known as storage 
places for nutrients and best suited for conduction. The cells surrounding 
leaf and branch traces, and the cells of rays that emerge from leaf gaps 
are particularly active in the formation of callus (Plate 11: 6-8). On 
the whole, the stocks produce a larger volume of callus before union 
than the scions, but leaf traces adjacent to the cut surfaces of the latter 
component induce a locally larger formation of callus. 
Rays that have been cut far out in the phloem mostly form more callus 
than those which have been cut closer to the cambium, or in the 
cambial zone (Plate XIV: 5-6). The boundary between phloem and 
cortex is a very active zone (Plate V: 11). 
The oery first cell divisions do not occur at any special angle in 
relation to the wound surface; especially in Scots pine (Plate V: 
1-3 and 5), where the initial callus formation is often very extensive. 
Soon, however, divisions proceed according to a definite pattern, in 
which the new cells are established with their walls almost parallel 
to the wound surface (Plate T': 6-8). This is the first stage in the dev- 
elopment of cork cambium (phellogen). 
The cambial region plays a subordinate r81e as a callus producer in 
.r eneer grafts. Generally callus tissues from both the graft components 
outside the cambium unite before the necessary change in the mode 
of cambial cell division (p. 39) has occurred. In the stocks of side 
slit grafts, however, the bark has been loosened from the wood in the 
cambial region, the cells of which can give rise to ~~igorous callus 
formation in Scots pine. This process is initiated by ray cells, but soon 
the major portion of the cambial cells participate to such extent as they 
have not been damaged in the grafting. The Scots pine stocks produce 
callus from both the wood surface and the bark flap (Plate X I :  I), 
whereas callus production in Norway spruce stoclis has been reported 
to occur from the flap only, and even there it is mostly sparse (Plate 
XVI: 11). If the incision in the stock is made tangential to the cambi- 
um, the conditions at the incision face are equal to those in veneer 
grafts (Plate XVI: 10). Radial incision gives usually rise to essential for- 
mation of callus from the cambia of both the components in conse- 
quence of the poor cambial fitting. 
Callus formation from parenchyma of the mood or pith occurs only in 
Scots pine, where it can sometimes be quite extensive. The scion pith 
is particularly active when severed. In the stocks, vigorous callus 
formation has been observed in some cases when more parenchym- 
atous tissues than normal were present in the wood as a result of 
some damage suffered by the cambium during growth. In some of the 
cases investigated, this occurs in annual ring boundaries (Plate VI: 8). 
A comparison of the tendency of various tissues to produce callus in 
both the species is presented in Table 1 (p. 77). Great activity in one graft 
component has appeared to induce contiguous tissues in the counterpart 
to increased activity already before direct union is achieved between the 
tissues concerned. It is consequently a matter of influence communicated 
through a not too heavy contact layer, and without plasmatic connec- 
tions between the cells. 
Unions between parenchymatorrs tissues have been reported 8-10 days 
after grafting. Fifteen days after grafting there are parenchyma unions 
in all the greenhouse grafts that have any prospect of developing further. 
Only cells newly formed after grafting are able to unite. In veneer grafts, 
the first unions occur between cells originating from tissues outside 
the cambial region. They are mainly developed from the cortex and the 
phloem part of the rays. In side slit grafts with a radial incision in the 
stock bark (Fig. 18 a), the first unions develop between the callus from 
the stock cambial region in the bark flap, and between callus from the 
cortex, the phloem rays, and the pith of the scion (Plates XII: 1, X: l l ) ,  
In side slit grafts with tangential incision in the stock (Fig. 18 b). 
unions also occur at the incision face in a way similar to that in veneer 
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grafts. Ke\vly formed cells may unite irrespective of the nature of the 
tissues from which they originate. 
V n i o n  of phellogen. Through the parenchyma unions in the outermost 
parts of the graft wounds, phellogen is differentiated which connects 
the cork cambia that have developed, or are in process of development 
on the wound surfaces of the graft components. Complete unions of 
phellogen occur 16-20 days after grafting. The phellogens at the 
periphery of the stems do not participate in the formation of the new 
ones, and a union of new and old phellogens occurs only gradually. 
Cnions of v a s c u l u ~  tissues have been reported after approximatively 
three weeks in well-matched grafts. When the fit has been less satisfac- 
tory, union may take 5-6 weeks. In well-matched grafts it is common 
that divisions in the cambial region are able to promote the union of 
vascular tissues almost at once. Only a small number of short, irregular 
cells are then formed. It is often noticeable that newly formed tracheids 
have united before any true cambial union has been established. When 
the cambia are situated farther apart, they spread through intermediate 
parenchyma tissues towards each other by induction from one cell to 
another. This causes the cells to dedifferentiate and start dividing again. 
Differentiation of tracheids on the wood side often follows the cambial 
strands, while connection on the phloem side is maintained for some time 
by parenchyma cells which only gradually differentiate into sieve cells. 
Since the stocli cambium had already entered the active stage at 
grafting, and since the stock furthermore has a greater supply of water 
and nutrients than the scion, its cambium will be able to deposit several 
new rows of tracheids until such time as union is possible. This means 
that the cambium of the stocli outgrow that of the scion when the two 
cambia are placed right opposite each other at grafting. If the scion 
cambium is placed outside that of the stocli, the cambium of the latter 
will soon catch up  with it (Fig. 32, Plate T'I: 5). 
The first unions of vascular tissues in yeneer grafts are often found 
between the stocli flap and tissues siluated at the short, cut surface of 
the scion (Plate VII: 2 ,  7 ) .  
Neither parenchyma unions nor cambial unions occur simultaneously 
oyer the entire cut surfaces of the grafts; the first unions occur where the 
tissues have been placed closely together, and where the most actire 
tissues adjoin the cut surfaces. 
Leaf traces appear to play an  important part in the establishment of 
vascular connections, especially in Norway spruce, where they occur in 
large numbers and remain long in the cortex tissues before departing 
from the stem (Plate SYI:  1-6, 8, Fig. 33). 
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The cambial unions in  the innermost corner of side slit grafts become 
more or less complicated depending on the mutual position of the tissues 
in the graft components. JT-hen the flap is loosened from the wood, the 
cambium usually sticks to the flap. In  its upper part, at least, the scion 
has two free cambial edges directed i n ~ a r d s  to the corner, one towards 
the flap and one towards the wood side. Fig. 22 shows how cambial 
unions are achieved, cf .  Plate S I I I :  5-7. 
Intermediary tissues. It is not necessary that the space between the 
~ o o d  surfaces of the graft components should be filled \vith callus 
tissues (Plate VI: 11). On the contrary the space usually remains empty 
when the tissues heal rapidly. The intermediary tissues which nexwthe- 
less occur, originate in  Norway spruce exclusively from tissues on the 
exterior of the ~ o o d  cylinder which have expanded in between the 
wood surfaces. In  Scots pine, parenchyma cells in xylem resin ducts, 
xylem rays, leaf and branch gaps, and pith, as  -well as tissues external 
to the wood cylinder, participate in  the formation of intermediary 
tissues (Plate VI: 7-10). Vascular nodules are often formed in the 
intermediary tissue, particularly in  pine. On these nodules, xylem is 
situated on the exterior and phloem on the interior of the cambial 
sheath (Plate 1 9 :  8-9). The tissues that intrude between the wood 
surfaces are often followed by cambium which becomes separated 
from its original cambium when this unites with the cambium of the 
other graft component. These isolated cambia form arches with the 
same cell arrangement as that of the spontaneously developed nodules 
(Plate IX: 11-12). 
Healing o f  t he  cut  stocks. In the summer of the year after grafting, 
the stocks are cut back with an  oblique cut immediately above the 
uppermost point of contact with the scion. The wound thus caused is 
healed over from all sides in the same way as the mound of a cut 
branch (Figs. 23-28). In  the cases investigated, only tissues originating 
from the stock have participated in the process. The edge of callus 
is most heavily developed on the two sides adjoining the scion; it is 
weaker in front of the scion and weakest on the side facing away from 
the scion, c f .  Fig. 29. 
Shap ing  the  stock flap of veneer. grafts. The flap may be shaped in  
two ways, as demonstrated in Figs. 3-4 and 6-7, respectively. Of 
these two, the downward cut in Figs. 3-4 is definitely to be preferred. 
In  the second case, a sliver of wood will adhere to the entire flap and 
will obstruct a smooth union between the flap and the short cut surface 
of the scion, cf .  Figs. 30-31. Plates IX: 13-15, and  X: 1-4 show 
examples of disturbances that occur when the flap is made with an 
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upward cut. The wood sliver must either be walled in or expelled by 
the expanding tissues. Plates S :  5 and SV: 5 shorn examples of a smooth 
union obtained from a downward cut in the flap. 
Fitting the cambia of ueneer. grafts. Good fitting of the cambia is in 
veneer grafts a prerequisite for a rapid union of the graft components. 
This does not imply, however, that the cambia of the scion and the 
stock should be placed exactly straight opposite each other from the 
outset, as mentioned above. It is better that the cambium of the scion 
is placed so that it extends a short distance outside that of the stocli, so 
as to compensate for the more vigorous growth of the latter component 
(Fig. 32 c-d). 
It has proved to be considerably more difficult to arrange a good fit 
between the graft components of Norway spruce than between those of 
Scots pine. Difficulties arising in the grafting of Xorway spruce are 
primarily due to the fact that the stocks have been considerably bigger 
than the scions. It has been possible to obtain a good fit, however, by 
making a very superficial incision in the stock-an incision which 
merely touches the wood-and then placing the cut surface of the scion 
straight opposite that of the stock. In Scots pine, however, such super- 
ficialincision in the stocli is not advisable, since it promotes a vigorous 
callus formation over the entire cut surface, which impedes the union 
of cambia, or may even cause an expulsion of the scion. This, however, 
has not been experienced with ,"Jorwaj7 spruce. It goes without saying 
that the graft components must always be tied firmly, so as to prevent 
the callus from the stock from healing over the wood surface from the 
sides before connection with the scion has becn established. 
Common faults made in the grafting of Norway spruce include too 
deep an incision in the stock, and fitting together the outer edges of the 
graft components on one side in order to match the cambia. Because 
of the thicker bark of the stock as well as the more tangential cut made 
in the latter, the cambia of the stock and the scion do not fit together 
on either of the sides (Plate XIV: 8 and XV: 9). 
4 comparison between the one-year-old shoots of Scots pine and 
Norway spruce has shown that the bark of the latter species contains a 
considerably smaller portion oi living tissues (see pp. 26-27 and 
Plate I: 1 and 2).  The Norway spruce shoots are surrounded by a heavy 
layer of dead cells and the cortex between the ridges formed by the 
leaf traces is very thin. Since the extent of tissue capable of proliferation 
is comparatively limited in the scions of Norway spruce, a good cambial 
fit is more important in Norway spruce than in Scots pine. The in- 
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vestigation has clearly shown that young and small stocks are to be 
preferred in the case of veneer grafts. 
T h e  incision i n  t h e  stock o f  side slit gra f t s  has been made in two 
ways : radially and tangentially (Figs. 10-1 1 and 12-1 4, respectively). 
When the incision has been made radially, the entire scion will be 
seated inside the incision face (Fig. 18 a), and the cambial edges at this 
point will be placed far apart (Plates S I I :  3, 6, and S I I I :  4, 9). With a 
tangential incision (Fig. 18 b) there are possibilities of fitting the cambia 
so as to obtain unions corresponding to those of veneer grafts (Plates 
S I I I :  11, 12 and XVI: 10, 11). Of the side slit grafts of Norway spruce 
used in this investigation, only those with a tangential incision in the 
stock have succeeded. The major part of the unions then occurred at 
the incision face, whereas the bark flap often failed. By cutting the stock 
so that it also includes part of the wood (Fig. 34), a better contact 
surface for the scion ~vould  be obtained, and less empty space in thc 
corner. 
Veneer side g r a f t i n g  is clearly the superior of the t\vo methods tested 
and the only one to be recoininended for Norway spruce. The flap 
should be done v i th  a down\vard cut. Side  slit g r a f t i n g  may be recom- 
mended for Scots pine ~ v h e n  large stoclts are to be grafted with small 
scions. Tangential incisions in the stocks then improve the prospects 
of a successful grafting. 
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Anatomisk och histologisk undersokning av sammanvaxningen mellan 
ympkvist och underlag hos ympar av tall (Pinus silvestris L.) 
och gran (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) 
Huvudparten av  de ympar, som varit forem51 for undersokning, ympades 
i vaxthus v i rarna  1958 och 1959. E n  mindre komplettering gjordes 1960. 
Undcrlagen var mestadels fyra 5r gainla och hade drivits fore ympningen s5 
lBngt, a t t  de nya  Brsskotten utvecklats 1-2 cm. Ymplivistarna var ettgrs- 
skott i fullstandig vila. 
Tv5 olilia ympmetoder har tillampats: laggympning och sidsticksympning. 
Ympar enligt b5da dessa metoder har utforts och undersolits i t v i  varianter, 
se fig. 1-14 och 16-18. For de anatomiska studierna fixerades ympzonerna 
i CRAF (recept se sid. 21), baddades i paraffin och snittades i 15  p tjocka tvar- 
och liingdsnitt. Snitten fargades i safranin och nfast green)) och rnonterades i 
kanadabalsam. 
Fr5n 1958 Brs ympar togs tre exemplar u t  till undersokning varje vecka 
under 5 veckors tid, sedan riled 14 dagars-en mBnads mellanrum under resten 
av  sommaren. For a t t  noggrant kunna folja handelseforloppet den forsta tiden 
togs f r i n  1959 Brs ympar u t  t v 5  exemplar till undersolining varje dag under 
de forsta 14 dagarna, darefter varannan dag under ytterligare 14 dagar. 
Sammanvaxnings- och tillvaxtforloppet under forsta sasongen efter ympningen 
har foljts i sin helhet. Dessutom har e t t  antal 1-3-iriga ympar undersokts. 
D m  anatomiska strulcturen hos unga tall- och granstammar s5 som den ter  sig 
i tvarsnitt och tangentiellt resp. radiart langdsnitt Bterfinns i teckningarna i 
fig. 16-17. I sina huvuddrag ar stammarna uppbyggda p i  likartat sa t t  men 
det finns n igra  anmarliningsvarda oliliheter som ar a v  betydelse for kallus- 
bildning och ympsammanvaxning. Parenliymet innanfor kambiet (marg, 
blad- och grenluckor, strilarl, hartslianalernas epitcl) bestgr hos tall a v  tunn- 
vaggiga celler medan de flesta a v  dessa celler hos gran har forvedade vaggar. 
Antalet hartsforande str i lar  ar storre hos tall an  hos gran och saknas helt i 
ettirsskotten hos gran. Den forliorkade delen av  peridermet hos unga skott 
a r  tjocliare hos gran an  hos tall. Det finns fler bladspgr i granlivistar an  i 
tallltvistar. P1. I och 11: 1-5 visar helhetsbilder och detaljer fr5n b i d a  trad- 
slagen. 
* I uppsatsen ~Ympningsmetoder for tall och grano (1962) har erfarenheter avbetydelse 
for praktiskt ympningsarbete sammanfattats. 
1 I overensstammelse med bruket i engelskan anvands har ordet sstrales i stallet for 
det oegentliga smargstr&le$. Prefixen ))xylem-s och sfloem-o anvands for a t t  ange laget 
i stammen. 
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Hartsausiindring f r i n  genoinskurna hartskanaler ar den forsta redan fijr 
blotta ogat synliga reaktionen vid sirytorna. Det finns ingenting som tyder p i  
a t t  hartset utgor n igot  hinder for sammanviixningen, tvartom tycks det tjanst- 
gora som e t t  skydd. Huvudparten av  detta harts har losts f r i n  materialet av  
fixeringsvatskor och alkoholer och har ej funnits rned i de mikroskopiska 
preparaten. 
Isoleringsskikt  bestiende av  direkt och indirelit skadade celler utbildas over 
snittytorna i kortex, floem och kamhium hos b i d a  ympkomponenterna. I 
floemdelen, i s ival  den aktiva som inaktiva, kommer dessutom en stor del 
silceller a t t  i ng i  i skiktet beroende p i  deras oformiga a t t  delta i kallusbild- 
ning. Hos tall forekommer isoleringsskilit aven over skadade parenkymvav- 
nader innanfor kambiet: strilar, hartskanaler och marg. 
Forstoring au celler. intill sirytorna ar den forsta markbara reaktionen f r i n  
de levande cellerna. Epitelcellerna hos genoinskurna vertikala hartslianaler i 
liortex reagerar sarskilt snabbt (pl. 111: 1-3). Redan dagen efter ympningen 
ar de tydligt forstorade och sluter snart till kana!en helt, oftast Lingt ovanfor 
det stalle, dar kailalen sirats. Cellforstoringar p i  tidigt stadium ar dessutom 
vanliga i praktiskt taget alla intill s irytorna belagna tunnvaggiga parenkym- 
celler. 
Celldelningar borjar upptrada intill sirytorna hos b ide  underlag och ymp- 
kvist 3-4 dagar efter ympningen. Ofta ar det ympkvisten som visar de 
forsta delningarna och den storre aktiviteten under de forsta dagarna efter 
ympningen. Hos tall har det w r i t  fullt tgdligt a t t  de tidigaste celldelningarna 
upptratt  i strilarnas floem- och kambiedelar, men bara nigon dag senare har 
delningar foreliommit aven i kortex - sival  i hartskanalernas epitelceller som i 
vanliga kortexceller. 130s gran har delningar lionstaterats i alla de ovaunainnda 
vavnaderna samtidigt. 
Celldelningsaktiviteten Br stiirst i omriden, som ligger val till ur narings- 
och transportsynpunkt. Celler kring blad- och grenspir, liksom celler i strilar, 
som utgi r  f r i n  bladluckor, ar speciellt aktiva kallusbildare (pl. 11: 6-8). 
Som helhet bildar underlagen storre kallusmangder fore sammanviixningen 
an ympkvistarna, men bladspir intill snittytorna hos de senare kan orsaka 
lokalt stor kallusbildning. 
StrAlar, som blivit avskurna Iangst u t  i floemet, bildar oftast mer kallus 
an  s idana som avskurits narmare eller i sjalva kambiezonen (pl. XIV: 3-6). 
Gransen mellan floem och kortex utgor en mycliet aktiv zon (pl. V: 11). 
De allra forsta celldelningarna slier inte i nigon bestamd vinkel i forhillandc 
till s5rytan, i synnerhet inte hos tall (pl. V: 1-3 och 5 ) ,  dar den forsta kallus- 
bildningen oita ar av  e t t  mycket extensivt slag. Snart inordnas dock del- 
ningarna i e t t  hestamt monster dar de nya cellerna anlaggs rned de nya cell- 
vaggarna mer eller mindre parallellt med s i ry tan  (pl. V:6-8). Detta regel- 
bundna meristem utvecklas i kortex till e t t  korkkambium (fellogen). 
Kambiezonen spelar en underordnad roll som kallusbildare 110s laggympar 
(pl. V: 7). 1 allmanhet hinner kallusvavnader frAn b i d a  ympkomopnenterna 
utanfor kambiezonen forena sig, iilnan den nodvandiga omstallningen i kam- 
hiecellernas satt  a t t  dela sig agt rum. Hos sidsticksymparnas underlag utgors 
storre delen av  kontaktytan med ympkvisten av  blottat kambium, och di r i f r in  
forekommer hos tallsidsticlisympar mycket livlig kallusbildning. Initiativet 
tas av  strileceller, men mycket mar t  kan man se storre delen av  kambie- 
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zonens celler delta, i den mi11 de inte skadats vid ympningen. Tallunder- 
lagen bildar kallus b ide  f r in  den blottade vedytan och Brin barlifliken (pl. 
XII :  I), rnedan hos granunderlagen kallusbildning endast konstaterats f r in  
fliken och aven dar mestadels sparsamt (pl. XVI: 11). Om insnittet i under- 
laget gjorts tangentiellt mot  kambiet s i  blir forhillandena vid inskarnings- 
ytan desamrna som hos laggympar (pl. XVI: 10). Radiart  insnitt medfor van- 
ligtvis livlig kallusbildning f r i n  b ida  komponenternas kambiezoner till foljd 
a v  den dAliga sammanpassningen mellan kambierna. 
Kallusbildning frAn parenkym innanfor kambiezoneri forekommer endast hos 
tall och kan dar ibland bli ra t t  omfattande, sarskilt f r in  margen och f r in  
omrgden i yeden, dar det funnits mer parenkymvavnader an normalt beroende 
p i  n igon skada som tillfogats kambiet under tillvaxten - i vissa undersokta 
fall vid irsringsgranser hos underlagen (pl. VI: 8). 
E n  sammanstallning a v  olika vavnaders benagenhet a t t  bilda kallus hos de 
b ida  tradslagen iterfinns i tabell 1. Stor alitivitet hos den ena ympkompo- 
nenten har visat sig kunna piverka intilliggande vavnader hos motparten till 
okad aktivitet redan innan direkt forbindelse foreligger mellan vavnaderna 
ifriga. Det ar alltsi fr iga om en piverkan soin overfors genorn e t t  naturligtvis 
inte alltfor liraftigt isoleringsskikt och utan  plasmatiska forbindelser mellan 
cellerna. 
Tabell 1. Celldelningsintensitet i olika vavnader hos ympar av tall och p a n .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Peridernl 
Kortex, prundviivnaden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kortex, hartskanaler. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Floem, stralar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Floem, vertikalt parenliym. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Floem, fullt differentierade silceller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kambiezonen, str j lar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I<ambiezonen, ovriga odifferentierade eller ofullstandigf 
differentierade celler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem, strAlar.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem, hartskanaler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Xylem, fullt differentierade tralieider. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mara, blad- och grenluckor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tall Gran 
* Vavnader under inflytande fran blad- och grensplr visar storre aktivitet an mot- 
- - 
svarande andra. 
-- ; I + + mycket stor celldelningsintensitet 
+ + + stor celldelningsintensitet 
+ + celldelningsintensiteten varierar, men kan betraffande tallens marp och blad- 
luckor borja pB tidigt stadium, eljest forst sedan intilliggande vavnader borjal 
dela sig 
- delningar a v  varierande omfattning kan forekomma men uteblir ofta 
(+) nar yinpningen skett sent lian xylemstrilar i Prrets ved bilda kallus 
- inga celldelningar. 
Sammanvaxningar mellan parenkymafiska vavnader har konstaterats 8-10 
dagar efter ympningen. 15 dagar efter yrnpningea finns parenkymforeningar 
hos alla vaxthusympar, som har forutsattningar a t t  utvecklas vidare. Endast 
celler som nybildats efter ympningen har mojlighet a t t  forenas. Hos laggympar 
sker de forsta foreningarna mellan nya celler som harstanlmar f r i n  vavnader 
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utanfor kambiezonen, huvudsaliligen f r in  liortex och floemstrilar (pl. V: 7,8 och 
12). Hos sidsticksympar, som utforts med radiart insnitt iunderlaget s5 a t t  inga 
direkta kontaktytor finns mellan inskarningsytan och ympkvisten (se fig. 
18 a), slier de forsta foreningarna niellan liallus f r i n  underlagets liambiezon 
i barkflilien, framst str i lar  och liallus f r i n  liortex, floemstrilar och marg hos 
ymplivisten (pl. XII :  1 och X:  11). Hos sidsticlisympar med tangentiellt 
insnitt i underlaget (fig. 18 b) sker foreningar dessutom vid inskarningsytan 
p i  sarnma satt  som hos laggympar. Foreningar mellan nybildade cellcr kan 
ske oberoende a v  f r i n  villia vavnader de har sitt ursprung. 
F e l l o g e n b i l d n i n g .  Genom det forenade parenkyrnet ytterst i stammen dif- 
ferentieras mycket m a r t  fellogen som forenar de korkliambier som redan har 
bildats eller ar under utbildning utefter sirytorna hos ympliomponenterna. 
Fullt utbildade foreningar mellan fellogen upptrader 13-20 dagar efter ymp- 
ningen. De gamla fellogen, som ytterst omgardar stammarna, deltar inte i 
bildandet av  de nga. E n  forening dein emellan slier forst s& sminingom. 
F o r e n i n g  m e l l a n  l e d a n d e  v a v n a d e r  har konstaterats efter c:a tre veckor 
hos val sammanpassade ympar. D i  sammanpassningen w r i t  mindre god, lian 
5-6 veclior erfordras for denna slutliga forening. Hos val sammanpassade 
ympar ar det vanligt a t t  delningarna i kambiezonen nastan omedelbart bidrar 
till foreningen mellan ledande vavnader (pl. VII: 2-3 och XV: 4). Endast 
e t t  litet antal liorta iner eller mindre oregelbundna celler bildas darvid. Man 
ser ofta, a t t  nybildade trakeider forenats innan egentlig kambieforening fore- 
kommer. S a r  kambierna ligger langre isar, sprider de sig genom mellanlig- 
gande parenlrymvavnader i riktning mot varandra genom en induktion f r i n  
cell till cell, soin medfor a t t  cellerna dedifferentieras och 5ter borjar dela sig. 
Differentiering av  trakeider p i  vedsidan foljer oftast kambiestriken Bt, mc- 
dan forbindelseu p i  floemsidan till en t id uppehills av  parenkymceller, som 
fijrst s5 sminingom differentieras till silceller. 
Eftersorn underlagets liambium redan vid ynpningen befinner sig i verlisanit 
stadium och dessutom har god tillging p i  vatten och naring hinner det frani 
till den ticlpunkt (3-4 veckor), d i  kambiefiirening kan ske, a t t  avsatta flera 
nga tralieidrader. Vid samma tidpunkt har liambieverlisamheten hos ymp- 
kvisten just liommit i ging. Om ympkomponenternas liainbier sammanpassas 
exakt vid ynipningen koinmer darfor underlagets liambium a t t  avaxa forbi)) 
ymplivistens,vilket forsvirar deras forening. -4nnu samre blir utgsngslaget om 
ympkvistens liambium laggs innanfor underlagets. E n  saminanpassning med 
ympkvistens kambium nigot  utanfor underlagets ar den allra basta ur liambie- 
foreningssynpunlit. Se fig. 32 och pl. VI: 5. 
De forsta foreningarna inellan ledande vavnader hos laggympar iterfinns 
mycket ofta mellan underlagsfliken och vavnader vid den liorta snittytan i 
ymplivisten (pl. VII: 2 och 7). 
Varken pareiikyinforeningar eller kambieforeningar sker samtidigt utefter 
hela snittytorna hos yrnparna - forst sker dglilia foreningar, dar vavnaderna 
legat val samman och speciellt aktiva vavnader funnits invid snittytorna. 
Bladspir har visat sig spela stor roll som formedlare av  Iedande forbindelser, 
speciellt hos gran, dar de forekommer i stort antal och lange ligger kvar i 
kortexvavnaderna, innan de lamnar stammen (pl. XVI: 1-6 och 8; fig. 33). 
Kambieforeningen i den inre vinkeln hos sidsticksympar ar komplicerad 
heroende pA vavnadernas inbordes lagen hos ympkomponenterna. Nar fliken 
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i underlaget; det medfor namligen hos detta tradslag livlig kallusbildning 
over hela snittytan - aven den blottade veden - villiet forsvirar samman- 
vaxning mellan kambierna eller t. o. m. orsakar a t t  gmpltvisten stots bort. 
Nigot lilinancle behover inte befaras, nar det galler gran. Man mis te  natur- 
loses f r in  veden, foljer kambiet som regel fliken. Ympkvisten har Btminstone 
i sin owe  del t v i  fria ltambielianter riktade i n i t  vinkeln - en mot fliken och 
en mot vedsidan. Fig. 22 illustrerar hur kambieforeningen g i r  till vid olilia 
bredd p i  ymplivistens kambium, jfr. pl. XIII :  5-7. 
Mellanuaunacler. Det ar inte nodvandigt, a t t  springan mellan ympkompo- 
nenternas vedytor utfylls asr kallusvavnader. Det ar tvartom vanligt, att den 
forblir tom, nar vaonaclerna utanfor Iaks ihop snabbt utan storre liallusbild- 
ning. De rnellanvavnader, som dock foreliommer, harstammar hos gran ute- 
slutande f r i n  vavnader utanfor vedcglindern, villia expanderat in mellan 
vedytorna. Hos tall deltar i mellanvavnadsbildningen sBval parenliym innan- 
for kambiet (celler i hartskanalernas epitel, xylemstrilar, bladluclior och marg) 
som vavnader utanfor vedcylindern (pl. VI: 7-10). Mellanvavnaderna lian 
undergi differentiering. Rieristemstrik a v  kambiekaralitar uppstir  ofta spon- 
tant ,  i synnerhet hos tall, och avsatter en t id - s5 lange utrymmet medger - 
ledande element. Kambierna ligger i bigar och avsatter xylem utBt, floern in5t 
(pl. IX: 8-9). De vavnader, som utifrin tranger in mellail vedytorna, 5tfoljs 
oftast av  kainbium, som ra t t  snart avstangs f r i n  sitt ursprungsliambium, dB 
detta forenar sig med kambiet hos den andra yinpliomponenten. Dessa ))av- 
snordan kambier bildar b igar  p i  samma sa t t  som de spontant uppliomna 
(pl. IX: 11-12). 
~ u e r u a l l n i n g  au det nedskurna  underlaget. Under sommaren Bret efter ymp- 
ningen sliars underlagen ner med ett  srlett mi t t  strax ovanfor den oversta 
kontakten med ympkvisten. Det upplioinna s i re t  vallas over f r i n  alla sidor 
p i  samma satt  son1 en avskuren kvist (fig. 23-28). I de undersokta fallen har 
enbart vavnader harstammande frBn underlaget sjiilvt deltagit i processen. 
Overvallningslianten utbildas kraftigast i de bBda sidor som gransar till ymp- 
kvisten, ar svagare mitt  for densamma och allra svagast i den sida som ar 
vand frBn ymplivisten, se fig. 29. 
Ti l l s karn ing  au underlagsfl iken hos liiggynzpar kan slie p i  t v i  sat t  som 
framgi t t  av  fig. 3-4 resp. 6-7. 4 v  dessa h i d a  ar det nedatrilitade snittet i 
fig. 3-4 tydligt a t t  foredraga. Nar snittet gars upp5trilitat liornmer en flisa 
au  ved att ligga med anda u t  i spetsen a v  fliken och utgora e t t  hinder for en 
jamn sammanvaxning mellan den och den korta snittytan i ymplivisten (jfr 
aven fig. 30 och 31). PI. IX: 13-15 och X: 1-4 visar exenlpel pB de stor- 
ningar som uppstir ,  dB fliken tillskurits med uppitrilitat snitt. Vedflisan 
mis te  antingen vallas in eller stotas bort av  de expanderande vavnaderna. 
PI. X: 5 och XV: 5 visar exempel p i  jamn sammanvaxning efter neditr iktat  
snitt i fliken. 
Sammanpassnirzg  au kambie rna  hos luggympar .  God sainmanpassning inellan 
ltambierna ar hos laggympar en foruts3ttning for en snabb lakning mellan 
ymplzoinponenterna. Darvid bor ymplwistens liambium placeras en bit  utan- 
for underlagets; se ovan under sForening mellan ledande vavnadern. 
Det har visat sig betydligt svirare att istadliomma god sammanpassning 
rnellan ympkomponenter av  gran an av  tall. Svirigheterna vid granympningen 
har framst berott p i  a t t  underlagen varit betydligt grovre an ympkvistarna. 
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E n  god sainmanpassning har dock visat sig mojlig a t t  5stadkomma genom 
a t t  gora e t t  mycliet ytligt insnitt i underlaget - et t  snitt som endast tangerar 
veden - och a t t  Iagga ymplivisten rned sin snittyta mitt  framfor snittytan 
i underlaget. Hos tall a r  det daremot inte lampligt a t t  gora sB ytliga insnitt 
ligtvis alltid tanka p i  a t t  binda samman ympkomponenterna val, s i  a t t  under- 
laget inte fBr tillfalle a t t  valla over vedytan f r i n  sidorna, innan forbindelse 
etablerats med ympkvisten. Vanliga fel, som begBtts vid granympningen, 
har varit a t t  snittet i underlaget lagts allt for djupt, och a t t  ympkvistens och 
underlagets ytterkanter sammanpassats i ena sidan, varvid ympkvistens 
liambium koininit a t t  ligga l ingt  utanfor underlagets i denna sida och l h g t  
innanfor i den andra (pl. XIV: 8 och XV: 9). Snittet genom underlagets 
barkdel ar nainligen storre a n  motsvarande snit t  hos ympkvisten. 
E n  jamforelse mellan ettirsskotten hos tall och gran har visat, a t t  barker1 
hos den senare innehBller betydligt mindre del levande vasmader (jfr pl. I: 1 
och 2). Granskotten omges av  e t t  brett skikt doda celler. Dessutonl ar kortex- 
vavnaderna starlit aveckadea. I dalarna mellan de Bsar, som bildas a v  blad- 
spBren och dem omgivande kortexvavnader, ar kortex mycliet tunn. P i  grund 
av a t t  de prolifieringsdugliga vavnaderna har jamforelsevis liten omfattnir~g 
hos granymplrvistarna, ar det a v  storre vikt a t t  Bstadkomma god liambie- 
sammanpassning hos granympar an hos tallympar. 
Undersokningen har klart utvisat, a t t  yngre och klenare underlag horde vara 
a t t  foredraga for laggympning. 
Insnit tet  i underlaget hos s ids t icksympar  har utfiirts p5  tv5  satt: dels radiart, 
dels tangentiellt (fig. 10-11 resp. 12-14). Nar insnittet gj or ts radiart kornmer 
ymplivisten i sin helhet a t t  ligga innanfor inskarningsytan (fig. 18 a) och de 
liambielianter, son1 s5 sminingom skall forenas, a t t  ligga Eng t  isar (pl. XII: 3 
och 6; XI I I :  4 och 9). Vid tangentiellt insnitt (Big. IS b) har man storre moj- 
ligheter a t t  sammanpassa kainbier~la och f i r  sammanvaxningsytor motsva- 
rande den1 hos liigggmpar (pl. XIII :  11 och 12, XVI: 10 och 11). Av de sid- 
sticksympar av  gran, som ympats for den h8r undersoliningen, har endast 
s idana med tangentiellt insnitt i underlaget lyckats. De huvudsakliga samman- 
vaxningarna har sliett \-id inskarningsytan medan barkfliken ofta dott. E n  
snittforing i underlaget, som tar  med en del av  veden (fig. 34), skulle ge en 
plan yta  son1 battre passar till ympkvisten och aven medfora mindre tomrurn 
i vinkeln. 
Laggympn ing  ar den lilart overlagsna av  de bBda yinpmetoderna och den 
enda som kan relioin~nenderas for gran. Fliken bor skaras till med ett  ned5t- 
riktat snitt. S ids t i ck sympn ing  liar1 rekommenderas for tall d i  g r o w  under- 
lag mis te  yrnpas med klena ymplwistar. Insnittet i underlagets bark bor goras 
tangentiellt. 
P e s m ~ e  
A ~ a ~ o M c l q e c K o e  PI r M c T o n o r c l q e c K o e  M c c J I e a o s a H k i e  no 
C p a C T a H k i I O  MeXJl.'y' n p c l B O e M  Pi I I O a B O e M  y IIPPIBPIBOK 
C O C H ~ I  (Pinus silvestris L.) PI e n c l  (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) 
lIpeo6nana1ouan YaCTb 113 IIpPIBGiBOh, KOTOpbIe 6b1m 06'behTO~ HCCJIeZOBa- 
~ z f i ,  6bIJIPI ~ ~ I ~ B H T ~ I  B Tenntiue BecHoIo 1958 11 1959 rr. HeGon~rrroe Rohrnneh- 
TMpOBaHEIe 6 b 1 ~ 0  CneJIaHO B 1960 I'. n0xBOfi B CBOehl IIOnaBJIFIIOWeRI ~ O J I ~ L U I I H C T B ~  
6 x 1  seTbIpex nemero ~ o a p a c ~ a  11 6b1n ;loBeaeH no Hauaza npmsmnm no TaKoro 
COCTORHEIR, YTO ero HosbIe ronHsHbIe no6er1t IOCTII~ ; I I~  J J I M H ~ I  1 - 2  C\I. A 
np11nofi npezcTasnm coBofi oxnoro~msabIe no6er13 B ~ ~ C O ~ I I O T H O M  noKoe. 
Ebmm npnweHeHbI m a  p a 3 n r i s ~ ~ x  nIeTona n p m m h n :  npususrca s n p u ~ n a a  11 
n p u s z z e m  no8 ~ o p y .  l Iplz~msha no cnocoBy BTHX Z B ~ X  VeTonoB 6bma npom- 
BeJeHa H ClCCJeAOBaHa B 2BYX Bal)ElaHTaX, ChI. PHC. 1-14 I1 16-18. AJIR 
aHaTOhlII9eCKLIX I ~ C C ~ I ~ A O B ~ H I I ~  30HbI nI)kIBLIBIi&I @ H ~ c I I ~ o B ~ J I I I C ~  B Pa TBOpe 
xpo\ionofi 15 Y K C ~ C H O B  ~ M C ~ I O T ~ I  13 i t )oph~an~.i~a ( p e u e n ~  cu. c ~ p .  21), a a ~ e \ ~  
yxajbIsanIicb B napa4ma II paape3an~c1~  Ha o6pa3ub1 nonepeworo II 
npojonbaoro cesemrr T O J ~ I I H O B  B 15 p. O6paaub1 O K ~ ~ L U I I B ~ ~ I ?  B cait)paame 
11 T. H. ifiecTKoh1 r p m e  (fast green), a noTohr hroHniposam ~ i x  B KaHajcKoar  
6anbaa\re. 
Ha I I ~ I ? B L I B O ~  1938 r. 6b1ao B ~ R T O  3 ~ h a e u n n ~ ~ p a  ZJR ciccnejoBaHIiIi 
11aFHzyIo HeJeJIK, B TeYeHI1I.I 5 HeAWIb, a nOTOh1 BCe OCTaJbHOe BpehlFI J O  KOHUa 
J e T H e r O  nepIIOna ElHTepBaJI H C C J ~ ~ O B ~ H I ? ~  6b1JI H B ) X H ~ J P , J I ~ H ~ I ~ ~  - OAHOhleCR9- 
Hb1fi. AJR Tor0 9~0661 TOYHO npOCJeHLITb haK J' IIpIIBIIBOh B nepBOe BpehIR 
npoTeIcaeT npouecc C O ~ ~ I T L Z ~ ~  ~ ~ I J I O  B ~ R T O  $13 n p m m o t i  1939 r. '2 a ~ s e ~ n a n p a ,  
KOTOpbIe IIOaBepraJLICb IICCJeHOBaHIIIO haHifilb1B XeHb B TeYeHLI5i nepBbIX 14 
j ~ e f i ,  a noTonr ~ a r n j b ~ f i  n ~ o p o f i  ZeHb B nocJezyouIle 14  n ~ e f i .  Kpoa~e ~ T O ~ O  
6b1no IiCCJIe~OBaHO HeI4OTOpOe IiOJII'leCTBO 1 -3-~O;II?~IH~IX IIpIIBIiBOIi. 
A ~ a r n o , ~ u ~ t e c h - u e  d e m a m  y nto..roabrx c m s o n u m s  c o c ~ b r  LZ e m .  TahoBbIe 
haKI5MII YeJIOBeK BIIEIIT IIX Ha n0IIeI)eYHOhI I1 TaHTeHuIIaJILHOTI, a TaHifie Pi H a  
pajnanbHoh1 ( q s e ~ o ~ )  npononmohl paapeae, mzeIoTcR EIa p i c .  16-17. B 
CBOHX 0 6 ~ 1 i X  VepTaX CTBOXHKEI 06e11x n O p O i I  IIOCTpOeHbI no 0 ~ ~ 0 0 6 p a 3 ~ 0 > 1 ~  
C ~ O C O ~ J ,  HO OJHOBpehleHHO C 3TLIM IIUeeTCFI HeCKOJIbKO pa3;11?911fi, ~ o C T O ~ I H ~ I X  
0c06or0 BHM\IaHHFI, T. Ii. OHII 5iMeK)T 3HageHIIe B O ~ ~ ~ ~ O B ~ H E I I I  KaJU IoCa Z i  npI1 
rlpouecce cpacTaHm ) IIpHBIIBOI<. n a p e a x ~ i ~ \ . ~ ,  aelr;aunii B H S T ~ ~  OT ~ a h 1 6 1 i ~  
(cepnuesri~a,  CepzuenxiHHbIe nywi, cvonnHbIe S O X ~ I ) ,  COCTOIIT J C O C I I ~ I  IM 
TOHKOCTeHHbIX KJIeTOR, B TO 13peRIFI KBK ~ o J I ~ L u ~ F I  ZIaCTL 3THX 1i;IeTOIi Y eJI11 
INeIoT O~epeBFIHeBILIIie CTeHKI?. K o J I I ~ ~ C T B O  CepHUeBI?HHbIX .?JTeh, BeZyUIIX 
c>Ionmme x o j ~ ,  y C O C H ~ I  60~1bme Hewexi y em?, npmeh1 IIOCJeHHRR CoBcev 
Ere IiR.reeT ~ i x  B O ~ H O ~ O  JP IYH~IX notierax. Onpot iho~c~mafl  ( C ~ ~ ~ ~ I I H I I ~ O B ~ H H ~ F I )  
wcTb nepn~epa111~ his y iuoJroabIx no6eroe e m  Tonme H e m e m  y C O C H ~ I .  
C Y ~ ~ - B ~ T K I I  e.m I m e m  60JIbI I Ie  J H C T O B ~ I X  cnezon H e x e m  C O C H ~ I .  M,TIJIIOCT~. 
1 I1 11: 1-5 nOHa3bIBaIOT 11O.THbIe HapTHHbI  11 ,QeTa.TLI KaCaIOWIIeCFI 0 6 0 ~ ~  
3THX ApeBeCHbIX I lOpOn.  
Brde ,~enue  C M O . Z ~ Z  113 p a 3 p e 3 a ~ ~ b 1 x  c n I o a n H b I x  X O ~ O B  e m b  n e p B a R ,  y x e  
Z a E i e  HeBOOpyWeHHOhly  rJa3y, BEIJHMaR P e a H q l T R  P a H e B b I X  IIOBepXHOCTefi. 
H~iqero  H e  HaleeTcR,  9TO h I O r J O  &I H a M e K a T b  H a  TO, 9TO CMOjIa IIpeJCTaBJIReT 
co6oii KaHJ'IO TO nperpazy H J R  CpaCTaHkiR y IIPMBHBOK, ISaXieTCH H B O ~ O P O T ,  
YTO O H a  B AaHHOR.1 CJIyYae CJIyWItT I<aK 6b1 3aWLITOM. BOJIbII IaR LIaCTb C\IOJIbI 
nccnexgenloro 1 f a T e p m a n a  6b1;ra p a c T n o p e H a  @ K C L I ~ ~ I O L U M M E I  ~ I I I I S O C T R X L I  PI 
c n z I p T a > m ,  a C a e A o s a T e m H o  IX H e  m n e a a c b  B > m K p o c ~ o n n Y e c m x  n p e n a p a T a x .  
H a o j l . ~ q u o ~ ~ b l i i  CAOU, C O C T O H ~ M ~ I  $13 HeIIOCpeJCTBeIIHO 11 KOCBeHHO IIOBpeFK- 
H e H H b I x  K J I ~ T O K ,  0 6 p a 3 y e ~ c ~  H a n o B e p x a o c T m  paapeaa B K o p T e K c e ,  @noanie 13 
~ a n z G ~ ? y n ~ e  y O ~ O I I X  KORlIIOHeHTOB IIpHBHBHPI. B @ J I 0 3 ~ 1 ~ 0 f i  9aCTL1, K a H  B ee 
~ K T M B H O ~ ~  T a K  IX H ~ ~ R T H B H O ~ ~  YBCTII, I?hIeeTCW KpOfiIe 3TOrO 60JIbLI1aR YaCTb 
n p O B O z R W H X  KJIeTOH, KOTOpbIe 6 y z y T  T a l i m e  BXOHMTb B I I ~ O J I F I ~ L I O H H ~ I ~ ~  C,?Ofi, 
nOTOMy YTO 3TM ISJIeTIill H e  0 6 J a x a 1 0 ~  C ~ I O C O ~ H O C T ~ I O  Y9aCTBOBaTL B 06pa30- 
BaHllM HaJJI IOCa.  Y COCHbI I ? ~ O J I I I ~ I . I O H H ~ I ~  CJI0fi BCTpeYaeTCR T a H  Xe 11 H a  
r I e p e p e 3 a H H b I X  11apeHXlIRIHbIX TKaHRX,  C B H Y T P ~ H H ~ ~  CTOpOHbI ~ a ~ 6 1 i f l  : CePAUe-  
BLlHHbIe JIYYEI, ChlO,ZFIHLIe XOZLI M Cepr[rIeBPIHa. 
J;se.zuve~ue ~ z e r n o ~ ,  n p m x e m a W I ? x  K p a H e ~ o f i  noeepxaocm, R B z R e T c R  
n e p ~ o 2  a a ~ e ~ ~ o t i  p e a ~ u ~ l e f i  W E I B ~ I X  K n e T o K .  O C O ~ ~ H H O  G ~ I C T ~ O  p e a r n p y I o T  
3llHTeJIklaJIbHbIC! HJeTKkI ,  y IIeJ,leI)e3aHHbIX BePTKKaJIbHbIX CMOJIRHbIX XOAOB, B 
HOpTeHCe ( H J J I I O C T ~ .  111: 1-3). y > K e  H a  B T O ~ O H  A e H b  IIOCJIe IIpGIBITBKI? OHM 
OTYeTJIIfBO YBeJIITYeHbI I? 11pIIMbIIiaH)T BCKOpe BnJIOTHyIO H ChIO,7RHOMy K a H a J I y ,  
I i a c T o  H a z e K O  H a n  Teal hIecToaz rae  TOT K a H a n  ~ ~ I J I  p a H e H .  Y ~ e m u e ~ ~ ~ e  K n e T o h  
H a  p a ~ ~ e f i  CTaHIIII RBJIReTCR npE1 3TORI 06b19Hb1~1 RBJeHl ieRl ,  npaHTPI9eCELI 
r O B O p R ,  285% BCeX TOHKOCTeHHbIX napeHXI?hIHbIX H J e T O K ,  npLI,?eWaUI?X I< 
p a H e B b I h l  nOBepXHOCTR\.l. 
A e f i e j i u e  KJlejnOK IIOnBOR I1 npMBOR HaYIIHaeT nOFIBJIRTbCR H a  3-4-2 H e H b  
IlOCJIe IlpIIBMBHLl Pi I I ~ O Z X C X O ~ H T  B ~ J I L I ~ I I  I l p I I J I e r a H H R  H X  H P a H e B b I M  IIOBepXHOC- 
TRM. n e p ~ o e  A e n e m e  I-FJreToI; H a c T y n a e T  same y npmos ,  OH me m l e e T  51 
60nbll1~10 aHTE1BHOCTb B n e p B b I e  zHI1  IlOCJle npIIB1IBHI.I. Y COCHbI 6 b m 0  BTIOJIHe 
oTr ieTnmBo BIIAHO, YTO c a n I o e  p a H H e e  neaeame 1xeToI-c n o m m m o c b  B & I O ~ R I H O ~ ~  
I? K a \ 1 6 l l a J f b ~ 0 8  qaCTLI CeP;[qeBMHHbIX n y q e H ,  a IIOTOh1 TOJIbKO HeCIiOJIbHO , Q ~ e f i  
n03me IIORBHJIOC~ Z e n e H n e  m e T o I i  T a x  me PI B KopTeI-cce - I-iaK B C ~ O J I F I H ~ I X  
xolax T a I i  m B O ~ ~ I Y H L I X  m e T K a x  H o p T e K c a .  3'  JIM ;[enemze m e T o K  ~ ~ I J I O  
HOHCTaTMpOBaHO BO BCeX BbIUIe Ha3BaHHbIX TKaHRX OxHOBpeMeHHO. 
H a c 1 6 0 ~ 1 b m a ~  aIiTIIBHOCTb XeJIeHHR HJIeTOK npOIiCXOnIlT B o ~ J I ~ c T L I  H a X O l R -  
LUefiCFl B ~ J I ~ T O ~ ~ L I R T H O ~ I  IIOJIOEieHlILI C TOYKLI 3peHHFI nI ITaTeJIbHOrO I? TpaHC- 
IIOpTHOrO COCTORHIIR. H J I ~ T K I ?  B O H P Y r  JIIICTOBbIX &I BeTOcIHbIX CJIezOB, a T a K  
W e  E l  K J e T K I I  B CepALIeBHHHbIX JIJTaX, HOTOpbIe BLIXOXRT E13 T. H. JIlICTOBbIX 
JIOKOB, RBJRIOTCR O C O ~ ~ H H O  ~ I L T L I B H ~ I R I I I  HaIS 0 6 p a 3 0 ~ a ~ e J I 1 1  KaJI;IIOCa (I.I.II,?'IH)CTP. 
11: 6 -8). B 0 6 ~ e a r  El LIeJlOhI n 0 ~ ~ 0 f i  2 0  CpaCTaHMR IIpnBMBKLI 06pa3ye~ 6 0 3 b U I e e  
I - ; o a m e c T B o  I-Canmoca wemeam ~ ~ I I B O M ,  110 J I I I C T O B O ~ ~  cnex, n p ~ i n e m a m m i ~  K 
IfOBepXHOCTH C p e 3 a ,  RlOXieT IlPI.1YIIHIITb JIOEiaabHO 6 0 n ~ w e e  06pa30~a~11e  
Ha;IJIIOCa IIOCJeHHLIhl. 
C e p a u e ~ s ~ ~ ~ b ~ e  nysm, o ~ p e 3 a ~ ~ b 1 e  H a  caivoii nepmckepm @noamr, 0 6 p a 3 y I O ~  
Y a u e  ncero 60n~rue H a n m o c a  H e m e m  T a K o m - I e ,  K o T o p b I e  661~111 0 ~ p e 3 a 1 1 b 1  
B ~ ~ I I ~ I I  IIJ II B C J I O ~ ~  H ~ ~ I ~ I I ~ J L I I O ~  3 o ~ e( m m o c ~ p .  )iIV: 5 -6). rpa~znua  
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COCHLI It ezkf.  
* T K ~ H M  n O a  BJZlJTHIiehl ; l eaCTBXf l  Wl' JIICTOBLIX 11 BeTOWIbIX CJIeAOB IIpOflBJInIOT 60J Ib luy10  BK- 
TIlBEIOCTb IImHeJIII XpJTXie COOTBeTCTByIOqMe TKaI IH.  
+ + + 4- OcIeHb 6ox~ruan  IiHTeHCaBIIOCTL ne ; reHI IH K.?eTOE. 
+ i + 6 o l r ~ r u a n  I I H T ~ H C H B H O C T ~  J ~ J B H L I H  1i;IeToE. 
f + lIIITeHCEBHOCTL IIeJIeIIIIE KJIeTOK B a p b I i ~ ~ ~ e T ,  I10 YTO ifle KaCaeTCfI  CepJUeBIiHLI 1% JIIICTOBLIX 
JEOROB Y COCIILI TO H a T I a J O  3 T O r 0  ~ ~ ~ ~ C T B E I F I  IIpOHBXfleTCfl  yXie I I a  p a ~ ~ e a  CT nIIII ,  a H I I a W  
T a x o n a n  n a c T y n a e T  nurub nome T o r o  K a K  yme H a w m o c b  Z e n e I I n e  y n p m I e r a r o u r r I x  T K a ~ e i l .  
+ nezemie B a p m p y r o m e r o  x a D a l ; T e p a  n I o m e T  nporicxoxrim, HO B c e  we T a i i o B o e  same 
COBCeM OTCJ'TCTB3'eT. 
(+) I c o r n a  n p r i s m x a  npo113sene11n n o a ~ ~ o  TO T o r n a  R c n n e x u L I e  c e p . q q e B I I H m I e  ngCni B 2 p e B e -  
CI iHe  I I O C J e D H e r O  r O E l  h1OrYT 0 6 p 8 3 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ a ~ b  K B J J I O C .  
- n e . 7 e H a e  K n e T o x  O T C ~ T C T B ~ ~ T .  
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~ a I c O 8  Xe CaMO11 K a K  11 T. H. npHBMBOK B n p H K J I a j l  (IIJIJIIOCT~. XYI : 10). 
P a ~ H a J I b ~ b l f i  C p e 3  ( H a ~ p e 3 )  0 6 b 1 9 ~ 0  IIpMBOAHT, B CJIeaCTBGIM I l J 0 ~ 0 f i  I I O ~ ~ O H K H  
?de?KAy ~ a w 6 1 ? m m  IIpkiBOR H IIOABOX, K OXWBJIeHHOhIy 0 6 p a 3 0 s a ~ k i m  K a J n I o c a  
y 060nx KOXIIOHeHTOB IIpMBHBKH B H X  K ~ M ~ I Z ~ J ~ H O ~  3OHe.  
0 6 p a 3 0 ~ a H ~ e  KaJ lnIOCa OT I l a p e H X k i M a  C B H Y T P ~ H H ~ ~ ~  CTOpOHbI 1 d ~ 6 1 l a J I b ~ 0 f I  
3 0 H b I  BCTpeYaeTCR TOJIbhO J' COCHbI kI 3 T 0  RlOXeT MHOrJa  6b1Tb JOBOZbHO 06- 
LUlIpHOrO X a p a K T e p a ,  B O C O ~ ~ H H O C T I I  OT CepAUeBIIHbI ti OT 3 0 H b I  ZpeBeCHHbI ,  
B TOM RIeCTe r H e  6b1JI0 HafijJeHO 60Jb111e n a p e H X k i h l H b I X  T E i a H e a  HeFHeaI? HOphlaJ Ib-  
HO, no n p m s k i a c  ~ i a ~ o r o  TO n o B p e m Z e a m a ,  K o T o p o e  6 b 1 n o  H a H e c e H o  ~a\161110 BO 
BpeMFI I lpMpOCTa - B HeHOTOpbIX CJIYKiaRX n p k i  k i C C J I e ~ O B a H H H  r p a H H l I  hIelr;Jy 
rO;[HYHbI\ZI.I KOJIbL[aMki Y IIO;[BOX COCHbI (GIZIJI IOCT~.  VI: 8). 
CHJOHHOCT~ O T A e J b H b I X  T K ~ H ~ B  K 0 6 p a 3 0 B a ~ 1 1 1 0  K a J J I O C a  0 6 0 G i x  BbIILIc 
H a 3 B a H H b I X  n O p O l I  n O K a 3 a H a  B ~ a 6 J I I l u e  1. EOJIbILIaf l  aKTMBHOCTb ORHOrO m 3  
I-(OMkiOIleHTOB IIpHBHBKM >IO3tceT, K a K  3 T 0  n O H a 3 a X 0 ,  nOBJILIRTb H a  COnpI.1- 
K a C a I o m k i e C X  TIraHki I l a p T H e p a  T a K ,  s T 0  aKTkiBHOCTb l I X  IlOBbIUIZieTCX ylfce 
npewje q e \ I  H e n o c p e n c T s e H H o e  c o e n m e H n e  c o s e p m m o c b  h r e x j y  TIiaHX\ILI 
0 6 0 1 ~ ~  KOMIIOHeHTOB IIpliBliBKPI. 3 A e c b  p e q b  GIJeT 0 TO11 B O ~ ~ ~ ~ C T B I I I I ,  KOTOpOe 
n e p e j a e T c R  sepea, p a 3 y ~ e e ~ c x  K o H e s H o ,  H e  T a I i  yi C H J I ~ H ~ I E Y ~  I S ~ O J I X ~ I ? O H H ~ I ~  
ex03 II npn x o i u  6e3 ysacmrr ~ J I ~ ~ ~ I ~ T P I Y ~ C I S M X  c o e ~ z i ~ e ~ k i i i  iaexay K a e m a h I k i .  
C p a c m a n u e  .~e3lcay  nape~xu.lzarnu~~ech-u.wu h - ; l e r n ~ a x u  B ~ I J O  I i o H c T a T H p o B a H o  
Y e p e 3  8-10 J H e 8  IlOCJIe IlpHBkiBKII. 3' BCeX IIpHBIIBOK n p O H 3 B e J e H H b I X  B 
s e r e T a u & l o H H o \ r  zomme, IiOTOpbIe m m o T  n p e a n o c b I n K x  ;[JX ~ m b ~ e t i ~ l e r o  
~ ~ ~ B H T M X ,  I l x e m T c x  n a p e H x M n I H b I e  c o e j m w e H I i n  yme sepea 13 n ~ e f i  nome  
IlpIIBIIBKII.  B O ~ M O X H O C T ~  COC;[kIHeHMR IlRIeIOT TOJIbKO H O B O O ~ I ) ~ ~ O B ~ H H ~ I ~  
I t n e T m  n o m e  n p m m I i G i .  Y T. H. n p z m m o K  snpmnaa  n e p B b I e  c o e x m e H m x  
\ I e W j y  HOBbIMI? KJIeTKaMII,  0 6 p a 3 0 B a H k i e  KOTOpbIX npOLICXO~kiT OT T I S ~ H ~ ~  
H a X O a H U H X C R  3a I - ( ~ X ~ I ? ~ J ~ H O I I  3 0 ~ 0 f i ,  npOHCXOaMT FJIaBHbIhl 0 6 p a 3 0 ~  OT 
H O ~ T ~ K C O B O ~  >I @j103&1~0f i  WiCTIl C e p j u e B H H H b I X  J I ~ Y ~ ~ I  (HJIJ IocT~.  : 5 ,  8, 12). 
3- T. H. I I ~ I I B ~ B O K  non hopy ( s e p ~ ~ ~ ~ a n b ~ o r o  ~ a z p e a a  c ~ ~ o n k i ~ a - n o x ~ o x ) ,  
KOTOpbIe 6b1Jl11 I I p O I I 3 B e z e H b I  no cnoco6y p a l I I a J I b H O r 0  B p e 3 a  B n O n B 0 f i  T a h ,  
 TO H e  m I e e T c x  HTI K a I i o r o  H e n o c p e n c T s e H w o r o  ~ 0 ~ ~ a m - a  M e m z y  n o B e p x a o c T b I o  
H a J p e a a  B nonnoe, c O ; [ H O ~  C T O ~ O H ~ I ,  I.I npIIBoewr ,  c ~ p y r o f i  C T O P O H ~ I  (PIIC. 
ISa),  n e p s b l e  c o e x M H e H m  nremzj K a n m o c o i u  OT H ~ M ~ I ~ ~ J I ~ H O ~  ~ O H ~ I  O ~ B O X  
COBepILIaIoTCE B IIOJIOCKe, T. e. AOJIbKe KOpbI ,  B TO B p e h I X  K a I i  aKTkIBHbIhII1 
T I i a H m n i  y ~ P I I B O R  XBJIXIOTCR npemne B c e r o  c e p z u e m H H b 1 e  n y w  11 h a a n I o c  OT 
HOpTeKCa,  i f , J I 0 3 M H b 1 ~  Cep,IIUeBIIHHbIX .Xyqef I  PI CeI)HueBIIHbI (IIJIJIIOCTP. XII: 1, 
X :  11). 3' IlpPIBtlBOIi no;[ H O p y ,  npOM3BeJeHHbIX IIO C I I O C O ~ ~  IIpOHOJIbHOrO 
( T ~ H ~ ~ H ~ H ~ J ~ H O ~ O )  B p e 3 a  B I I O I [ B O ~  @KC. 18 b), BbILtIe I I a 3 B a H H b I e  COe~kiHeHM51 
COBepILIaIOTCR TaKFHe I? n p H  IIOBepXHOCTH B p e 3 a ,  cnoco6 3THX COeZHHeHkifi 
T ~ K O ~  me KaI< G l  y npHBI?BOK BnpI?HJIaZ.  C O e ~ l l H e H k i e  3I.IeWHy H O B O O ~ ~ ~ ~ O B ~ H H ~ I M & T  
KJIeTIia\III  h l O X e T  npOHCXOAIITb He3aBI4CIIhIO OT TOrO OT ISaIiMX T K ~ H ~ ~ I  dTH 
K n e T m  B e H y T  cnoe n p o n c x o m z e a k I e .  
@ e . ~ n o z e ~ ~ n o e  c o e a u n e ~ u e .  Yepe3 nocpezcmo c o e z m m o r r I e r o  cavoro ~ p a i z -  
H e r 0  I I a p e H X I I J I a  B CTBOJHHe HacI I IHaeT O s e H b  CKOpO ~ I . i ( ~ ~ ~ e p e ~ u I . l p ~ & a ~ b ~ X  
@ e J I J O r e H  ( n p 0 6 I i o B b 1 8  K ~ M ~ P I ~ ~ I ) ,  ~ a ~ o ~ o f i  COel I iHf leT TaKOBbIe,  ISOTOpbIe yme 
m l e I o T c x  ISJIH H ~ X O J X T C F I  B npouecce 0 6 p a 3 0 s a ~ k i n  B X O ~  p a H e B b I x  noeeps- 
H O C T ~ ~ ~  KOhIIIOHeHTOB npPIB14BKII (T. e. ee IIpGIBOJ3 I.1 ~ O ~ B O X ) .  ~ O J I H O C T ~ I O  
0 6 p a 3 0 s a ~ ~ b 1 e  coe;[IiHeHnx h f e m a y  @enaoreao\r ~ O R B J X I O T C R  s c p e 3  15 - 20 
aaefi nocne II~I IBIIBKII .  C ~ a p ~ e  i p m o r e a b ~  ( I I p 0 6 K o ~ b 1 e  I ~ ~ M ~ P I ~ M ~ I ) ,  H o T o p b I e  
no 5 -6 H e x e z b .  5' II]?IlBIIBOIi c S O ~ O L U ~ ~ I  ~ H ~ O H I S O L Y I  IIpIIBOFI c n o m o e a I  r [ e n e I m e  
B 1<anr611a; rb~oi i  a o ~ e  O G ~ I Y H O  n e x e T  ~ O ~ I T L I  cpaay s coe;[maeanro \rem;[y nponosa- 
UHhILI TKBHR\III ( I I J J I IOCT~.  TI1 : 2 -3, XV: 4). n p H  3TOM 061la3J'eTcH JPIILIL 
I I O B O O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ H H ~ I X  Tl laXeMfi  COBepLLlaeTCFI I l p e i H x e  XIeX npOIICXO JIIT C O ~ C T B ~ H H O  
calro 1 i a a 1 6 1 1 a a b ~ o e  c o e x m e H L 1 c .  Kor la  I , ~ \ I ~ I I ~ \ I E J  n c x a T L  Ionroe B p e m  
IIIIII I I S  l P y T  K ;[pyTy I1 BCHeT Ii TOMY, ZIT0 h 3 e T I i I I  ; ~ ~ ; [ I ? ~ ) ( ~ ) ~ I ) ~ H u I I ~ ~ I ~ T c R  11 
OnflTL HaYIIHaIOT Ae-ILIThCiI. ~ I I @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ H I I I ~ ~ ~ I I F ~  TI)BXeI x H a  J I ) ~ B C H O ~ ~  CTOllOHe 
IIaCTO I i JeT B HaIII)aB;If?HIIII ~ ~ \ I ~ I I ~ ; I L H O ~ O  n H C a ,  B TO BpehIz i  I i a h  CUHJb H a  
B n p I I K n a s  o g e m  sacm BHOBL H~XO;[RTCR \ I e w ; r y  ( ( ; r o n b ~ o f i j )  I IOlBOH 11 T K ~ I I R T I I I  
I I ~ I I  i o p o ~ I i o i i  I I O B ~ ~ X H O C T I I  cpeaa B n o z B o e  ( I T J I J K I ~ T ~ .  VI I :  2, 7). 
HeIITOB rIT)IIBLIBKII. I < O r z a  GJOJLha))  OTZeJHeTCR OT zI)eBeCIIHbI TO I1 Ca\ l  I i a W  
611y\1 K a H  I r p n n I i n o  c o n p o e o r n ; r a e T  ee. ~ I ~ I I B O ~ I  I n I e e T ,  BO B C F I K O ~ I  caysae B 
CTOIIOHS ZpeBeCLIHbI. PHC. 22 I i J I J I O C T ~ L I p ~ e T  h a K  nI)OIICXOjIIT COel I IHeHIIC 
~ a n i 6 1 1 r r  npn ~ ~ ~ J I I I W I O C I  W q o T e  ero H a  n p I m o e  (CM. I i n n I o c T p .  XI I I :  - 5 - 7 ) .  
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CpeatlLZe IRhClHU.   TO COBCe\I H e  o ~ R ~ ~ T c J I ~ H o ,  c ~ ~ 0 6 b ~  U e J b \ I e t h x y  IIOBelJX- 
HOCTR\IH I[l)eBeCLIHbI KORIlIOHeHTOB I I ~ P I B k l B h I I  3aIIOJI1111JIaCb ThaIIHRIII h a J I J I O C a .  
Korna TKaHLI CHBpYWII ~ ~ I C T ~ O  3a,lecILIBaK)TCR 6e3 3HaYkITe~bIIOI 'O 0 6 1 ) a 3 0 B a H L I ~  
haJIJIIOCa TO 06b1q1%0 6 b 1 B a e l  H ~ O ~ O ~ O T ,  LITO 3ra LIIeJIb OCTaeTCfl IIyCTOIi. Te 
CpeAHLIe ThBHLI, hOTOllbIe BCe-TBHM BCTpe9aIOTCH, nllOMCXOZHT J' e J I I  13CKJIK)- 
w T e n b f I o  OT ~ ~ ~ a r ~ e z i ,  a e m a u n  c H a p > ~ m  Z p c c R e c H o r o  U I I ~ I I H J P ~ ,  K O T O ~ I ~  
.3hCIlaHxI4pOBaZII c e 6 ~  BHVTllb RIeEifilj COOTBeTCTBJTIOIUkIhII.I nOBelJXHOCTR\III 
JpeBeCIiHbI.  J7 COCIIbI B O~I)BJOBBHIIII  C1)eJHIIX TKaI-IeII IIllIIHII\IaIOT y1IaCTI1e 
h a H  naperxumr, n e ~ , a ~ ~ p i i ~  c B H ~  ~ p e ~ a e i r  C T O P O H ~ I  Ka\l611H ( ~ ~ T I ~ I I  13 C\IOJFIHLIIX 
xoaax, C ~ ~ ; [ U ~ B I . I H I % ~ I X  n y a x ,  ~ I I C T O B M X  n t o I i a x  11 c e p z u e ~ m ~ e )  TaI, 11 m a H z I ,  
zemawne c H a p y m L i  J p e B e c H o r o  ummr;lpa ( ~ i n x o c ~ p .  VI :  7-10). C p e j ~ ~ e  
TIiBHLI U O ~ ~ T  n p e ~ e p n e ~ a ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ @ @ e p e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a u ~ m .  h k p k K ~ e \ 1 1 1 b 1 i I  IIOHC hau- 
6 1 1 a n b ~ o r o  s a p a h T e p a  9 a c T o  0 6 p a 3 ~ T ~ C R  C r I o m a H H o ,  YTO ~ a 6 m o z a e ~ c r i  oco- 
6 e H H 0  y COCHbI, 11 OTHJIaJbIBaeT HeHOTOpOe Bl3ehIFI - A 0  T e X  rIOlJ I I O h a  I.IRIeCTC>I 
MeCTO - IIpOI3OjflLI[Lie 3 J e \ I e H T b I .  I < ~ R I ~ L I ~ \ I ~ I  paCIIO,TlOiKeHhI B BIIIIXe J J r  TI 
OTKJIaJbIBaIOT HCHJIeM H a l l )  %\ , a @JI03\1 BHS TI)b (IIJIJIOCT~I. IX : 8 ,  0). TC 
SKaHII,  KOTOpbIe CHalIJ Xi11 BXOJfIT BHYTPb RIerfiJJ ~I)f!BeCHhIhIII lIOBCI)SIIOCTR\III 
rIaCTO C O n p O B O X j a I o T C H  haa161le\r, KOTOpLIII ~ O B O ~ b l I O  C h o p 0  OlAeJHeTCII  OT 
CBOerO ~ e l l B O H a Y X I b H O I O  1(~\1611~1,  TOl',[a h a l t  3TOT, I IO3die  Ha3BaHHbII1,  COeJII- 
HHeTCH C h a \ I 6 I i e M  A Q j  'Or0 hO&lnOHeHTa II~~IIBIIBI\LI.  3 ~ 1 1  ( ( O T ~ e J C H H b I e D  1~a\1611- 
y \m 06pa3ym~ jjrl-I no T a h o l r y  x e  cavovj  cnoco6j 11art  TO H ~ ~ J I I O J ~ ~ ~ C F I  T 
TaHOBbIX, KOT01)bIC o ~ I ) ~ ~ o B ~ , ? I I c ~  CIlOHTaIIIlO (IIJI;IH)cT~I. IX: 11-12). 
3 a n  Z ~ I O ~ H U P  C ~ ~ ~ ~ H H O Z O  noaco.~ .  J I e ~ o \ r ,  ro,r c113 CTFI nocae II~IIBIIBIIII ,  c p c a -  
eTCH ~ I o ; ~ B o ~ I  hOCbI\I Cl Ie30\ I  1IenOCI)eJCTBeHHO RLILUe B e p X H e I O  h 0 H T a h T a  
c npmoear. 06paso~asmaacn p a ~ a  a a n ~ b ~ ~ a e ~  co B c e x  C T O ~ O H  11 n p o ~ c ~ , a e ~  
TOYHO TBI<EI\I >I<e cnoco6oa1 h a E  3TO I IpOIICXO~I<T IIOCJIe 06b1~1110I1 0 6 p e 3 h l l  
C j 9 b e B  (PIIc. 23 -28). n p 1 1  IICCJICjOBaHlILl BO RCeX C J J L I a H X  G ~ I J O  hOHCTalI2- 
l)OBaHO, 9TO B filaIIHO\I IlpOLIeCCe IIpIiHIi\IaIOT ycIaCTIIC! ZkILLIb TOZhI\O T h a H I I  
n p o t i c x o n n I u I I e  OT T I O ~ B O R .  Iipaii 3 a n . m r ~ a  0 6 p a ~ y e ~ c f l  H ~ T I C I I ~ ~ H C ~ I ~ L I ~ I  B T ~ X  
o6onx c T o p o I I a x ,  I i o T o p b I e  r p a a m a ~ ~  c n p I I B o e \ l ,  cna6ee OHLIIIII B nIecTe H a -  
x o n , s u e r o c E  n p m l o  H a n p o T m  I I ~ I I B O F I  11 ~a116onee c;ra6~1ii hpair a a n ~ b r n a  
o6pa3ye~cn B ~ o t i  c T o p o H e ,  H o T o p a n  06pa~qeaa OT n p m o ~  (cv. ~ I K .  29). 
S u ~ p o G a a ,  m. e. 3 a p e a ~ a  LZ I L L  1 ~ a 8 p e a m ,  3 0 7 b ~ u  Iia noacoe y m. I / .  npucusol;  
snpnrc za8 a 1 o z e . r  ~ ~ O ~ B O ~ H T L C R  ~ B J  IIH cnoco6aiu11, I n I e I u r o  TaI, m r ,  :)TO 
n O K a 3 a H O  H a  llIIC. 3 - 4  I i  COOTBeTCTBeHHO pIIC. 6 -7. 113 JTIIX JB3 X cnoco6o~  
ECHO ~ 1 . 1 2 ~ 0 ,   TO B H I I ~  0 6 p a ~ e ~ ~ ~ r f i  cpe3 I r a  p i c .  3 -4 m r e e T  n p e ; l n o w e a r i e .  
Eiorja Ke aapea J e n a e T c R  o 6 p a u e ~ ~ b 1 \ 1  nuepu TO T o r l a  j p e s e c I I a R  n.nacmaha 
63 z e T  J e m a T L  COBCeAI B BepLLlIIHe-HOChC JOJIhIdI I1 3TII\I CahIbIRI 6\.;leT HBJIFlTbCFI 
n p e n n T c T s n e \ I  n-xn p a n ~ o a r e p ~ o r o  c p a c T a I n i c r  \ I e i K z y  ; [ O , T ~ ~ O I I I I  11 K O ~ O T H O I I  
IIOBepXHOCTbIO C p e 3 a  H a  IIpIIBOC ( C I ~ ~ B H I I  T a h K e  1)LiC. 30 H 31). I / ~ I I O C T ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ I I  
IX:  13 - 13 i1 X :  1 - 4  l IOha3I~IBaIOT nllPi\IeI) T e X  H ~ ~ ~ I I I C ! I I I I ~ ,  I \OTOpbIe IIORBJIH- 
m T c a  I I ~ I  T e x  c n \ Y a n x  1 1 0 r ~ a  filonma 6 b 1 2 a  a a h p o c ~ a ,  T. e. a a p e a a ~ a  n ~ e p x  
0 6 p a ~ e 1 1 ~ b I i L 1  Cl3e30?1. & l e ~ e C ! ~ a H  I 1 2 a C T I i H h a  zO.TmHa I1211 3 a L T b I B a T b  B I I S T P b  
I i J I I  OTTaJIIdIBaThCR ( B ~ I T ~ J ~ I I B ~ T ~ c F I  B CTOPOHJ ) J K C 1 I a W j I I I ) ~ I O ~ I I R I I I  ThaHH\II I .  
I Inmoc~paur~n  X :  5 11 S V  : 5 n o ~ a 3 b 1 u a 1 o i  npmrep paeaoarepaoro CpaCTaHLIR B 
rex  c n j m F i x  Iior;[a j o z b 1 , a  I I a  no , ' t soe  6b1.1a 3a r \poe~a ,  s. e. ~ ~ a ~ p e s a ~ a  BHII.? 
o 6 p a u e ~ ~ m r  cpeaonr. 
IJlo3zoma h-a.ct6ues y nl .  N. I I ~ U K U U O K  R I I I I L Z ~  zai). Xopoman noj roaha  n t e t w y  
h a \ 1 6 I 1 H \ l ~  J I O ~ B O n  I1 IIpIIBOH \ JTIIX III)IIBIIIlOE RB;IHCTCR n l I e J n ~ ~ b ~ ; l K ~ f i  ,TXH
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~ ~ I C T ~ O ~ O  3aJIeYIIBaIIIIH hIeCTa 13BHeBOr'O COejIiIIeHLIFI \le&XJ' 110\I~OHeHTahI11 
II~LIBLZBhII. HO 3 T 0  BCeTaKkI H e  O J H a ' I a e T ,  9 r 0  K ~ X I ~ I I L T  nr)IIBOR kI IIOXBOR J O J X H b I  
T O ~ I H O  newam xpyr n p o T m  jpyra  c c a \ I o I o  H a Z I a n a  n p m I r s m ,  cv. BbIrue ,  H a -  
o d O l I 0 ~  ;1YLIILIe 6b1no &I eCJII4 6b1  11;1\16LiB IIpIIBOR paCnOJOiHkITlCFI 6b1 He\ IHOWhO 
c H a p y m z  aa n p 1 i x e ; r a m  r p a a n r r h r  h a ~ 6 1 1 ~  no jnox ,  jna T o r o  1 1 ~ 0 6 ~  I ~ O X -  
IIeHCCipOBaTI~ n p l I p O C T ,  T. e. pOCT 1 r,a~16m IIpllBOFI ( ~ I I C .  32 C-2). 
k I c c n e ~ o ~ a ~ m  n o ~ a a a n z ~ ,  IITO c x e ; I a T b  X O ~ O L U ~ K )  J I O J ~ O H I I ~  a r e s j y  hoxno- 
H e m a a m  npmmhm 1 e m  I I p c j c T a B x R e T c n  ropaaxo T p y x H e e  H e & e n I i   TO caxoe 
1 n p I m m h I I  C O C H ~ I .  T ~ J  JHOCTH n p z I  I I ~ I I B I I B ~ I I  e m  B n e p j  10 o q e p e j b  a a n n c e m  
OT TOrO, YTO I I O H B O ~ I  6 h 1 n  3Ha1111Te;IbH0 I x p y n H e e  no CpaBHeHMIO C h I a T e p I I a ~ O V  
npmoa .  Ho  o n b n  no~taaan,   TO II B 2 a H H o ) I  c.rysae I I h r e e T c n  n c e l a h n  ~ 0 . 3 -  
h10;fcHOCTL J O ~ I I T ~ C C I  x O ~ I O L I I ~ ~ ~  1 1 O ~ l O H h I . I  hIeiHx> hOMnOHeHTal l I1  J' IIIlIIBkIBhII 
eJII1, a II\IeHHO nOCpeJCTBOh1 OIIeHb IIOBf?pXHOCTHOrO C p e 3 a  - T a h O r O  C p e 3 a ,  
I-rOTOpbIfi TO;IbKO IITO JOILIh TaHI'IIIJJeT, T. C. 11aCaerCR HlleBeCHHbI IIOJBOFI -, 
a OJHOBQe\IeHHO C 3THRl PI J I ~ I I h J a j L I B 3 T b  IllIPIBofi cL30efi IIOBepXHOCTLK) H a J l l e 3 a  
(cpeaa) n p n a I o  I r a n p o T m  n o B e p x a o c T m  ~ a j p e d a  (cpeaa) H a  n o l B o e .  Y C O C H ~ I  
me H ~ O ~ O ~ O T  J e J l a T b  TBhHC OgCHb IIOBellXHOCTHbIC CpC.361 J' IIOABOR FIUJReTCR 
JeJIOhI H e  J'jalIHbI1l, IIOlOhIJ gTO II\IeIIHO 3 T 0  IIlILIBO;[IIT J' JTOB J ~ ~ B ~ C H O ~  
nopone I, o , m s ; r e H H o h r y  of ipa~onaar~ro hasraoca no nccfi n o s e p x H o c T r r  ~ a ~ p e a a  
(cpeaa) - npzl JTOV TaI-Cfie II ~a O ~ I ~ ~ ~ I - C ~ H H O ~  j p e B e c k I H e  -, I ~ O T O I ) ~ I B  38- 
Till HHHeT CllaCTaHLIe MeiHXJ hah1611crh111 ItO\ln013eHTOB IIpklBHBhII EIJH FIBJfIeTCFI 
JaHce  ~ P L ~ ~ I I I H O ~  TO\IY, 9TO n p L 1 ~ 0 f 1  OTTa,7ISI$BaeTCFI OT IlOlBOFI. H ~ Y T O  TaICOe 
n o ; ~ o B ~ o e  H e  a B x F I e T c f I  onaceame\r B o T H o r r r e H m I  e J n .  Cauo no cede paayueer- 
CFI, HJ'mHO B C e r A a  IIO\lHIITb, 9r0 hO\InOHeHTbI  npI IBI4BhI i  ;[O.THiHhI CBZI3bIBaTbCH 
YOpOIIIO 51 HaJeXiHO, l a h  ~ 1 ~ 0 d b 1  I I O J B O ~ I  H e  IIOXJWIJI B03MOFHIIOClII C;[eJaTb 
. j a n n b m  co C T O ~ O H  o d ~ x a i - ~ e ~ ~ ~ o f i  I r o e e p x I I o c T I I  j p e s e c m m ,  npe;hjc s e n 1  C B R ~ L  
ero 6 5 j e ~  J T ~ ~ J I I ~ O B ~ H ~ ,  T. c. y c T a H o s n e H a  c IIpmBoehx. O Q ~ I ~ H ~ I ~  OIIIII~ISII, 
~ ~ o ~ o p b ~ e  B ~ I J L I  c x e n a m I  n p 1 1  I I ~ V I B I I B ~ V I  e m  a a h ; r m u a n & z c 1 7  B TOM, s ~ o  ~ a j p e a  B 
noxnoe jenancn CXIILUISOW ~ J I ~ ~ O ~ I I M ,  a T a I - i z e  IT I I O T O M ~ ,   TO B I I e m I I I i e  K p a R  
npmoa  11 I r o j B o f r  n o j r o H m m c b  B O J I I O ~ I  C T o p o H e ,  B p e 3 y n ~ ~ a ~ e  1 I e r o  hah16I l f1  
nPLIBOR JOJIWeH 6b1-I . r Ie ihaTb B J I ' o ~ ~  C T O ~ I O H ~  J a J e K O  HapJ, 'hy OT hah1611fl 
n o z B o a  51 o x a o B p e \ I e a I I o  TOHie janeho B I I ~ T ~ L  OT nocnemero no OTHorneHII fo  
j p y r o f i  C T O ~ O H ~ I  I OJBOR ( n o j ~ o i i  1 , p y n H e e  He.menIz I I ~ ~ ~ H K I I  npmoa) ,  C\I .  
IIJJIIOCTI). XI\': 8 11 X'\': 0. I - I a j ~ l e J  sepe3 hOp1,OBJ I0 .IaCTL IIOZBOJI IIhIeHHO 
f i o n b r u e  I I e m e m  C O O T B C T C T B ~  K ) W I I ~ I  y KIepeHI-la I I ~ I I B O F I .  
C ~ J ~ B I I ~ H I I ~  vex11  I.OJMW~I\III  1 1 0 6 e r a h m  C O C H ~ I  11 e , n n  I I O I , ~ ~ ~ ; I O ,  YTO hops 
> ~ o c J I ~ J H ~ ~ ~  C O x C p X I I T 6  3Ha9LITeJLHO hIeHbLU1 I0  g a C T L  ?HIIBbIX T h a ~ e f i  ( C ~ ~ B I I I I  
r ~ r n ~ o c ~ p .  1: 1-2). f o 7 r i ~ r ~ b 1 e  no6er11 enm 01-p~ % a m T c R  U I I T ~ O K I T ~ Z  C J I O ~ M  M ~ P ) T -  
BbIY ItJIeTOh. ~ P I I ~ I ~ ~ I  I h a H I I  11OpleKCa CIIJbHO ((\1013WIIHIICTbIe,i. ((J0,7IIHaXD 
h I e i q  ccxped~avz~u, h o T o p b I e  o G p a 3 ~ 1 0 ~ c n  1 i3  J I I C T O B ~ I X  cne;[ori 11 IT\ILT ohpyma- 
K)WIIX T K a H e I I  I i O p T e K C a  CaM IiOlJTehC O g e H L  T O H K I ~ ~ I .  Ha OCHOBaHLIII TOrO,  
LITO I I ~ J O J I I ~ ( ~ I H ~ ~ H ~ I ~  T h a I I I I  (T. e. TI laHI l  C I I O C O ~ I I ~ I ~  0 6 1 ) a 3 0 B b I ~ a ~ b  1 i a X I ~ ) c )  T 
n p I I B I I B O ~ H b 1 ~  ~ I e l l e H K O B  CJPi I.I\IeK)T no BeJIIIIIIIHe CpaBHI?TCJbHO \ I a ~ e ~ b h I i f l  
o6aenr TO B c n e j c ~ ~ ~ ~ m  aroro  T ~ ~ ~ O B ~ H I T ~  ;[enam xoporuy~o n o x r o H h j  ha71651FI 
y n p a n m o h  e,rH IIhrceT donbruee s H a c I e H m e  H e x e m  3. npmaeox  C O C H ~ I .  
I l c c ~ e j o n a a ~ i a  ECHO n o h a d a i m ,   TO np11 IIpOI13BOICTBe I I~LIBI IBOIS  no T. 11. 
cnocoo'y cnpuh-.la8 H ~ X H O  db1 n p e j n o m T a r b  6o;rce uononofi 1.1 T O H ~ I ~ ~  no uoIUI. 
H a a p e 3  o noaooe y In. H .  n p u c u c o h  n o 8  h o p y  6612 c j e n a H  X B ~ ~ I R  C I I O C O % ) ~ \ I I I ,  
a IIXeHHO paJI iaJ IbHbI \ I  H T a H r e H u H a J I b H b I M  c n o c o 6 o h r  (PITC. 10-11 11 C o o l -  
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A P P E N D I X  
Sc 
S t  
St.fl 
B.fl 
C 
1, 
RT. 
TI, 
i 
ic 
cl 
111 
I 
Key to the signs in plates and figures and other abbreviations. 
Teokenforklaring till planscher och figurer jamte andra forkortningar. 
0 6 ' 1 d ~ ~ 1 1 e ~ l i e  3Il3'l?IIIIII 3lltlIiOB II COKptl~eHHik, ~ ~ o T ~ C ~ , T ~ I ~ I I I J ~  Ia 
rr;l.xoclpnurrfrx H ~ I I C ~ H I ; : I ~ .  
= scion 
ymp1;vis L 
vepcrmn nprrno:r 
= stocl; 
undcrlag 
itocli flap (in veneer sitle grafts) 
~mderlagsflik (hos laggyn~par)  
-[o,lhF;a, T. C. 110.IOClm II'UI>I,I 
n o ~ n o i r  (y ~ r p r r n ~ i n o s  nnprrr;r:r;[) 
bark flap (in sitle slit grnf 1s) 
harliflik (110s sidsticltsympnr) 
nozocna, T. e ,  2o.rLIca ~ ;opsr  
(?; I I ~ I I E I I U ~ I ;  no;[ nopy)  
cross section 
tvarsriitt 
nonepewl~rr i  1mipe.i 
longitudii~al scctioii 
Iang'tlsnil L 
IIPO~O.ILIILII'I pa3pe.3 
radial longitudinal section 
ratliirl langdsnitt 
l ~ n , ? r r n . ~ b r r o - n p o n o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~  p n ~ p e s  
tangential longitudinal section 
tarrgentiellt l inpdsnit t  
r a r ~ r ~ ~ ~ u a ; r ~ r r o - n ~ ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i r  1):1,ip:>.1 
incision face (in side slit grafts) 
inskarriirigs>-ta 010s si~lsticlisym- 
par) 
nOReJ>XIiOc'L ll3JpWa (y IIl>lIUIIBoK 
I103 liol)?.) 
innernlost corner (in sitle slit 
grafts) 
inre vinliel (hos sitisticlisympar) 
n ~ r y r p e r ~ r ~ ~ ~ i i  y r o x  (y I I ~ I I ~ I I R ~ S  n o j  
Imp?;) 
contact layer 
isoleriilgsskik t 
I I ~ O J L ~ ~ I I O I I I I L I I I  c.imi 
pith (medulla) 
m i rg  
cepnueumla 
xylem (wood) 
xylem (I-ed) 
r;crI;le\r (,qpenrcrrir:l) 
- multiseriate ray (ray containiilg 
a resin duct) 
hartsfiirantle strale 
c\ro.1onl>ono~rrrq11ii cep~qcnrriirrr,~ri 
~I?.TI 
= resin cyst 
hartsheh&llare 
c\io.ropeaepRyap 
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r e  = vertical resin duct  ti. = d a y s  
~ e r t i l i a l  hartskanal  dagar 
n e p ~ r m a z b m r i i  c x o ; r n r r o i i  SOX JIIII 
11r. t~ = branch trace TI-. =weeks  
grensp5r veclior 
B ~ T O ~ H L I ~ ~  c x l  HCI[C;III 
1 . t ~  = leaf trace 
h l adspk  
. T I I C T O B O ~ ~  C;IC;I 
Ig = leaf gap 
l~lacllucka 
, m c ~ o u o i i   OR 
m. = months 
rn5nader 
x e c n u L I  
pt. = point 
punkt 
I I O I I I I T  
\\'lien not  othernise stated the  lengL11 of the  dimension line is 5 O O p .  
Plate I. General anatomy. 
1-2. Scots pinc and Xorwaj sprucc 
respectivelj . C. One-year-old tnigs. 
3. Scots pine. RL. Pith. 
3. Scots pine. RL .  Cortex. 
3. Scots pine. RL.  Xylem nit11 ray 
and vertical resin duct. 
6. Noniay  spruce. RL.  Pith. 
7. Norway spruce. RL.  hIedullar> 
sheath. 
8. Norway spruce. RL. Xylem nit11 
ray. 
1-2. Tall ~ e s p .  grail. C ax 1-5riga 
livistar. 
3. Tall. RL.  hiarg,. 
4. Tall. RL. I<orte\;. 
3. Tall. RL.  Ted med xjlemstr8le 
och vertilial hartslianal. 
6. Gran. RL. Rlarg. 
7. Grail. RL.  \-the &lei1 ay nldrq. 
8 .  Gran. RL. \-cd ined sylcmstr?tle, 
PLATE I 
Plate 11. 
1-5. General anatomy. 
1. Scots pine. TL of xylem. Ray cells 
thin-walled. 
2. Norway spruce. TL of xylem. Ray 
cells \\it11 lignified walls. Two 
thin-walled epithelial cells in resin 
duct of multiseriate ray. 
3. Scots pine. RL. Horizontal resin 
duct, the outer part  expanded and 
forming a resin cyst. 
4. Scots pine. 33 d. C. In St three 
inultiseriate rays with resin cysts. 
3. Norway spruce. 46 d. C. In St 
rnultiseriate ray with resin cyst. 
6-8. Scots pine, veneer graft, 5 d. C. 
6. Full view of graft zone. Rays 
emerging from leaf gap in upper 
part  of scion severed by graft 
cut. 
7. 23x1 section down from 6. Detail 
from Sc. Cell d i~is ions  in rays 
emerging froin leaf gap, see arrows. 
8. 42nd section above 6. Detail froin 
Sc cortex with leaf trace. Telo- 
phase inside the trace, see arrow. 
Plansch 11. 
1-5. Xllman anatomi. 
1. Tall. TL av ved. Xylernstr5larrias 
celler t u n n ~  aggiga. 
2. Gran. TL av ved. Xyleinstrale- 
celler med fo r~edade  vaggar. T v i  
tunnvaggiga epitelceller i horison- 
tell hartskanal. 
3. Tall. RL. Horisontell hartskanal i 
sin yttre del utvidgad till hartsbe- 
Mllare. 
4. Tall. 35 d. C. Tre hartsforande str5- 
lar ined hartsbehsllare i St. 
5. Gran. 46 d. C. Hartsforande strile 
med hartsbeh8llare i St. 
6-8. Tall, Iaggyinp. 5 d. C. 
6. (kersiktsbild. Yinpsnittet har traf- 
fat  str i lar  utg5ende fr5n blaclluclia 
i ovre sidan av  ympk~is t en .  
7. 23:e snittet under foreg5ende. 
Lletalj frill Sc. Cellclelningar (se 
pilarna) i s tr i lar  utgiende fr5n 
bladluckan. 
8. 42:a snittet ovan 6. Detalj fr5n 
Sc, liortex ined blaclsph. Telofas 
strax innanfor bladspjret (se pilen). 
PLATE I1 
Plate 111. Scots pine, leileer graft. 
Reactions from epithelial cells of resin 
ducts. 
1-2. 2 d. C. 2 is the 32nd section 
above 1. Enlarged epithelial cells 
in resin duct in Sc cortex. 
3. 3 cl. L. Resin duct in Sc cortex cut 
a t  grafting; clogged by expanding 
epithelial cells. 
1. 7 d. L. Callus formation from resin 
duct in Sc cortex. Arrow rnarlis 
telophase. 
3. 6 d. C. Resin duct i11 Sc cortex 
filled with cells. Xnaphase a t  arrow. 
6. 8 d. C. Enlarged cells and callus 
formation in cut resin c j s t  of St. 
Plansch 111. Tall, laggynlp. Reak- 
tioner 1x0s hartskanalernas epitel- 
celler. 
1-2. 2 d. C. 2 ar 52:dra snittet ovan- 
for 1. Epitelceller i hartslianal i 
kortex hos Sc forstoracle. 
3. 3 d. L. Hartskanal i Sc kortex av- 
sliureil vid yinpningen, tillsluten 
av expanderande epitelceller. 
4. 7 d. L. Kallusbildning frBn harts- 
kana1 i Sc kortex. Yid pilen telofas. 
5. G d. C. Cellfylld hartslianal i Sc 
kortex. Yid pilen anafas. 
6. 8 d. C. Forstorade celler och kallus- 
bildning i hartsbeh5llare hos St. 
PLATE 111 
Plate IT. Scots pine, veneer graft. Cell 
division and callus formation. 
1. 4 d. C. Two divisions (metaphase 
and telophase) in Sc ray, see arrows. 
2. 6 d. C. Two newly formed cells and 
telophase in S t  flap. Ui~is ions  in 
Sc pith. See a r rom.  
3. 7 (1. RL. Callus formation in cam- 
bial region of St. .\rrow indicates 
telophase. 
4. 7 d. C. Metaphase in ray of St  cam- 
bium. 
5. 9 d. TL. Callus formation in cam- 
bial region of both Sc and St; ir- 
regular cells, some of which in Sc 
differentiating into tracheids. 
6. 8 d. C. Callus formation in phloem 
and cambial region of St. 
7-8. 7 d. L. Callus forniatioii in resin 
duct of St  x>lem. 8 is a magni- 
fied photograph of the region in- 
side the square of 7. Arrow inarlis 
lelophasc. 
Plansch IT. Tall, laggymp. Celldel- 
ning och knllushildning. 
1. 4 cl. C. TvB celldelningar (metafas 
och telofas) i str5le 110s Sc, se pilar. 
2. 6 d. C. T v i  nybildade ccller och 
telofas i strBle i St-fliken; delningar 
i Sc marg, se pilar. 
3. 7 d. RL. Kallusbildniilg f r h  kam- 
biezonen 110s St. Yid pile11 telofas. 
4. 7 d. C. Rletafas i str5lecell hos St. 
5. 9 d. TL. Kallusbildaing i liambie- 
zorien hos b&de Sc och St; oregel- 
bundna celler vaia7 rxigra hos Sc 
borjat clifferentieras till tracheider. 
6. S d. C. Kallusbilclni~~g i floem- och 
kambiezoilerna hos St. 
7-8. 7 d. L. Kallushildillng f r h  
hartslianal i St-yeden. 8 \isar for- 
storing av  inrutade omr5det i 7. 
Telofas  id pilm. 

Plate T. Scots pine, veneer graft. Cell 
divisions in cortex. I'hellogen forma- 
tion. Parenchyma unions. 
1. 6 d. 2-3. 7 ii. C. Cell divisions 
in cortex. Note the direction of 
the spindles. 
4. 8 d. C. Superficial callus forma- 
tion of Sc. Superficial cells of St  
suberized. Phellogen is forming 
between these cells and the un- 
damaged cortex. 
3. S d. C. Superficial cell in Sc in 
division. Note direction of spindle. 
6. 10 d. C. Phellogen in St  develop- 
ing, see arrows. Callus formation 
in phloern-cortex boundary and in 
cortex of Sc. Enlarged supcrficial 
cells i11 outermost cortex. 
1. 13  d. C. Union of cortex-derived 
callus tissues. Well developed 
phellogen in St. 
8. 13  d. C. Extensive callus forma- 
tion under influence of leaf trace 
in Sc, branch trace in St. Phello- 
gen between extended cells and 
unda~naged cortex. 
'3. 17 d. C. Union of phellogens. 
10. 9 IT. C. Phellogen surrounding 
dead tissues. Arrows mark the 
approximative border between 
S t  and Sc. 
11. 10 d. C. Callus formation i11 
phloem-cortex boundary in Sc. 
12. 14 d. L. Transfusion windows 
between callus in resin duct of 
Sc cortex and in St  phloem rays, 
see arrows. 
Plansch I-. Tall, laggymp. Celldelning- 
ar i liortex. Fellogenbildning. Paren- 
liymforening. 
1. 6 d. 2-3. '7 d. C. Celldelningar i 
Sc kortex. Obs. liarnspolarnas 
orientering! 
4. S d. C. Ytlig liallusbildning hos 
Sc. Ytliga celler 110s St  suherin- 
seras, fellogenbildning p5biirjad 
innanfor dessa. 
5. S d. C. Ytligt belBgen cell hos Sc 
under delning. Obs. karnspolens 
orientering! 
G .  10 d. C. Hos St  biirjan till fellogen, 
se pilarna. Hos Sc kallushildning 
i floem-kortexgransen och i lior- 
tex. Forstoracle, ytligt beliigna 
celler ytterst i kortex. 
7. 13  d. C. Sammanvaxning niellan 
liallus ziv kortexursprung. Vii1 ut- 
hildat fellogen i St. 
8. 13 d. C. Extensiv kallusbildning 
till fiiljd av  bladspir hos Sc, gren- 
sp i r  110s St. Fellogen innanfor 
de starkt utvidgade cellerna. 
9. 17 d. C. Forening niellan fellogen. 
10. 9 w. C. Inliapsling av doda viiv- 
nader ruedelst fellogen. Pilar visar 
ungefarliga gransen nlellan S t  oc11 
Sc. 
11. 10 d. C. Kall~~sbildning i floem- 
lrortex gr2nsen hos Sc. 
12. 14 d. L. Transfusionsfonster mel- 
lan liallus i hartslianal i Sc liortex 
och i floenistr5lar 110s St ,  se 
pilarna. 

Plate \-I. Scots pine, veneer graft. 
1. 9 d. TL. Callus formation in 
phloern rays. 
2. 33 cl. C. In St  flap resin cyst filled 
with callus and united ~ t i t h  
tissues a t  cambial region of Sc. 
hleristeinatical strand connecting 
the broken cambia, see arrows. 
3. 21 d. C. United phellogens in 
cortex. Parenchyma union at 
phloem-cortex boundary of Sc 
and cambial region of St. 
4. 21 d. C. Contact layers broken in 
two places (see arrows), cf. pre- 
vious photograph. 
3. 21 d. C. Cambium of St  grows 
faster than  tha t  of Sc in the first 
weeks. Growth of St  cambium 
subsequent to  grafting marked 
mith arrows. Cf.  Fig. 32. 
6. 28 d. C. Firm parenchyma unions 
in phloem and cortex regions. St  
and Sc tissues mixed. Reinnants of 
contact layer displaced in diffe- 
rent directions. Cf.  Fig. 20. 
7. 28 d. L. Callus formation of St  
vood parenchyma. Meristemati- 
cal strand developed. Telophase 
a t  arrow. 
8. 28 d. C. Callus formation of 
parenchyma a t  annual ring bo- 
undar j  and wood rays of St. 
9. 9 w. C. Superficial cut in St. In- 
termediary tissues originating 
from parenchyma in wood of S t  
and Sc. Cambial union on both 
sides. 
10. 15  w. C. Intermediary tissues 
originating from pith of Sc and 
from tissues outside the  wood. 
11. 6 111. C. Complete union on both 
Plansch TI. Tall, laggymp. 
1. 9 d. TL. Iiallushildning i floein- 
str8lar. 
2. 35 d. C. I fliken liallusfylld harts- 
behBllare forenad med vavnader 
 id liarnbiezonen hos Sc. Meristein- 
str8li bildas i viivnaderna inellan 
de bBda avbrutna karnbierna, se 
pilar. 
3. 21 d. C. Fellogenforening i kortex. 
Pardiymatiskfi irening vid floein- 
kortexgransen hos Sc och kambie- 
zonen hos St. 
3. 21 d. C. Isoleringsskilit genom- 
brutet p 5  tv8  stiillen, jfr fore- 
gaende bild. 
3. 21 d. C. Kambiet 110s St  1-axer 
liraftigare iin hos Sc forsta tiden. 
Kambietillvaxten 110s St  sedan 
ympningsdagen inarkerad nled 
pilar. Jfr  fig. 32. 
6. 28 d. C. God parenkyinforening i 
floem och kortex. St- och Sc- 
vavnader blandadc. Delar av  
isoleringssliikt forskjutna i olilia 
rilitningar. J f r  fig. 20. 
7. 28 d. L. Iiallushildning f r h  pa- 
renliyrn i veden hos St. hleriste- 
matiskt skikt bildat. Telofas \-id 
pilen. 
8. 28 d. C. Iiallushildning fran pa- 
renkyin i Brsringsgrans och xylem- 
str5lar hos St. 
9. 9 w. C. Ytligt snitt i St. VSvnader 
lnellan ~ e d y t o r n a  fr5n parenliym 
i yeden hos S t  och Sc. Iiarnbier 
forenade i b8da sidor. 
10. 15 w. C. RIellanviivilader fr5n 
miirg i Sc och f r in  v5vnadcr 
utanfdr yeden. 
11. 6 111. C. God sainrnan~iisning, inga. 
sides, no intermediary tissues. mellanva~nader.  

Plate \-11. Scots pine, veneer graft. 
Differentiation and union of vascular 
tissues. 
1. 17 d. L. Both St  and Sc exhibit 
their cambial regions. Irregular 
cells differentiate into tracheids. 
2. 21 d. C. Transfusion window a t  
cambial region between St  flap 
ancl Sc. Newly differentiated 
tracheids in both components. 
3. 21 cl. C. The same graft as VI:5. 
Leaf trace has brought Sc cam- 
bium outwards, here nearly unit- 
ed with S t  cambiurn. Union of 
irregular tracheids is complete, see 
arrow. 
4. 21 d. L. Tracheids differentiating 
in St  callus in contact with leaf 
trace of Sc. Ko old xylem of the 
trace visible in this section. 
3. 9 IT. L. Branch trace in St  wood 
cut through in grafting. Influence 
on callus formation in Sc. 
6. 9 w. L. The formation in contact 
with flap in greater magnifica- 
tion. Section near the pre\-ious 
one. Influenced by branch trace 
tracheids differentiating in Sc 
callus. 
7. 28 d. L. Union of S t  flap and Sc. 
Irregular cells; differentiation of 
tracheids. Approximate border 
between S t  and Sc marked with 
arrows. 
8 .  35 d. L. Rlore advanced junction 
of the same kind as in 7. Cambia 
completely united. 
9. 14 m. C. Good graft  union. 
10. 35 cl. C. S e w  cambium in S t  callus 
turning outwards to  reach connec- 
lion with Sc cambium. Ne\\ trac- 
heids not  united. Complete union 
of phellogens. 
11. 33 d. C. Section two inrn below 
the previous one. Leaf trace i11 Sc. 
Canlbial strands united. Tracheids 
differentiating in continuation 
with the trace. 
12. 33 d. C. Eighth section above 10. 
Detail of the region of junction. 
Complete union of phloem cells 
(note degenerating nuclei in new 
sieve cells), and also of cambial 
strands. Xylem not onited. 
Plansch \-11. Tall, lnggjinp. Diffe- 
ientiering oc11 sannnanvnxning av 
ledande \-a\ nader. 
1. 17 d. L. Bade St  och Sc expone- 
rade \-id kambiezonen. Oregel- 
hundna celler differentieras till 
tralieider. 
2. 21 d. C. Transfusionsfonster vid 
liainhie~onen mellan St-flili och 
Sc. P i  omse sidor nydifferentie- 
rade tralieider. 
3. 21 d. C. F r i n  sainina ymp soin 
YI: 3. Bladspir llar dragit liam- 
biet i Sc utat ,  nastan forenat med 
St-kainbiet. Nya, oregelbundna 
tralieider forcnade, se pilen. 
4. 21 cl. L. Bladspar i Sc. Tralieid- 
diffeierltiering hos St invid koli- 
taktytan.  Intet av  bladspirets 
ursprungliga x>lem synligt i detta 
snitt.  
5. 9 \v. I,. Kluvet grenspar i St  ved 
pQ\ erkar ltallusbildningen hos Sc. 
6. 9 w. L. Detalj vid fliken av mi t t  
nara det foregaende. Tralieid- 
cliff-rentiering hos Sc under in- 
flytande frail grensparet. 
7. 28 d. L. Sarnmanviixning rnellan 
St-flik och Sc. Oregelbundna 
celler, tralieicldifferenticring. 13i- 
lar \-isar ungefiirliga griinsen rnel- 
Ian St  och Sc. 
8. 35 d. L. LBngre avanceracl sain- 
rnanvSxning av  samrna slag soin 
foregiende. Kambier helt for- 
enade. 
9. 14 111. C. God samrnanvaxning. 
10. 35 d. C. Nyt t  Iiarnhiurn i St  liallus 
hiijt u t i t  fiir a t t  na  fiirbindelse 
nied Sc-kainbiet. Nyclifferentie- 
rade tralieider ej fiirenade. Fello- 
gen fuIlstancligt. 
11. 35 d. C. T v i  mm under forega- 
eilde. Bladspir i Sc. I<: mbiestrali 
fGrenade. Tralieiddiffereiltierirlg 
nied utg5ng fran hladspiret. 
12. 35 cl. C. Attonde snittet ovan 10. 
Dctalj frhn sammarlr axningsorn- 
r5det. Fullstandig forening p i  
floeinsidan (obs! de nya silceller- 
nas skrumpnande cellkarnor) och 
i kambiet. Syleinet ej forenat. 

Plate '\7111. Scots pine, veneer graft. 
1. 35 d. C. Cambial union. (Break of 
cambial region-see p. 46.) Paren- 
chyma well unitecl. Note reinnants 
of contact layer. 
2. 7 w. C. Callus formation from St 
considerable. S t  cambium first 
pressed outwards, after union of 
S t  and Sc parenchyma turned in- 
wards. Note horizontal elongated 
cells (between arrows) which unite 
the cambial strands. 
3. 2 years. C. On one side (turned up- 
wards) cambial ~ni ion  between Sc 
and head par t  of St  established in 
the first year, on the other side 
(turned downwards) parenchyma 
union took place in the  second 
year, but  still no canibial union. St  
cambium turned inwards in both 
cases. Kote direction of first formed 
tracheids (circles), c f .  pre\-ious 
photograph. 
1. 2 years. C. On one side (turned 
downwards) cambial union estab- 
lished first year, on the other side 
(turned upwards) still no union, 
heavy cork layers in contact re- 
gion. 
5. 2 years. C. Both sides of same 
graft, just above middle of graft 
zone. On side turned downwarcls 
cambial union second year, on side 
turned upwards parenchyma union 
only. C / .  next photograph, Plate 
IX: 1. 
Plansch VIII .  Tall, IBggymp. 
1. 33 d. C. Kambieforening (brott i 
liambiezorien vid snittningen). God 
parenk>niatisk sammanvaxning. 
Mark resterna av  isoleringsskikt! 
2. 7 w. C. Stor kallusutvecliling fr8n 
St. Kainbiet forst tryclit utBt, efter 
parenliymfore~iii~g mellan St  och 
Sc bojt in5t. Mark rle horisontellt 
strackta cellerna (mellan pilarna) 
som forenar kambierna! 
3. 2 5r. C. I upp5tvanda sidan kain- 
bieforening nlellan Sc och h u ~ u d -  
del av St  forsta 5ret, i nedBtvanda 
parenkyniforening andra Bret men 
annu ingen kanibieforening. St- 
kambiet har s ~ a n g t  in5t i bBda 
fallen. Mark orienteringen hos forst 
bildade trakeiderna (cirklarna), jfr 
foreg5ende bild! 
4. 2 Br. C. I nedBtvanda sidan ltain- 
bieforening forsta Bret, i uppBt- 
1-iinda sidan annu ingen fijrening, 
korltskikt isolerar. 
3. 2 Br. C. BBda sidor a\ samma yrnp, 
strax o\ an mitten av  ynpzonen. I 
nedBt\ anda sidan kanlbieforening 
andra Bret, i ovre endast paren- 
k~miorening.  Jfr  nasta bild, pl. 
IX:l!  
PLATE TI11 
Plate IX. Scots pine, veneer graft. 
1. 2 years. C. Section G m n ~  above 
tha t  of Plate YIII:  3. S t  and Sc 
at first healed separately. Cambial 
growth pressed them together, 
union as in "natural" grafting. 
2. 6 In. C. S t  carnbiunz divided to  
rcach cor~rlcction with Sc cambia 
on the sides. Note elongation of 
parcncl~r ma cells. 
3. 11 IT. TL. Direction of tra-  
cheids in union zo~le-from Sc 
d o ~ w w a r d s  to  St, from St up- 
va rds  to Sc. 
4--6. 19 w. C. Tissues between wood 
surfaces mostly d e ~  eloped from 
wood parenchyma. 4: 10 rnm above 
Sc base. Region with di\ iding 
cells in centre; 5: 10 nzm higher 
up. iFarrow space between mood 
surfaces, no di\ isions; 6: 3 inn1 
above 3. Tracheids differentiating, 
meristeinatical activitg . 
7. 3 p a r s .  C. Living cells in inter- 
mediary tissues only a t  the outer 
margins (downwards and upwards 
in the photograph). 
8-9. 14 m. C. 3 vascular nodules in 
intermediary tissue. Xylem out- 
wards, phloem inwarcls in the archs. 
Square in 8 rnarlis area magnified 
in 9 - only phloem is diffcrenti- 
ated. In  the  other t ~ o  mainly 
x) lern. 
10. 11 111. C. Vascular nodule in St  
flap. Xylern inwards, phloem out- 
wards. 
11-12. 3 years. C. Par t  of St  cam- 
bium isolated after cambial union 
on the outside. Arrows in 11 mark 
location of carnbium a t  the  time 
of junction on the  outside. 12 comes 
from section 3 inrn below 11. No 
vascular connection a t  all. Cambi- 
L I ~ L  bent, xy le~n  outside, phloem 
inside. 
13-13. 19 IT. L. Basal par t  of graft 
zone. S t  flap cut as in Fig. 30. 14: 
Section through the middle, 13 and 
13 through peripherical parts. Sc 
cambium turned up along old wood 
in flap. In 13  lateral union with 
cambium of flap, in 15  union above 
the  wood sliver. 
Plansch IX. Tall, Iaggyrnp. 
1. 2 i r .  C.  Snitt belaget 6 mm ox-an- 
for pl VIII:3. St  och Sc lalita var 
for sig. Kambie t i l l~  axtel1xte Bstad- 
koininer trycli, saminanravning 
son1 vid snaturligr ynpning.  
2. li nl. C. St-liainhiet delat for a t t  
T axa sanmzarl rned Sc-lrambierna 
p i  sidan. 011s. parenk!, rnccller~zas 
s trackning! 
3. 11 w. TL. Trakeiclernas oriente- 
ring i salnman\ kxningszoneu - 
f r in  Sc neclit mot St resp. fran St 
u p p i t  mot Sc. 
4-6. 19 w. C. 1-avnader inellan vecl- 
basen p i  Sc. Ormade nled del- 
ningsalitiva celler i centrum; 5: yt- 
terligare 10 min hogre. Avstgndet 
mellan vedg torna snialt, inga del- 
ningar; 6: 3 izznz oval1 5. Trakeider 
differentierade, fortsatta del- 
ningar. 
7 .  3 i r .  C. Xlltjarnt levancle celler i 
n~ellanva\ naderna, huvudsak- 
ligen i ytterkanterna nere och 
uppe pa  hilclen. 
8-9. 14 m. C. 3 sfaroblast-lilinande 
bildningar i mellanvavnad. X? lenz 
utat ,  floern i n i t  i higarna.  9 ar 
forstoring av i~zrutade onlridet i 
8- eiidast floein utdifferentierat. 
I de t v i  andra hu\ udsaliligen 
x? lern. 
10. 11 111. C. Sfaroblast i St-fliken. 
Xglem in5t, floenz utBt. 
11-12. 3 5r. C. Del as. St-kainbiu~n 
sorn isolerats efter kanlhieforerling 
utanfor. Pilar i 11 visar liambi- 
ets placering, dB forbi~idelsenuti t  
avbrots. 12 liommer f r i n  snitt ca 
3 rnin under 11. Ingen forbindelse 
rned sylernet utaizfor. Iiambiet 
bijjt -- xylem u t i t ,  floem inst .  
13-15. 19 w. L. Nederdelen av ymp, 
flik skuren enligt fig. 30. 14 snitt 
genom ce~ztrum, 13 och 15 f r i n  
vardera ytterkanten. Sc-karnbiet 
bojt upp efter vedflisan i flilren, 
i 13 forenat med flikens l iambiu~n 
i sidled, i 1.5 ovanfor vedflisan. 

Plate S. Scots pine. 
1-5. From basal parts of \elleer 
grafts. 
1. 23 IT. RL. Flap as in Fig. 30. 
Wood slix er in flap prel  ents union. 
Note orientation of new tracheids, 
cf. 3. 
2. 23 I\-. T L  from outer part  of same 
graft as 1. Flap and Sc united, 
heal  g growth. 
3. 3 years. RL.  Flap as in Fig. 30. 
pressed domnmarcls by  heavy 
growth of Sc. Horizontal elongation 
of tissues in Sc. Big knot formed. 
4. 3 years. C. Flap as in Fig. 30. Wood 
sliver prevents union. Knot for- 
mation. 
5. 2 jears. KL. Flap as in Fig. 31. 
Smooth union. 
6-11. Early reactions in side slit 
grafts. 
6. 4 d. C. Division of r a j  cell in bark 
flap (telophase) and in Sc pith 
(inetaphase), see arroms. Contact 
la) er between graft components. 
7. 4 d. C. Cell clirision in outermost 
par t  of ray in weclge-shaped part  
of Sc. 
8. 8 cl. C. Callus formation from mood 
side of St. 
9-11. 1 2  d. C. 9: Unwounded part  of 
St, arrons indicate last differenti- 
ated zone with vertical phloem 
parenchyma. 10: Callus formation 
in innerrnost corner, all cells of cam- 
bial region participate; bet\\ een 
arrows enlarged phloern paren- 
chyma cells, c f .  previous photo- 
graph. 11 : Callus formation from 
barli flap in front of Sc pith, union 
established. 
Plansch S. Tall. 
1. 23 w. RL. Flili enligt fig. 30. Ved- 
flisan i flilien hindrar samrnan- 
vaxning. Mark de nya tralieidernas 
orienteriizg, jfr 3! 
2. 23 IT. T L  frBn yttre del av sarnrna 
yinp som foreg5encle. Flili och Sc 
forenade, liraftig tillvaxt. 
3. 3 ar. RL. Flili enligt fig. 30. Flilien 
pressad nedBt av starlia tilivgxten 
hos Sc. Horisontellt orienterade 
vavnader i Sc. Stor lrniilbild~ling. 
4. 3 Br. C. Flik enligt fig. 30. Ted- 
flisan hindrar sammanvBxning. 
Knolbildning. 
5. 2 Br. RL. Flili enligt fig. 31. Jarnn 
sammanviixning. 
6-11. Tidiga reaktioner hos sidsticlis- 
yinpar. 
6. 4 d. C. Celldelningar i str5le i barli- 
flilien (telofas) och i miirg i Sc 
(metafas), se pilarna. Isolerings- 
sliikt rnellan yrnpkomponenterna. 
7. 4 d. C. Celldeliling ytterst i str5le 
i tillspetsade delen av  Sc. 
8. 8 d. C. Kallusbildning fr5n vedsi- 
dan 110s St. 
9-11. 12 d. C. 9: Osarad del av  St, 
pilar nlarkerar senast bildade zonen 
rned floernparenliyn~. 10: Kallus- 
hildning i inre vinkeln, alla cellcr 
i kainbiezorlen deltar, mellan pilar- 
na  forstorade floei~lpareilkyi~lcel- 
ler, jfr foreg5ende bilcl. 11: Iiallus- 
bildning fr5n flilien mitt  for Sc 
inarg, sannnanvaxning. 

Plate XI. Scots pine, early reactions 
in side ~ 1 i t  grafts. 
1. 4 d. C. Full view of graft, c/. Fig. 
18 a. Exposed places of Sc cam- 
bium numbered according to Fig. 
21. Note long distance betneen 
pt .  4 and cambium a t  incision 
face (i). 
2 .  4 (1. RL. Proliferation from multi- 
seriate ray on S t  wood side. 
3. 8 cl. C. Call~rs formation on ~\oocl 
side facing Sc pith. Telophase a t  
arrow. 
4. 4 d. C. Proliferation of cells in rays 
of bark flap. 
5. 6 d. C. Division of cell in phloem- 
cortex boundary of Sc. 
6. 6 d. C. Proliferation of ra? a t  in- 
cision face of St. 
Plansch XI. Tall, tidiga reaktioner 
hos sidsticksgmpar. 
I. 4 d. C. Helhetsbild av ymp, jfr fig. 
18 a. De fyra stBllen clar Sc-liam- 
biet genomsliurits nurnrerade en- 
ligt fig. 21. Obs. avs thcle t  rnellan 
p t .  4 och kambiet vid insliarnings- 
y tan  (i)! 
2. 4 d. RL. Proliferation fr5n harts- 
forande str i le   id vedsidan hos 
St. 
3. 8 d. C. I<allusbildning vid vedsiclan 
mitt  for Sc rnarg. Telofas vid pilen. 
3.  4 d. C. Proliferation frBn strale- 
celler i i barliflilien. 
5. 6 d. C. Celldelning i gransen inellan 
floem och liortex hos Sc. 
6. G d. C. Proliferation i s tr i le  vid 
inski7rningsgtan hos St. 

Plate XI I .  Scots pine, side slit graft. 
1. 12 d. C. Vigorous callus fornlation 
from both St  and Sc in inrlernzost 
corner, in Sc influenced by leaf 
trace. Parerlcllyina union a t  flap. 
2. 12 d. C. Leaf trace in Sc cross-cut a t  
grafting, large callus formation 
from phloern-cortex boundary. 
3. 14 d. C. S o  callus formation from 
St wood side facing wood in Sc. 
Parenchyma union a t  flap. 
4. 14 cl. C. Parenchyma unioil be- 
tween tissues from Sc cortex and St  
flap rays. 
5. 14 d. C. I11 flap dead tissues facing 
Sc. Inside this region callus formed 
from rays and phloem parenchynla 
in non-functional phloem. Callus 
a t  wood side facing Sc pith. 
6. 17  d. C. Innernlost corner filled 
with callus, parencllyrrla union. 
l'hellogen a t  incision face. Heavy 
callus formation from Sc a t  pt .  4. 
7-10. 20 d. C. 7: St cainbium folloms 
flap (between arrows rnarliccl with 
c). Inner~nost  corner filled \\it11 cal- 
lus. Sc cambium from pt. 1 forms 
an arch in direction towards S t  cam- 
bium in flap (arrows inside the 
arch). Tracheids differentiated in 
flap in contact with pt. 2 and in 
front of Sc pith. Cambia nearl\ 
united a t  pt .  2. S: From the same 
section as 7. P t .  3 nit11 yet  no 
cornlection and slow division activ- 
i t> 9: 2 mm above 7. Einpty space 
in innermost corner. Cambium fol- 
lows flap. 10: 10 mill above 7. Cal- 
lus from pt .  2 between Sc wood 
and flap. No union. Callus forma- 
tion in flap as in 5. 
Plansch S I I .  Tall, sidsticlisprnp. 
1. 12 d. C. Livlig kallusbildrling 110s 
b ide  St  och Sc i inre vinkeln, 110s 
Sc influerat av  l~ ladspi r .  Paren- 
kymforening vid flilien. 
2. 12 d. C. Bladspir i Sc kluvet \-id 
ympningen, stor kallusbildning 
fr5n floein-liortexgransen. 
3. 14 d. C. Ingen liallusbildning frill 
vedsidan hos St  mitt  fiir ved i Sc. 
Parenkyrnforening vid fliken. 
4. 14 d. C. Parenliyn~forening inellail 
vavnader fr5n Sc liortex och stralar 
i barliflilien. 
5. I4  d. C. Kallus bildad inuti flilien 
fr5n str5lar och floempareilkyrn i 
inaktivt floein. Va\-nacler narrnast 
Sc doda. I<allusbildning fr5n vcd- 
sidan initt for SC marg. 
6. 17  cl. C. Inre vinlieln helt liallus- 
fylld, parenliymfiirening. Fellogeii 
vid iiisliiirningsytan. Kraftig lial- 
lusutveckling f r i n  Sc uid pt .  3.  
7-10. 20 d. C. 7: St-karnbiet foljer 
fliken (c rned pil). Inre rinlieln lial- 
lusfylld. Sc-kainbiet f r i n  pt .  1 
breder u t  sig bsgforrnigt mot liam- 
biet i flilien. Pilar p i  bigens insida. 
Tralieider differentierade i flilten 
invid pt .  2 och initt for Sc marg. 
Nastan liainbiefiireniilg vid pt .  2. 
8:  Fr5n sainma m i t t  sorn fore- 
giende. Yid pt .  3 ingen sainman- 
vasning, liten delningsalrtix-itet. 9: 
2 nim ovanfiir 7. Toinrum i iiire 
7-inlieln. Iianibiet foljer flilien. 10: 
10 inm o m n  fiir 7. Kallus f r i n  pt. 
2 rnellan Sc ved och barliflilien. 
Ingen fiirening. Kallusbildnir~g i 
flilierl liksorn i 3. 
PLATE XI1 
Plate XIII .  Scots pine, sick slit graft. 
1. 24 d. C. Parenclzyn~a union in 
iiinermost corner, cambial union 
a t  pt .  2. Heavy callus formation 
from St  wood side in front of Sc 
pith. Pith compressed. Callus from 
pt. 4 penetrates into the space 
l ~ e t a e e n  the  mood surfaces. 
2. 24 d. C. Uniou of nscu la r  tissues 
and cambia a t  pt .  2. 
3--7. 34 d. C. Sections from different 
levels of the same graft. Approx- 
imate distance from base of Sc: 
3 = 2.5 mrn, 4 = 13.5 111111, 5 = 
17.5mn1, 6 =17,8mn1,7= 19mm. 
3: Cambial union a t  pt. 4; cam- 
bium in flap destroyed, phellogen 
grown inwards up to union be- 
tween flap and Sc pith; paren- 
chyma union a t  pt .  3, Sc cambium 
spreads into flap. 4: union a t  
pt .  4 or pt .  3; no cambium pres- 
ent in wedge shaped part of Sc; 
St cambium in flap unbroken. 5: 
snzall piece of cambium in wedge- 
shaped part  of Sc - carnbiuin 
from pt. 1 in an arch, united with 
cambium from pt.  2. 6: Broader 
cambial piece in Sc - wider 
cambial arch; broken camhiurn in 
flap united with tha t  from pt. 1 
( c f .  Plate XII :  7). 7: Sc carnhiuin 
still broader -carnlial strand in 
a straighter course. Cf. 5--7 with 
Fig. 22. 
8-9. 6 w. C. Innermost corner and 
incision face of the  same graft. 
No cambial activity in St before 
grafting. 8: Canzbiunz left a t  mood 
surface a t  grafting, cambial union 
a t  pt .  1;  cambial strand formed 
in flap between pt .  2 and pt .  3. 9: 
New xylem in St only in prosim- 
i ty  of the graft wound; phellogen 
in both St and Sc. 
10. 8 w. C. Complete union. 
11. 30 d. C. Tangential cut in St (Fig. 
18 I,), complete union at incision 
face (in circle). 
12. 4.5 d. C. Complete union following 
tangential cut in St. 
Plansch XIII .  Tall, sidsticlisymp. 
1. 24 cl. C. Parcnliyillfiirenillgar i inre 
vinlieln, liambiefiirening vid pt. 2. 
Stor kallusbildning fr5n ~ e d s i d a n  
av St mitt  for Sc miirg. IIBrgen 
hoptryclit. Kallus f r in  pt. 4 trang- 
er in inellan vedytorna. 
2. 24 d. C. Forming av ledande vav- 
nader och liainbier vid pt .  2. 
3-7. 34 d. C. Snitt fr5n olika niv5er 
av  sannna ymp. Ungefarliga av- 
s t ind  f r in  basen av Sc: 3 = 2,s 
mm, 4 = 13,s min, 5 = 17,s mm, 
6 = 17,8 mm, 7 = 19 inm. 3: Icain- 
bieforening vid pt .  4; kambiet i 
flilien forstiirt, fellogen intill sam- 
manvaxningen rnellan flili och Sc 
marg; parenkymforening vid pt .  
3, kanzbium f r in  Sc triinger in i 
flilien. 4: Ingen fiirening vid pt. 4 
och pt. 3; inget kambiunz i in5tviin- 
da deleii as- Sc; St-kambiet foljer 
ohrutet fliken. 5: Litet kanzbie- 
stycke i Sc; kambiet fran pt .  1 be- 
sliriver bsge, sammanvuxet rned 
karnbiet vid pt .  2; kainbiet i flilien 
obrutet. 6: Bredare kambiuin i Sc, 
vidare b5ge; liambiet i flilien bru- 
tet ,  sammanswxet med kambiet 
fr5n pt .  1 (jfr pl. XII :  7). 7: Sc- 
liambiet Snnu bredare; liambiet 
f r h  pt .  1 siiker sig genare vag. 
Jfr 5-7 med fig. 22! 
8-9. 6 w. C. Inre vinkeln respektive 
insliiirningsytan hos samma J-mp. 
Ingen kanibieverlisamhet hos St  
fore yinpningen. 8: Kambiet kvar 
pB vedytan ef ter ympningen, kam- 
hiefBreiiing vid pt .  1;  liarnbie- 
str5k hildat i fliken nzellan pt .  
2 och pt .  3. 9: Nyt t  xylem i St 
endast invid sirytor; fellogen hos 
bBde St och Sc. 
10. 8 w. C. Val sammanvuxen yinp. 
11. 30 d. C. Insliarning i S t  ined tan- 
gentiellt snitt (fig. 18 h), god 
sammanviixning vicl insliarnings- 
y tan  (i cirkeln). 
12. 45 d. C. God sannnanviixning ef- 
ter tangentiellt insnitt i St. 

Plate XIV. Norway spruce, veneer 
graft. 
1-5. Early reactions. 
1. 2 cl. C:. Enlarged cells in resin duct 
of Sc cortex and in rays of St  flap. 
2. 4 d. C. Cell divisions in Sc cortex, 
see arrows. 
3. 4 d. C. Cell divisions in ray of Sc. 
4. 4 d. C. Cell division in Sc cortex. 
Resin duct filled with cells. 
5. 6 d. C. Callus formatioil from 
phloem rays in St. In Sc resin duct 
filled with cells. Contact layers. 
6. 6 d. C. Proliferation from ray in 
newly formed wood and in phloem 
rays of St. 
7 .  11 d. TL. Callus formation from 
phloem rays a t  short wound sur- 
face of Sc. 
8-9. Fitting of graft components. 
8 .  16 d. C. Outer edges of St  and Sc 
matched on left side, cambia far 
apart. Callus from St intrudes into 
Sc pith and compresses pith cells. 
9. 1s d. C. Outer edges matched on 
right side; cambia far apart on 
this side hut  matching on the 
other. Graft cut in St superficial- 
no callus formation from wood 
exposed a t  carnl~ial region. 
Plansch XI\.'. Gran, laggymp. 
1-7. Tidiga realitioner. 
1. 2 d .  C. Forstorade celler i hartska- 
nal i Sc liortex och i s tr i lar  i flilien. 
2. 4 (1. C. Celldelningar i Sc liortex, se 
pilarria. 
3. 4 d. C. Celldelningar i str5le i Sc. 
4. 4 d. C. Celldelniiig i Sc kortes. 
Cellfylld hartskanal. 
5. 6 d .  C. I<allusbildning fr511 floern- 
str i lar  110s St. Cellfylld hartskarlal 
i Sc. Isoleringsskilit. 
6. 6 d. C. Proliferation f r in  str i le  i 
arsveden och strglar ifloemethos St. 
7. 11 d. TL. I<allusl~ildning f r h  
floeinstr2lar \-id lilla snittytan ne- 
derst i Sc. 
8-9. Saimnailpassni~~g av ympkom- 
ponenterna. 
8. 16 d. C. Ytterkanterna hos St  ocli 
Sc sa~nmanpassade i vanster sida, 
kainbierna l5ngt isiir. Kallus fr2n 
St  triinger in i och trpcker samrnan 
Sc marg. 
9. 18 d. C. Sc ocli St  saininaripassade i 
hijger ytterliant; liarnbier l ingt  
isiir i deniia sida, passar sarmnan i 
den andra! Tiilpsriittet i S t  ytligt: 
ingeri kall~~sbilc1i~ing fr5n wclyta 
blottad r i d  liamhiezonei~. 

Plate S\-. Norway spruce, veneer 
graft. 
1. 22 d. TL. Parench\ina union of 
flap and Sc. Most of the callus 
from Sc. 
2. 22 d. L. Parenchyma union be- 
h e e n  flap-cortes and Sc-phloem, 
contact layer a t  flap originally 
touching Sc ~ o o d .  Callus from 
Sc cambium intrudes between 
contact layer and 15-ood. 
3. 22 d. C. S t  cambium turning out- 
wards, union immediate. 
4. 28 d. C. Complete union of vas- 
cular tissues and of cambia. 
5. 36 d .  KL. Flap cut  according to 
Fig. 31. Uncomplicated union. 
6. 28 cl. C. Shallow graft cut in St. 
Yo callus formed from wood ex- 
posed a t  cambial region. Good 
union. 
'I. 6 m. C. Parenchynia union on one 
side only. Sc pith shrivelled. 
8. 1 year. C. Complete union. Inter- 
mediary tissues originate from 
both sides, each ~ m i t  coated with 
periderm. 
9. 36 d. C. Graft cut in stock too 
deep. Outer edges of St  and Sc 
matched on left side but  poor fit 
of cambia. Complete union on left 
side, no union at all on right side. 
10. 1 year. C. Cut in St  too deep. St  
flap and St  united on side turned 
upwards. On side turned down- 
wards vascular union late i11 the 
season, Note false annual ring in 
Sc. 
11. 14 ni. C. Isolated cambia in inter- 
mediary tissue. Carnhial union 
produced by leaf trace on sick 
turned upwards. 
12. 11 m. C. Sc two years old a t  
gi afting. No nen shoots clex cloped 
in the year of grafting, one bud 
bursting a t  the  time of fixation. 
\Veal< union in spite of relatively 
good cambial fitting. 
13. 18 m. C. Graft without new 
shoots. First year neak  vascular 
coanection, strengthened in the 
second year. 
Plansch X\-. Gran, laggynip. 
1. 22 d. TL. Parenkyniforenirig mel- 
lan flili och Sc. Stiirsta liallus- 
miingdeii frBn Sc. 
2. 22 d. L. Pareiiltyn~fiireniiig rnel- 
Ian liortex i flilien och floenl i Sc. 
Isoleringsskilit i fliken bildat i 
anslutning till ved i Sc. I<allus 
fr5n Sc-kambiet tranger sig 111el- 
la11 isoleringsskiltt och ved. 
3. 22 d. C. St-liambiet bojer av ut5t, 
n3ra forening. 
4. 28 d. C. God fiirening rnellan le- 
dande vavnader och n~el lan  liam- 
bier. 
5. 36 d. RL. Flik enligt fig. 31. 
Okoniplicerad sammanvaxning. 
6. 28 d. C. Ympsnitt just vid kam- 
biet i St. Ingen ltallusbildning 
fr5n blottade vedytan. God sam- 
manvaxning. 
7. 6 in. C. Parelikyinfiirening endast i 
ena sidan. Rlarg hos Sc slirumpnad. 
8. 1 5r. C. God saniman~-axning. 
Yiivnaderna mellan vedytorna 
hiirstammar f r h  b5da lianterna, 
varje enhet oinsluten av sitt peri- 
derni. 
9. 36 d. C. For djupt  ynipsnitt i St. 
Ttterkanterna hos St  och Sc sarn- 
manpassade i vanster sida, d5lig 
Bverensstiimmelse niellan kam- 
bier. Fullstandig forening i vans- 
ter  sida, ingen alls i den hogra. 
10. 1 5r. C. For djupt  snitt i St. Flik 
och St  forenade utanfor Sc i Gvre 
sidan. I nedre sidan forening mel- 
la11 S t  och Sc p5 sent stadium. 
Miirk falslia Brsringen i Sc! 
11. 14 In. C. Isolerade lianibier i mcl- 
lanvaxnad. Kanibiefortning i orre 
sidan forinedlad a\- bladsp8r i Sc. 
12. 13 m. C. Sc ined tvB-5rsvecl. Inga 
nga skott  forsta Bret, \-id fixe- 
ringstillfBllet en brytande linopp. 
Trots tamligen god kanibiesani- 
manpassning lilen sainmanviis- 
ning. 
13. 18 ni. C. Ymp utan  nya skott. 
Forsta Bret mycket liten, andra 
Bret god forening mellan ledande 
vaunacler. 
PLATE ST 
Plate S V I .  Norway spruce. 
1-8. Veneer graft. Unions produced 
hy leaf traces. 
1--6. 14 m. C. Series of sections with a 
"moving leaf trace". Growth ot 
second year just started. Distance 
between 1 and 6 about 1.5 inm. 1: 
Leaf tracc in Sc cortex; no union. 
2: 18 sections above 1;  paren- 
chyma union. 3: 18 sections still 
higher up: leaf trace situated half- 
way between cambia of Sc and St. 
4: 15 sections abovc 3. Leaf trace 
11101 ed towards St  cambiurn. .5 
and 6: 6 and 13  sections a b o ~ e  4
respectively: leaf trace being in- 
corporated with stele of St. Cf. 
Fig. 33. 
7. 10 d. C. Early parenchyma union 
influenced by leaf trace in Sc. 
Arrows inark boundary between 
St  and Sc. 
8. 14 m. 1-ascular union established 
from leaf tracc in Sc. 
9-12. Side slit graft. 
9. 1 7  d. C. Parenchyma union a t  
incision face, bark flap inactive. 
10. 17  d. C. Good parenchyma union 
a t  incision face. Callus forination 
influenced by leaf trace in Sc. 
11. 28 d. C. Parenchyma union a t  
incision face and a t  flap. 
12. 33 cl. C. Sonietirnes large callus 
rnasscs are formed from the bark 
flap. 
Planscll XVI. Gran. 
1-8. Laggymp. SanmianvBxningar 
forrnedlade av  bladsp5r. 
1-6. 11 111. C. Snittserie nzecl avand- 
rande bladsp5r)j. Xndra 5rets till- 
vaxt  just p5biirjad. Xvst5nd inel- 
lan 1 och 6 c a 1.5 mm. 1: Blad- 
sp5r i Sc kortcx. Ingen sam- 
manviixning. 2: 18 snitt ii\-er 
fiireggende. Parenkyrnfiirening. 3: 
Ytterligare I S  m i t t  hogre. Rlad- 
sp5ret mi t t  emellan Sc- och 
St-liainbieriia. 4: 15 m i t t  iiver 
fijregaende. Bladsp5ret dras mot  
St-liarnbiet. 5 och 6: 6 respel-t' 1 lve 
13  m i t t  ovaizfiir 4. Bladsp5ret 
infijrlivas nlecl stelen hos St. J f r  
fig. 33! 
7. 10 cl. C. Ticlig parenkymforening 
under inflytande f r i n  hladsp5r i 
Sc. Pilar rnarlterar griinsen mel- 
lan St  och Sc. 
8. 14 in. C. Ledande fiirbindelse fiir- 
inedlad av  hladsp5r i Sc. 
9-1 2. Sidsticksymp. 
9. 17 d. C. Parenltyi~~fiireiliiig vid 
inskiirningsytan. Barltfliken helt 
passiv. 
10. 17  d. C. God parellltyinfiire~lii~g 
vid inskiirningsytan. Kallusbild- 
ningen influerad av bladsp3r i Sc. 
11. 28 d. C. Parenkyn~fiireniiig' \-id 
h5de insk5rningsyta och flilt. 
12. 35 d. C. Riklig kallusbildning f r j n  
flilten ltan foreltomma. 

